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Abstract 
Bhakti implies the sense of a personal relation with God, there is a surge of 
love and intense devotionalism. It is reaction of heart versus rigid 
intellectualism of Vedas. It involved ethical and emotional content. 
Bhakti Movement of Medieval India was shaking the social structure 
and challenging the privileges and authority of the custodians of religion and 
was trying to establish direct relation between God and men. 
This movement was undoubtedly an expression of the emotional aspect 
of Hinduism. It took inspiration from the ancieiil* scriptures of the Hindus, but 
V • 'V.H. - '\' ';•' 
after its contact with Islam, particularIyin*'^ orthern India, its character changed 
considerably. In the religious terminology Bhakti means the worship of a 
personal God and is a spirit of love and the attainment of liberation 
The earliest saints of Bhakti school belong to Tamil land, they were the 
follower of either Vishnu or Shiva and known as Alvara and Nannyars. These 
saints composed their devotional songs in vernacular. They address the people 
without any discrimination of castes. They made an appeal to the hearts of the 
masses and became very popular. 
Chapter one depicts the socio-political condition of Northern India 
during 15^ '' and 16^ '^  centuries. Before the Turkish conquest of India politics and 
society of India was dominated by the Rajput and Brahmins, Turkish conquests 
brought their supremacy to an end. The Turkish deprived the Brahmins of their 
temple wealth and state patronage, so the Brahmins suffered both materially 
and ideologically. 
Chapter two is devoted to the evolution and thought of Bhakti through 
the Religious Scriptures like The Bhagvada Gita, The Bhagavata Purana, The 
Bhakti Sutra ofNarada and Shandilya, Saints of Vaishnava and Shaiva school 
of Bhakti and thoughts of Vaishnava acharyas. The evolution and early 
development of Bhakti thought and ideology, both Vaishnava and Shaiva, took 
place in South India and it was brought to Northern India in the medieval 
period. 
Chapter three follows the transformation of Bhakti movement in 
Northern India. Here it spread out under the leadership of Ramananda, a 
Vaishnava saint and the reviver of Ramanandi sect, lays stress on the concept 
of equality. He removed the distinction of caste and accepted his disciples from 
the different strata of society. 
Chapter four deals with the attitude of Bhakti saints towards the Bhakti 
theory. Several eminent saints from various parts laid emphasis on the unity of 
God and surrender to His will in order to attain salvation which is goal of 
human life. These saints provoked people to bring changes in their life and 
thoughts. These saints have two different aspects of Bhakti i.e. Nirguna Bhakti 
and Saguna Bhakti Both Nirguna and Saguna Bhakti saints believed in the 
unity of God, importance of a Satguru in the life of human beings and unreality 
of maya (illusion). 
Chapter five focused on the short biography of the prominent Bhakti 
saints and Sufi saints of India who spread their valuable preaching in India and 
tried to remove the discrimination in society. 
Chapter six and the last chapter of the thesis deals with the interaction of 
thought, personal contact and common teachings of the Bhakti and Sufi saints 
of Northern India during 15'^  and 16'^  centuries. Both gave importance to the 
vernacular language and used as the medium of their preaching. Both Bhakti 
and Sufi saints were against the caste system and orthodoxy in society. 
Bhakti saints preached universal toleration and brought about a 
revolution in the structure of Indian society. The main purpose of the Bhakti 
Movement was to unite Hindus and Muslims as there was a wide distance 
between them. So the result of Bhakti Movement was that the two great 
cultures came into close contact with each other and a healthy synthesis came 
about. 
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Introduction 
The cult of Bhakti was first popularized in South India. When Buddhism had 
lost its glory and disappeared fi-om the land of its birth. Jainism however 
remained in some parts of India though its ascendancy was lost. In South the 
Shaivaite Nayannars and Vaishnavaite Alvars spread the cult oi Bhakti under 
PalJavas, Pandyas and Cholas. 
These saints looked upon religion not as a cold formal worship but as a 
loving bond based upon the love between the worshipped and worshipper. For 
their devotional poems they used local languages, Tamil and Telugu. Nath 
Yogis began to spread throughout northern and central India during the twelfth 
century onwards but their influence was visible only in 13^ ^ century. 
In the course of time the wave of Bhakti came to North from South 
India, and took the form of a movement. The cause of the rapid spread of 
Bhakti Movement and its popularity in medieval India are not far to seek. 
Degeneration of Vedic religion and social structure was obviously the primary 
cause. But through the efforts of great Acharyas of that time Buddhism and 
Jainism received a setback and supremacy of Brahmin faith was revived. 
The caste system spread like poison all over the Hindu society and the 
condifion of the lower classes became miserable. Sufis came to India with the 
idea of equality and brotherhood. They attracted masses belonging to lower 
strata of society because they promised equal status to all. They made no 
distinction of caste and creed among the people. Bhakti saints came from 
vin 
diverse background and believed in equality of all and professed that salvation 
could be achieved by all. 
The result was that an unending war against obstinate orthodoxy and 
meaningless ritualism was waged by the Hindu bhaktas and saints of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth century in Hindi and Punjabi speaking regions of 
Northern India. They were hostile to all idolatrous practice and caste distinction 
and with equal vehemence ridiculed Muslim forms of worship. Bhaktas came 
from all classes of Hindu society, but their devotion was not concerned with 
any particular God or one of His incarnations. 
The bhaktas used vernacular for their poems and preaching. They 
expressed their mystical experience in a lyrical form with local dialects which 
showed little adherence to conventional literary traditions of Sanskrit. The 
bhaktas were filled with fervent and rapturous ideas of what they believed to be 
Reality and Supreme and salvation the ultimate end of human life. The Bhakti 
saints were believed either in Nirgima Bhakti or Saguna Bhakti. 
Historians and Scholars for many decades have been working on the 
Bhakti Movement of Medieval India. Romila Thapar'treats the Bhakti 
movement as an integrated phenomenon and while generalizing about it and 
taking it with the Tamil Alvar Saints of the 6* and 7* centuries reiterates the 
•J 
conventional approach. R.S. Sharma describes the Bhakti Movement as a 
reflection of the medieval feudal order. D.D. Kosambi interpreted Bhakti as 
Thapar, Romila, A History of India, Vol. 1, Penguin Books, New Delhi, 1966. 
" Sharma, R.S., Problem of Transition from Ancient to Medieval Indian History, The Indian Historical 
Rivew, Vol. I, No. 1, 1974. 
' Kosambi, D.D., The Cuhure and Civilization of Ancient India, 1970. 
IX 
unflinching loyalty to God similar to the loyalty that linked together "in a 
powerful chain, the serf and the retainer to the feudal lord". According to him 
''Bhakti suited the feudal ideology perfectly." 
Other historians have produced a large number of works giving minute 
details about saints, their preaching and believes. Scholars like H.H. Willson, 
Monier Monier-Williams^ and Grierson^ have argued that Bhakti emerged in 
India under Christian influence. R.G. Bhandakar tries to prove that Bhakti in 
India is indigenous and supports its antiquity with the help of epigraphically 
and literary evidence. Jadunath Sinha^ says that It {Bhakti) blossom forth in the 
Epic and Literature and later devotional literature. While Ishwari Prasad says 
that Bhakti Movement started against rigidity of Vedic religion. Tarachand'° 
says there is Muslim influence in medieval Bhakti Movement. 
Review of the Primary Source Material 
The Bhagavada Gita^^ is a part of Mahabharta, composed by Maharishi 
Ved Vyasa in Sanskrit. Through the Gita Lord Krishna gave the sermon on 
Bhakti. Chapter 12 Bhakti Yoga extols the glory of devotion to God. Along 
with this He explains the different qualities of devotee. 
* Willson, H.H., Skelcti of the Religious Sects of the Hindus, Sushil Gupta, Calcutta, 1958. 
' Monier, Monler-Wllllams, 'Indian Thelstic Reformers', Journal of Asiatic Society, 1881. 
'' Grierson, George. A., ' Bhakti-Marga\ Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, 12 Vols, Vol. II, ed. 
Hastings, James, Edinburgh, third print, 1953. (hereafter as f.^.f.). 
7 
Bhandarkar, R.G., Vaishnavism Saivism and Minor Religious System, Indologlcal Book House, 
Varanasi, 1965. (hereafter as Vaishnavism Saivism). 
* SInha, .ladunath, 'Bhagavad Religion: The Cult of Bhakti,' The Cultural Heritage o/lndia, ed. 
Harldas Bhattacharya, Vol. IV, Calcutta, 1556,. 
9 
Prasad, Ishwari, History of Medieval India :from 647A.D. to the Mughal Conquest, Indian Press, 
Allahabad, 1952. 
'"Tarachand, Influence of Islam on Indlaw Culture, The Indian Press, Allahabad, 1946. (hereafter as 
Influence of Islam) 
"MaharshI Sri Veda Vyasa, Srimad Bhagavada Gita, Shankaracharya, Hindi tr. Shri Harkrishna Das, 
Gita Press, Gorakhpur, seventh edition, V.S., 2048, 1991. 
1 T 
The Bhagvata Purana also known as Srimad Bhagavata 
Mahapuranam. Maharishi Ved Vyasa is known for being the author of this 
Purana. Basically it was written in Sanskrit language. There are several cantos. 
The canto {skandh) 2nd, 3rd, 1^\ 10' and 11* are treasure of Bhakti and 
describe about the different kinds of Bhakti. The 10* canto of Purana is 
dedicated to Lord Krishna. 
Narada and Shandilya Bhakti sutram help to elaborate the impon:ance 
and the universality of the cult of devotion (Bhakti). 
Ram-Charit-Manasa of Tulasidas was composed in Avadhi it given 
detailed about contemporary society, politics, culture and religion. It is in 
complete harmony with the patriarchal society. It nourishes family value of 
Upper caste, peasants and artisans. 
Vinaya Patrika^^ of Tulasidas is also composed in Avadhi. It is an 
important source of Bhakti. 
Adi Grantha or Guru Granth Sahib is a valuable source of Sikhism. It 
contains the preaching of Guru Nanak and Sikh Gurus and embodies verses of 
the Bhakti Saints such as Kabir, Raidas, Dhanna, Pipa etc. Other primary 
sources are Kabir Granthawali, Dadu Dayal Granthwali, Mira 
Padawali, Raj ah das ki Sarbangi, etc. 
'~ Maharshi Sri Veda Vyasa, Srimad Bhagaval Mahapuranam, ed. Krishanshankar Shastri, Original 
Text with Hindi tr., 12 Vols. Ahamdabad (Gujarat), 1973. (hereafter as Bh.P) 
Narada and Shandilya Bhakti Sutram, ed. Acharya Sri Baldeva Upadhyaya, Varanasi, Third 
edition, 1918. (hrerafter as N.Bh.Su. and Sk Bh.Sn.) 
Tulsidas, Ram-Charit-Manasa, Gita Press Gorakhpur, 230* edition, 2009. (hereafter as R.C.M.). 
Vinay Patrika, Tulasidas, eds. Viyogi Hari, Sasta Sahitya Mandal, Delhi, fifth edition. 1994. 
Adi Granth or Guru Granth Sahib, Hindi Tr., Manmohan Sahgal, 4 Vols., Bhuvan Vani Trust, 
Lucknovt', 1987-88. (hereafter as/i.G.), 
" Kabir Granthawali, Edited Shyam Sundar Das, Nagari Prachami Sabha, Kashi, 1956. ( Hereafter as 
K.G (Das)); Kabir Granthawali, ed. Parasnath Tiwariin 2 Parts, Hindi Parishad, Allahabad, 1961. 
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Babiirnama or Tuzuk-i-Babri by Babur.written in Turki. It was 
translated into English by A.S. Beveridge, gives a useful description of Babur's 
invasion on India and political condition of that time. 
99 
Akbarnama, ~ written in Persian by Abul-FazI, gives a sketch of battle 
of Panipat between Hemu and Akbar, and also very useful source for research 
work. 
Ain-i-Akbari^''' of Abul Fazl in Persian language, gives important information 
about society, culture, religion, and Sufi saints as well as Bhakti saints of 15th 
and 16th century India. 
Malfuzat-i-Timuri or Tuzuk-i-Timuri' of Timerlane or Timur, gives a 
detail description of Timur's campaign against Hindustan. 
Tarikh-i-Muharakshahi written by Yahiya Bin Ahmad Abdullah 
Sirhindi and translated into English by K.K. Basu, gives a detail information of 
political condition of India. 
Secondary Source Books 
Social and political history of medieval India has not been ignored by 
historians as well. The books written by of Prof Mohammad Habib and Prof. 
'* Dadii Dayal GranthM'di, (ed.) P.R. Chaturvedi, Nagari Pracharni Sabha, Varanasi, 1966. (hereafter 
asD.G.). 
'** Meerabai Padawali, ed. Krishna Dev Sharma, Reegal Book Dipo, Delhi, 1984. (hereafter as M.P). 
•^^ Rajjabdas ki Sarbangi, ed. Sahabuddin Iraqi, Granthyan, Aligarh, 1985. (hereafter as Sarbangi). 
"' Babar, Babarnama or Tiauk-i-Babari, Eng.tr. by A.S. Beveridge, in 2 volumes, Oriental Books, 
Delhi, 1979. (hereafter as Tuziik). 
" Abul Fazl, Akbarnama, Eng. tr., Beveridge, Vol. 11, Rare Books, New Delhi, 1972. 
-' Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari , (ed.) 3 Vols, Vol. l" by H. Blochman, Oriental Books, third edit. 1977, 
Vol. 2"''& 3"' by H.S. Jarret, Low Price Pub,, Dalhi, 2011. 
Timerlane or Timur, Malfuzat-i-Timuri or Tuzuk-i-Timuri, Partial Eng. tr., in Elliot and Dowson's 
History q/lndia, in 8 volumes., Vol.111, (hereafter as Malfuzat) 
xii 
K.A. Nizami.^-' K.A. Nizami,^^ Tarachand, A. Rashid,^^ K.M. Ashraf,^ ^ Yusuf 
Husain,^'' M. Mujee^/° S.A.A. Rizvi/' P.N. Chopra,^ ^ A.L. Srivastava,^^ Sirdar 
Ali Iqbal Shah,'^ Abdul Latif,'^  M.P Srivastava,^^ Shahabuddin Iraqi'^ did not 
cover all the aspects of the social and political history of medieval India. These 
source materials are inadequate and scattered, the regional differences stands as 
a barrier to meaningful general study 
Besides the Introduction and Conclusion the present thesis has been 
divided into six chapters. A brief resume of each chapter is as following: 
The first chapter deals with Socio-political condition of North India 
during IS**" and 16"' centuries. It focuses as how Northern India after the 
establishment Delhi Sultanate was politically governed. A number of dynasties 
ruled and they followed the policy of discrimination. Hindus although were in 
majority but they were never taken into confidence. Muslims alone had 
upperhand. For security Muslims mostly lived in town and cities, for army and 
' ' Habib, Mohd. & Nizami, eds., Comprehensive History of India, 5 Vols. People's Publication, New 
Delhi, 1996. 
^'' . Nizami, K.A., Some Aspects of Religion and Politics in India during Thirteenth Century, 
Department of History, Muslim University, Aligarh,1961. (hereafter as ^./?.P./.) 
"^  Rashid, A., Society and Culture in Medieval India (1206-1556), Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 
Calcutta, 1969. 
*^ Ashraf, K.M., Life and Condition of the People of Hindustan, Jiwan Prakashan, Delhi, 1959 
""^  Husain, Yusuf, Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, Asia Publishing House, Bombay, 1957. 
'° Mujeeb, M., The Indian Muslims, George Allen & Unwin Ltd, London, 1967. 
'' Rizvi, S.A.A., Muslim Revivalist Movements in Northern India in 16' & 17" Century, University 
Press, Agra, 1965; also Rizvi, S.A.A., The Wonder That M>as India, Vol. II, Sidgwic & Jackson, 
London, 1987, reprint. 2005. 
'" Chopra, P.N., Some Aspects of Society and Culture during the Mughal Age , Shiv Lai Agarwala & 
Co. Ltd., Agra, 1955. 
'" Srivastava, A.L., Medieval Indian culture, Shivalal Agarwal, Agra, 1964. (hereafter as M.l.C.) 
"* Shah, Sirdar Iqbal Ali, Islamic Sufism, Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i-Delli, Delhi, 1973 
•'^  Latif, Abdul, The Muslim Mystic Movement in Bengal (1301-1500), K.P. Bagchi & Company, 
Calcutta, 1993. 
''' Srivastava, M.P., Society and Culture in Medieval India (1206-1707A.D.), Chugh Publications, 
Allahabad, 1975. 
Iraqi, Shahbuddin, Bhakli Movement in Medieval India : Social and Political Perspectives, 
Manohar, New Delhi, 2009. 
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administrative jobs Muslims alone were preferred. Hindus were forced to pay 
jizya and other discriminatory taxes. Hindu Muslim communal bitterness 
continued to prevail in the society till we reach Mughal period. Akbar for the 
first time started treating Hindus and Muslims equally. He abolished jizya, 
pilgrim tax and got married Rajput women. He employed Hindus in 
government services. It was during his period the Hindu-Muslim communal 
bitterness came to an end and secularism started. 
The Chapter second, Concept of Bhakti, is devoted to the evolution of 
Bhakti, its nature, and the thoughts of great acharyas. It is believed that Bhakti 
is a passionate devotion to God and complete surrender to his Will is the most 
effective means of salvation. The textual study of The Bhagavad Gita,The 
Bhagavata Purana and The Bhakti Sutra of Narada and Shandilya is an 
attempt to explain the term and nature of Bhakti. The history of this movement 
goes back to f^ century A.D. and a clear evidence of Bhakti is found in the 
hymns of twelve ^/var^' of Tamil land. 
The Third chapter, deals with The Significance of Ramananda in the 
Evolution of Bhakti Movement, Ramananda is considered to have introduced 
Bhakti in Northern India. By his effort there was a great social revolution in 
North India. This chapter deals with his works, thoughts and philosophy. 
The Fourth Chapter, Theory of Bhakti by the Prominent Saints of 
Northern India provides a detail description of the philosophy of Bhakti saints 
about the Brahman, Jiva, and Maya etc. The chapter has been divided into two 
parts. First part deals with the Bhakti theory of Nirguna Bhakti saints like 
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Kabir, Nanak, Dadu, and Raidas etc. Second part examines with the Bhakti 
theory of Saguna Bhakti saints like Vallabhacharya, Chaitanya, Mirabai, 
Surdas and Tulasidas. Both Nirguna and Saguna Bhakti saints played their vital 
role in the Bhakti Movement of medieval India. 
The Chapter fifth, A Short Biography of Bhakti and Sufi Saints, 
provides a short biography of Bhakti- Sufi saints of Northern India during 15* 
and 16'^  centuries. 
The Chapter Sixth, Interaction between Bhakti and Sufi Saints, 
examines the interaction between the thoughts, practices and teachings of 
Bhakti and Sufi saints to analyze and showing the extent of their mutual 
understanding and peaceful co-existence. 
The object of the topic is to see that since India got independence why 
communal violence and communal feelings had increased? Communal violence 
during the whole of Muslim period of Indian history was almost non-existent. 
People used to live peacefully and in harmony. We should learn from history 
how Bhakti and Sufi saints stood for unity. They made no difference between 
Ram and Rahim. To them religious orthodox was meaningless. Kashi and Kaba 
were one and the same. Bhagwan and Allah were the name of the same 
Almighty. We should shrink all differences of community, caste and creed and 
adopt unity to strengthen India to enable the secularism to rise and 
communalism to die. 
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Socio-Political Condition of India during 15^ *^  and 16*'' Centuries 
Political Condition 
Firoz Shah was the last great Sultan of Tughlaq dynasty. He ruled over 
Delhi about thirty eight years (1351-1388 A.D.). He crowned his son prince 
Muhammad in 1387 A.D., and gave him the title of Nasiru'd-din Muhammad 
Shah and retired himself into seclusion. But Muhammad was overthrown by 
the royal slaves shortly after his accession. Then Firoz Shah raised his 
grandson Tughluq Shah 11 and died in 1388 A.D.' 
The decade that followed Sultan Firoz Shah' death was full of 
devastating civil wars, intrigues and murders. The weak successors of Firoz 
Shah who occupied the throne one after the other in quick succession played in 
hands of the nobles. 
The disintegration of the Sultanate towards the close of Firozshah 
Tughluq's reign was followed by the disastrous invasion of Timur. He crossed 
river Sindhu in September 1398 A.D. and passed through the Punjab like a 
whirlwind plundering the cities that lay in his march. Principal cities he 
however avoided till he encamped near Delhi Timur sent his cavalry with 
orders "to plunder and destroy and to kill everyone whom they met." They 
carried out his order. Delhi was at the mercy of the invader. He returned to 
Samarqand plundering Meerut and Hardwar and all other cities which lay by 
' Yahiya Bin Ahmad Abdullah Sirhindi, Twikh-i-Miibarakshahi, Eng. tr., K.K. Basu. Karimsons, 
Karachi (Pakistan). 1977, p. 145-47. (hereafter as A^z/ic/rflfa/?a/7/). 
" Timur, Malfiizal-i-Timitri, Eng. tr. The History of India As Told by its own Historians, by. Elliot, 
H.M., and Dowson. John, 8 Vols.. Vol. Ill, p. 432. (hereafter as Malfuzat). 
his homeward march hi 1399A.D. Timur's objects to invade Hindustan was 
plunder and an expedition against the infidels/ 
On the eve of his departure from India, Timur held a court on March 6, 
1399, and appointed Khizr Khan as a governor of Multan, Lahore and 
Dipalpur/ The invader did not completely overthrow the reigning Tughluq 
Sultan but shattered the economic and social life of the people almost all the 
cities which he captured were looted and plundered. The booty presented by 
the Prince Pir Muhammad Jahangir who had captured Multan was in such a 
huge quantity that all the scribes of Amir Timur took two days in preparing the 
list of goods/ 
Besides the wealth of India, Timur carried away thousands of artisans 
and craftsmen to Samarqand and this was also great loss of India. Yahiya says 
that: 
"After the departure of Timur, the vicinity of Delhi, and all 
those places M'here his army had passed through M>ere 
visited by pestilence and famine. Many died of sickness and 
many of hunger. For a couple of months Delhi presented a 
scene of desolation and woe. " 
Although Timur appointed Khizr Khan the viceroy of Delhi, but Khizr 
Khan established himself only in Multan and Dipalpur. His position was 
challenged by Mallu Iqbal, who rose to power in Delhi. He marched against 
Khizr Khan but was defeated near Ajodhan and killed in 1405 A.D. After that 
the throne of Delhi was transfer into the hands of Mahmud Tughluq, Firoz's 
-' Malfii-al, pp. 394-395. 
'' Mubarakslialii, p. 173. 
' Malfuzai, p. 419. 
'' MiiharaLshahi, p. 173. 
younger son, but he died in 1412 A.D. Thereafter the nobles choose an Afghan 
noble Daulat Khan Lodi for the throne of Delhi. In 1414 A.D. Daulat Khan was 
defeated by his more ambitious rival Khizr Khan. Khizr ascended the throne 
but did not assume any royal title but professed to rule as the viceroy of 
Timur's successor Shah Rukh to whom he also sent annual tributes. Khizr 
Khan tried to consolidate Delhi's control from Multan to Kannauj and from the 
foot of the Himalayas to the Malwa frontier.^  Khizr Khan ruled for seven years 
that were mainly devoted to suppress rebellions and discover that engulfed the 
whole kingdom. 
Khizr Khan was succeeded by his son Mubarak Shah (1421-33 A.D.). 
However he was challenged by the Khokars, under their chief Jasrat, they 
planned to seize Delhi Empire. Mubarak Shah defeated Jsarat and demolished 
some of his roots around Sialkot. The third ruler of Sayyid dynasty 
Muhammad Shah (1434-1445 A.D.) lost much of his small kingdoms^ and the 
last ruler, Shah Alam (1443-76 A.D.) proved more incompetent than his father 
and only hastened the collapse of the dynasty. In 1451 A.D. he transferred the 
command of Delhi to Bahloi Lodi and retired to his favorite place, Badaun 
where he spent the rest of his life. 
The Lodi dynasty (1451-1526 A.D.) produced more energetic and 
talented rulers. They established their authority in the Punjab, and in the whole 
tract corresponding to the Modern Uttar Pradesh. 
^ Rizvi, S.A.A., Wonder thai was India, 2 Vols, Vol. II, Sidgroick & Jackson, London, 1987, p. 55. 
^ For detail account of Jasrath's revolt see Mnbarakshahi, pp. 200-234. 
See Miibarakshahi, Chapters on Sayyids. 
Bahlol Lodi (1451-1489 A.D.) before occupying the throne had 
possessed Sarhind, Samana, Sunam, Hisar, Firozah, Lahore, Dipalpur and 
perhaps some parganas of Multan.'" In 1451 A.D. he not only occupied 
Panipat, Hansi and Delhi but also added Sambhal, Mewat, Rapri, Etawah, Kol, 
Kampila, Patiali, Mewat Rapri and Bhogaon to his dominions. He had 
considerably revived the power and prestige of Delhi Sultanate. It has been 
remarked that the most outstanding event of Bahlol's career as the Sultan of 
Delhi was his 'life and death struggle' against the Sharqis." For more than 
fifteen years, even after 1469 A.D., his primary political concern was his 
struggle with the rulers of Jaunpur. Only by 1486 A.D., he is said to have 
capture the western territories of Sharqis. On his death in 1489 A.D., he left a 
kingdom nearly twice as large as it was in the beginning of his reign. Sultan 
In the early 16"^  century there was a paramount power in Northern India, 
strong enough to enforce its will on the numerous independent states or even to 
forge them into a temporary confederacy for the defense of her extensive 
frontier. The Lodis who held Delhi and Agra were master of limited territory 
and though they gave promise under the energetic Sultan Sikandar (1489-1517 
A.D.) playing the role of Sultanate of Delhi. 
Sikandar Lodi (1489-1517A.D.) the successor of Bahlol Lodi, crushed 
Husayn Shah Sharqi of Jaunpur, liquidated the Rajput uprisings in the 
neighboring region and the Raja of Tirhut was forced to pay tribute. Sikandar 
'°It is almost certain tiiat Baiilol never possessed Muitan proper as a part of his dominions. Tiie 
reference to Muitan might actually be to some disputed territories between the cities of Lahore and 
Dipalpur one the one hand and Muitan on the other, Khwaja Nizamuddin Ahmad, Tabaqt-i- Akbari, 
Eng. tr. De, B., 3 Vols, Vol. 1, The Asiatic Society, Calcutta, 1911, (rpt. 1973). pp. 334. 
Pandey, A.B., The First Afghan Empire in India, Book Land, Calcutta, 1956, p. 69. 
Lodi found the city of Agra in 1504 A.D., He exalted the prestige and power of 
the Sultan. Abdu-Ua says, "He was a bigoted Musalman. He destroyed many 
Hindu temples. He entirely ruined the shrines of Mathura, the mine of 
heathenism, and turned their principal Hindu places of worship into 
caravanserais and colleges. Their stone images were given to the butchers to 
serve them as meat-weights (this is specially said of the famous idol of 
Nagarkot, by Ahmad Yadgar) and all the Hindus in Mathura were strictly 
prohibited from shaving their heads and breads and performing their 
ablutions."'^ Furthermore Abdullah the author of Tarikh-i-Daudi says that in 
Dhaulpur a garden which extended over an area of 7 kos was uprooted, temples 
were destroyed and mosque were built on their sites.''' In the case of a 
Brahmin, Laudhan who was put to death because one day he had asserted in the 
presence of Musalmans that Islam was true, as was also his own religion. He 
imposed several social disabilities on Hindus like prohibition of Hindus from 
bathing in Yamuna. Titus says Suhan Sikandar was given the name But-Shikan 
(idol smasher), for his destruction of Hindu idols and temples. ^ 
Sikandar Lodi was succeeded by his eldest son Ibrahim Lodi (1517-
1526 A.D.). He was the last ruler of Lodi dynasty. His arrogant behavior and 
ill-treatment had displeased the Afghan nobles who formed secret conspiracies 
against him. During his reign he faced the revolt of Jalal Khan Lodi, governor 
'- Abdu-lla, Tarikh-i-Daudi, H.I.D.E., Vol. IV, Kitab Mahal, Allahabad, 1964, p. 447. 
" Ibid, pp. 465, 467. 
" Ibid, pp. 464-65 , 
' ' Titus, Murray.!., Indian Islam, Oriental, 2"" edn.,1979, p. 46. 
of Jaunpur. Jala! was captured and murdered in Gondwana.'^ Besides it Bengal, 
Malwa, Gujarat and other outlying provinces had all become independent. 
Meanwhile another revolt provide by Rana Sanga of Mewar with the 
opportunity to make inroads into the Lodi territories as far as Bayan near Agra. 
Ibrahim marched personally against Rana. The Afghan probably fought an 
indecisive engagement and Rana retreated for the time being. But when 
Husain, governor of Chanderi, was killed Rana made a fresh attack and seized 
Chanderi. '^  
After this war position of Ibrahim became weaker. He not only defeated 
by Rana Sanga but also lost his control over Afghan nobles. Some of whom 
like Daulat Khan Lodi; governor of Lahore threw of their allegiance to the 
Sultan. Lodi Kingdom was therefore "a congeries of semi independent 
governorship mostly held by Afghans." And in 1526 A.D. he was defeated by 
Babur in the battle of Panipat, and lost both his life and Kingdom. The 
Sultanate of Delhi came to an end. 
In 1523 A.D., Babur was invited by Daulat Khan Lodi to invade 
Hindustan. Babur was fanatic in religion. He was against the Hindus principles 
of idolatry and polytheism. He felt that the duty of every pious Muslims v/as to 
spread and penetrate Islam in various parts of Asia. To fulfill this desire and 
ambition he selected India. Towards the close of that year Ibrahim heard of 
Daulat Khan's rebellious designed and defection in Babur's favour. Babur took 
his action due to the conspiracies of Daulat Khan and Alam Khan, uncle of 
Pandey, A.B., The First Afghan Empire in India, op. cit., pp. 177-78. 
'^  Ibid, p. 183 
Ibrahim Lodi. He defeated Daulat Khan and pardoned him. Babur had left a 
strong garrison in the Punjab. He made his own arrangements for the 
government of Punjab.'** He proceeded towards Delhi and halted at Panipat 
where Ibrahim was already waiting for him. A battled was fought and Ibrahim 
was worsted and killed. Dr Ishwari Prasad said, "The battle of Panipat placed 
the empire of Delhi in Babur's hand. The power of Lodi dynasty was shattered 
to pieces and the sovereignty of Hindustan passed to the Chaghtai 
Turks." Babur quickly occupied Delhi and Agra. In Baburnama he says: 
On Friday (Rajab 15") while we remained on the same 
ground, Maulana Mahmud and Shaikh Zain went with few 
others into Delhi for congregational Prayers, read the 
khutba in my name, distributing a portion of money to the 
poor and needy and return to camp. " 
Babur's next step was against Rajputana in the reign of Rana Sanga of 
Mewar reached at the zenith of her glory. It was controlling directly or 
indirectly the entire resource of Rajputana. The famous battle of Khanwah was 
fought between Rana Sanga and Babur in 1527 A.D. in which Babur was the 
victor. He also won the region of Bihar and Bengal after the battle of Ghaghra 
in 1529 A.D.. Like Rajputs Afghan were also defeated by Babur. He led the 
foundation of Mughal Empire after establishing the vast empire from river 
Indus to Bihar and Himalayas to Gwalior. He died in December 25, 1530 A.D. 
'^ Daulat Khan Lodi was given only Sultanpur and Jullandiiar, Babur, Tuzuk-i-Babri or Baburnama, 
eds. A.S., Beveridge, tr. in 2 Vols, Vol. I, Oriental Books, Delhi, 1979, p. 422; later on Babur refers to 
this arrangement taunting Daulat Khan with the words, " three lirors I gave thee on Tatar Khan's 
lands." , Ibid, Vol. II, p.459; Erskin estimated the three Jiwrs as £ 75,000, Ibid, Vol. II, p. 459, n. 4. 
(hereafter as Tuzuk). 
' Prasad, Ishwari, A Short History of Muslim Rule in India, The Indian Press, Allahabad, 1965, p. 278. 
-° Tuzuk, Vol. II, op. cit., p. 476. 
He was succeeded by his son Humayun. But Political condition of that 
time was very miserable. Sher Khan Afghan in the east and Bahadur Shah in 
the west, the former in Bengal and Bihar and the later in Gujarat were maturing 
plans for the overthrow of the Mughals. Humayun was very generous and 
highly outlined man. His brothers also increased problems for him. The nobles 
and leader who were granted large state by him increased against him. In 
1535A.D. he scored a victory against Bahadur Shah of Gujarat. In 1539 A.D. 
he had a war with Sher Shah Sur at Chausa. In which Humayun was defeated 
and escaped. In the battle of Kanauj (1540 A.D.) Humayun became a fugitive 
and Sher Shah became the master of Agra and Delhi. Humayun fled away to 
Iran and took asylum there. After a long period he started to recovery of his lost 
empire and conquered Kabul, Delhi and Punjab. But he could not enjoy his 
victory as he died in January 20, 1556 A.D. 
Sher Shah captured Delhi in 1540 A.D., but failed to enjoy the territory 
for long time he died in 1545 A.D. After Firoz Shah, Sher Shah was the first 
Sultan who believed that one must work unsparingly not only for the 
consolidation of his power and prestige, but also for securing the happiness of 
the subjects people. By his administrative reforms regarding land revenue 
system and the policy of religious tolerance were famous. Akbar started 
adopting the land revenue system of Sher shah. 
For his civil and military achievements he was extremely praised by this 
line "if Sher Shah had been spared, he would have established his dynasty, and 
the Great Mughals would not have appeared on the stage of History."^' 
Ahhough he was more constructive and liberal in his administrative system 
than his predecessor yet one of his learned associates, Sheikh Nizam, boldly 
recommended a jihad. For the jihad he said, there is nothing equal to a 
religious war against infidels. If you be slain you become a martyr and if you 
live you become a ghazir 
Sher Shah was succeeded by his son Islam Shah in 1545 A.D. After 
Islam Shah, Muhammad Adil Shah, a weak monarch and pleasure loving man 
was the ruler. His authorities was challenged by Ibrahim Shah, watching this 
chaotic situation, Humayun attacked on India in 1554 A.D., and capture the 
throne of Delhi. 
At the age of fourteen Akbar ascended the throne after the death of his 
father. As soon as he got the news he enthroned himself and started rule under 
the guidance of Bairam Khan on February 1556 A.D. ^ Akbar's position was 
still precarious. This was the time of complete disorder. In 1556 A.D. anarchy 
and confusion reigned supreme in India and famine and pestilence were 
rampant in the rank and file. The fairest provinces of Delhi and Agra were 
visited by plague which carried away a large number of people.^ '* 
The sovereignty of North West India was contested by Sikandar Sur on 
the one hand and Muhammad Shah Adil on other hand. Hemu, commander of 
" Jaffar, S.M., The Mughal Empire from Babiir to Aurangzeb, Ess Ess Publication, Delhi, 1936 (reprint 
1974), p.66. 
""Titus, Indian Islam, op. cit., p. 13 
""'Abul Fazal, Akbarnama, Eng. tr., Beveridge, Vol. II, Rare Books, New Delhi, 1972, pp. 4-12. 
" Ibid, Vol. 11, p. 57, Abul Fzal was an eye-witness of this famine. He says that the famine lasted two 
years; it apparently prevailed during 962 and 963, 
Muhammad Shah Adil, captured Delhi and assumed the title of Vikramaditya." 
Bairam Khan advised Alcbar to resist the aggression of Hemu. Both armies met 
on the historic battlefield of Panipat in November, 1556 A.D.. A fierce battle 
was fought between tv/o armies. Hemu's victory was almost but suddenly an 
arrow hit Hemu's eye and he fall down unconscious. Hemu was killed and 
Afghans lost the battle.^ '^ ' 
Politically, when Akbar ascended the throne Bengal enjoyed 
independence under Afghan chiefs. Kabul was held by Muhammad Hakim 
virtually as independent kingdom. Rajputs of Rajasthan had recovered from 
shocks inflicted by Babur and now enjoyed independence. Malwa and Gujarat 
already refused to pay allegiance to the Mughals. Gondwana was ruled by local 
chieftain Orissa was independent. Kashmir, Sind and Balochistan were free 
from external control. The Deccan Sultanate of Ahmadnagar, Bijapur 
Golconda, Khandesh and Barar were ruled by their own Sultans. The 
Portuguese were powerful in Arabin Sea and Persian Gulf They held sway 
over whole of the western sea-coast and possessed some good sea ports 
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including Goa, Daman and Diu. Akbar occupied Gondwana, Malwa and 
Chittor. He also captured Ranthambhor, Kalinjar, Gujarat, Kashmir, and Sind. 
The empire consisting five old provinces he inherited from his father was 
weak. But he established his control and authority over his vast empire, akbar 
- Hemu had earned for himself a unique mihtary distinction by successfully fighting as many as twenty 
two pitches of battles with the opponents of Mubariz Khan, {Akbarmma, Vol. II, p. 45) was advancing 
from Chunar, the capital of his master, towards Agra with a large army , gathering strength on his 
mai'ch from the enemies of the Mughal cause. There was a battle between Hemu and Tardi Beg, the 
Governor of Delhi. Tardi Beg had been defeated and put a flight {Akbarnawa, Vol. II, p. 48-50). Now 
he turned to Delhi and occupied it. 
'^Akbarnama, Vol. H, pp. 58-65. 
Jaffar, S.M., The Mughal Empire from Babur to Aurangzeb, op. cit., p.74 
through his efforts estabhshed a very strong empire full of resources. He 
followed liberal religious policy which permitted no discrimination for creed 
and castes His secular policy too played well. His Rajput policy played 
significant role in the cordial relation between Hindus and Muslims. Rajputs 
were the important people in India. There were many small kingdoms in 
Rajputana when Akbar ascended the throne. The state of Marwar, Mewar, 
Amer, Bikaner Jaisalmair and Ranthambhor were famous politically and 
socially. He adopted the policy of goodwill, friendship and liberality towards 
the Rajputs. Before Akbar, it is said that Babur advised Humayun to follow the 
TO 
policy of religious tolerance. During Humayun's stay in Iran Shah Tahmasp 
also suggest that he 'rear the Rajputs', without gaining control over the 
zamindars it is not possible to rule in Hind.' Same as Humayun advised 
Akbar to be kind and considerate to the Rajputs, as loyalty was ingrained in 
their character.^ ** Akbar followed his advice and made a strong relation of 
friendship with Rajputs. 
Akbar adopted a twofold policy towards the Rajputs: a) to win them 
over as allies by a policy of friendly persuasion i.e. by establishing matrimonial 
alliance, b) where the above policy proved unworkable as in the case of 
Chittor- to unhesitatingly indulge in warfare and ensure submission. The 
features of his Rajputs policy are: 
'Nizami, K.A.,/lA:/7a/-am//?d/t^/o«, Idarah-i-Delli, Delhi, 1989, p. 13. 
' Chandra, Satish, History of Medieval India 800-1700, Orient Biackswan, Delhi, 2009, p. 242. 
'ibid. 
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Establishment of Matrimonial Relation 
He made matrimonial alliances with Rajputs princess, pursued for 
political motives. First Rajput Raja to give him his daughter in marriage was 
Raja Bharmal Kachhwaha of Amer in 1562 A.D. Akbar gave complete 
religious freedom to his Hindu wives. Dr. Beni Prasad says, "it symbolized the 
dawn of a new era in Indian politics, it gave the country a line of remarkable 
sovereigns; it secured to four generations of Mughal Emperor the services of 
some of the greatest captains and diplomats that medieval India produced." 
Akbar married with the princesses of Jaisalmer and Bikaner too. He did not 
have any matrimonial relation with the Hadas of Ranthambhor. 
Appointing the Rajput to High Offices: 
Akbar gave high offices and mansabs (ranks) to the Rajputs. He 
appreciated and rewarded the services of his Hindu subjects, particularly the 
Rajputs. Raja Bharmal obtain a high rank. His son Bhagwant das reached a 
manasb of 5000 and his grandson Man Singh to the mansab of 7000. Besides 
them Rai Singh of Bikaner and Bhimsen of Jaiselmer were given mansabs Raja 
Todermal and Biharimal were appointed to high civil military offices. 
Religious Freedom to Hindus: 
The basic principle of Akbar's policy was toleration. He gave religious 
freedom to the Rajput. He abolished y/zj^ fl/i and pilgrims taxes on Hindus and 
also stopped the practice of forced conversion of prisoners of war.^ ^ 
Jaffar, The Mughal Empire from Babiir to Aurangzeb, op. cit., p. 87. 
' Chandra, Satish., History of Medieval India 800-1700, op. cit., p. 243 
' Akbarnama. Vol. 1], pp. 159 
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Social reform in Rajput Society 
Akbar tried to remove the evils prevalent in contemporary Rajputs 
society. He forbade child-maiTiage (bal-vivah), discouraged sati and 
encouraged widow remarriage/ And permission of non-Muslim along with the 
Muslim for further construction of religious places, proved to be a turning point 
in medieval Indian History. During his the reign many Hindus and Muslims 
came into close contact with each other and exchanged their ideas and 
thoughts. So Hindu-Muslims cultures developed. The Hindu studied Persian 
and Urdu languages and Muslims studied Sanskrit and Hindi literature. With 
these acts Akbar created an atmosphere of discrimination between Hindus and 
Muslims. Whole policy of Akbar gave a different complexion as he came to be 
regarded as an Indian ruler. 
Social Condition of Northern India 
Hindu society was divided into four varnas on the basis of division of 
labour since ancient time. These four varnas were Brahmins, Kshatriyas, 
Vaishyas and Sudras. On the eve of Turkish invasion the varnas systeiTi was 
replaced by castes system determined by birth and in society there came to 
exist as high castes, lower castes and untouchables. The castes became more 
ramified and rigid. It was given a religious tinge. In the words of Rawlinson, 
''caste for the Hindu is part of divine order of Universe; a man's caste is 
•' Lai, K.S., Studies in Medieval Indian History, Ranjit Printers, Delhi, 1966, p. 14 
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determined by his conduct in previous existence." Describing the social 
condition of India Al Beruni wrote. 
"The Vaisyas and Sudras are not allowed to hear Vedas, 
much less to pronounce and recite it. If such a things can 
be proved against one of them, the Brahmins drag him 
before the magistrate, and he punished by having his 
tongue cut off " ^ 
Caste system gained further rigidity under Muslim rule. The Hindu population 
as a whole could not reconcile the idea of mixing with the Muslim invaders and 
tried to isolate themselves from the Muslim with scrupulous determination to 
save their religion and social system. The Hindu treated early Muslim as 
"'malechchas'' (the impure), with a social status much lower than that of the 
Sudras. Al-Beruni has also observed: 
"All their fanaticism is directed against those who do not 
belong to them- against all foreigners. They call them 
mleccha, i.e., impure, and forbid having any connection 
with them, be it by intermarriage or any other kind of 
relationship or by sitting, eating and drinking with them, 
•J J 
because thereby, they think, they would be polluted. " 
The position oi Brahmins and Kshatriyas was materially affected by the 
Muslim conquest in India. Though they continue to hold this rank but they 
could no longer play any part in administration. The Brahmins who were 
earlier exempted from all sorts of taxes and were given a privileged treatment 
were deprived of this favored position. This naturally implied a change in the 
'^Rawlinson, H.G., India: A Slwii Cultural History, cited by S.C, Raychoudhary, A Social Cultural 
and Economic History of India (Earlist Times to Present times), Surjeet Publication, Delhi, 1984, p. 56. 
''^  Al.Beruni, AI.Beruni's India, 2 Vols., Vol. I, ed., Sachu, Edward.C, Low Price Publications, New 
Delhi, 1910, (rpt 1989), pp. 19-20. 
'^Ibid, p. 125. 
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traditional duties of the Brahmins. They lost the opportunity to earn enough by 
officiating as priests; they looked to agriculture through hired labored. 
Sometime they themselves cultivated the fields. As a result the Brahmins could 
not devote themselves wholly to the Vedic studies and spiritual pursuits as they 
used to do earlier, "this was a frank admission of the decline of Vedic studies 
during the Sultanate period (1206-1526 A.D.) and with it that in the importance 
-1 Q 
of Brahmin caste.''' This affected the caste system in another way too. The 
Brahmjns now came to hold the view that even the Sudras could listen to the 
recitations of the Puranas and take to certain trades which were earlier 
forbidden to them. 
The legal position and formal powers of the Brahmin had undergone a 
considerably change with the fall of old time Kshatriyas or the ruling classes of 
Hinduism. They not only lost political power but also the opportunity of 
earning their livelihood as soldiers. According to Anil Chandra Banerjee, 
"except in Rajasthan Central India and the Himalayan region in the North 
West, many of them sank into the status of local landlords, serving as 
intermediaries in the revenue system organized by the Muslim rulers. The 
changed position of Kshatriyas had affected the whole Hindu society. K.M. 
Ashraf opines, with the elimination of the moral rivalry of the Kshatriyas, the 
authority and personal influence of Brahmins increased among the Hindu 
masses." However, that is not wholly true because the Brahmins themselves 
"Srivastava, A.L., Medieval Indian culture, Shivalal Agarwal, Agra, 1964, p. 22 (hereafter as M.l.C.) 
•' Banerjee, Anil Chandra, Tlie Slate and Society in Northern India, K.P.Bagchi & Company, Calcutta, 
1982, p." 190. 
•'"Ashraf, K.M., Life and Condition of the People of Hindustan, Jiwan Prakashan, Delhi, 1959, p. 79. 
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were weakened as they could not look at political power for support and 
patronage. The Brahmins continued to be the unofficial guides of the Hindu 
society. 
The picture of the condition of Vaishyas, Sudras and untouchables 
described by Al-Beruni seems to be exaggerated and taken from the Smritis 
rather than the actual condition prevailing in I I* century A.D. Vaishyas had 
grown prosperous by increase of trade and commerce during the Muslim rule in 
India. 
Sudras were divided into two categories. Those of the lower category 
were looked down upon as interior as the untouchables. For the Sudras highest 
duty is the service of the Brahmins, it is recognized that he can earn their 
livelihood by trade. The old Smritis rules forbid dealing in certain classes of 
commodities by Sudras engaged in trade is relaxed in times of distress. Some 
authorities permit them even to sell liquors and meat. In old time the Sudras 
were neither listen nor study the Vedas and Pur anas and nor explain the occult 
meaning of that. But in Sultanate period the social and economic status of 
Sudras had considerably improved. 
Untouchables, the lower categories of Sudras, were considered as 
Chandals. Minute rules were laid down in the medieval Hindu shastras and 
law books, prescribing penance for touching them associating with them and 
eating food from or detailed rules were prescribed to avoid contact with them. 
Purification by bathing with clothes on was prescribed for touching or seeing a 
•" Husain, Yusuf, Glimpses ofh4edieval Indian Culture, Asia Publishing House, Bombay, 1957, p. 127. 
~ Banerjee, The State andSociet)' in Northern India, op. cit., p. 127. 
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Chandal. Different penance were to be undertaken by a Brahmin for going in 
the company of a Chandal, for drinking water from a tank owned by a 
Chandal, for drinking water which had been drawn by a Chandal or in a 
Chandal's vessel. 
Muslim Society 
Muslim population in Northern India during the Sultanate had a mixed 
racial composition. Muslim invaders marched into India not only to conquer 
but also to enforce a new religion. From the time of Mahmud Ghazani to that of 
Timur every Muslim soldiers that marched into India and within India against a 
Hindu kingdom, believed and declared that his mission was to propagated 
Islam. From the beginning of Muslim rule it was the foreign Muslim who 
dominated the society, and held aloof as if to demonstrate their superiority of 
broth race and culture. 
Muslim society was divided into three classes of which the first two, 
Ahl-i-suyuf (men of sword) and the Ahl-i-qalam (men of pen), and third is 
Awwam-i-khalq. Humayun also divided all the officers of his dominions into 
three classes first the Ahl-i-Daulat, comprising royal family, officers, 
viziersand all his soldiers; second the Ahl-i-sa'adat, consisting of men 
distinguished for their learning, mainly religious Ulama (theologians), Qazis 
(judicial officers), the Sayyids, the Sheikh, poets and other learned men, judge, 
nobles and skillful persons; third the Ahl-i-murad, that is, those who possessed 
beauty and elegance and catered to pleasures, i.e., musicians, painters and 
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singers.''"' In these categories Ahl-i-sa'adat or men of learning commended 
greater respect than the people belonging to the other two categories, but the 
classification is unjustified because it did not say about the producing classes. 
Privileged Class 
At the top of the social order were the governing class or the military 
aristocracy and relatives of the king. They were also called Ahl-i-suyuf (men of 
sword). The Turks established a sovereign independent of Muslim state in 
India; they lived a life of ease and prosperity. They have enough money to 
expenditure on special occasions such as feasts, festivals, marriages etc. He 
was a despotic ruler, with no limit or restraint on his powers, except such as 
was dictated by consideration of a peaceful and stable government. The 
relatives of the Sultan enjoying great personal prestige and invidious privileges. 
Many of them were recipients of honors, titles, posts, landed assignments etc. 
The nobles constituted the ruling bureaucracy. In the beginning the 
Turks formed the bulk of the ruling elite. Besides, Persians, Abyssinians, 
Egyptians, Afghans and converted Mongols also continued to obtain high 
position. ' During the period under the majority of the nobles belonged to the 
various branches of the Afghans who were invited from Roh and settled in 
North India particularly by Bhlol Lodi; and Sher Shah. In the beginning they 
" •^'Khwandamir, Qanun-i-Hiimayuni, Eng. tr. by Prasad, Baini, R.A.S.B., 1940, Calcutta, pp. 25-26; the 
account of the division of the inhabitants of his dominions into three classes is also copied by Abul 
FazI with slight alterations in Akbarnama, Vol. 1,1972, pp. 643-644. 
'*'* Majumdar, R.C., The Delhi Sultanate, Bhartiya Vidhya Bhavan, Bombay, 196, p. 613. 
^^  Lai, K.S., Legacy of Muslim Rule in India, Aditya Prakashan, Delhi, 1992, p. 163. 
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were not compromise with Indian Muslims. Babur called them rustic and 
tactless.""' 
The nobles were mostly of foreign origin and belonged to different 
nationality. They were tried to live up to the standards of the emperor and had 
the same vices and virtues, they too spent lavishly on mistress and dancing 
girls. Nobles bore the title of Khan which signified the upper most grade of 
nobility, next in rank come the title of malik and lastly that of amir.^^ The 
Mughal nobles were also known as manasbdar. The manasbdars were the 
government officers as well as the richest class in the empire."^ ^ 
Next privileged class was called Ahl-i-qalam or Ulama, they covered 
heterogeneous groups such as the theologians, the ascetic, the Sayyids, the pirs, 
and their descendants. Muslim scholars and Sufi Shaikhs, though not all rich, 
also belonged to the upper classes because of the respect they enjoyed in 
society. Most of them were patronized by kings and nobles; many were 
actually in their employ. Some of them were very well off. They possess the 
knowledge of Islamic traditions, canon law and theology, they are canonists 
and theologians. In medieval period they came to have the ultimate decision on 
all questions of constitutions, law and theology, the law of Shariat were 
enforced by them and things illegal and not sanctioned by the Shariat were 
suppressed by them. They were much superior in dignity and status to others.^ 
"' Babur observes! "Biban waited on me in this camp. These Afghans remain very rustic and tactless. 
This person asked to sit although Dilawar Khan, his superior in following and in rank, did not sit." 
Babumama, Vol. II, p. 466. 
•*' Prasad, p. 654. 
•"* Ashraf, Life and Condition of the People of Hindustan, op. cit., p. 56 
''' Lai, Legacy of Muslim Rule in India, op. cit., p. 164. 
^° Lunia, B.N., Life and Cjillure in Medieval India, Kamal Prakashan, Indore, 1978, p. 181 
Tradition classified Ulama into two categories i.e., Ulama-i-akhirat'^ (the 
pious) and Ulama-i-dunya (tlie worldly) in the reign of Balban, Firoz Shah 
Tughlaq, Sikandar Lodi and Sher Shah, Ulamas played important role in 
political and religious matters, Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi says that Sher Shah has 
close relationship with Ulamas and he never take his breakfast without them.''' 
But the rulers were not always follow the suggestion of their Ulamas and priest 
they took authority in their own hands. Sultans like Ala-du-din Khalji and 
Muhammad bin Tughluq led the influence of Ulamas under the control of the 
sovereign, Akbar in his reign set aside the sovereignty of Ulamas in religious 
matters by securing from them following written decision to which some of 
them sign willingly and rest against their conviction: 
"// therefore in future a religious question come up, 
regarding which the opinions of the Mujtahids are at 
variance, and His Majesty in his penetrating understanding 
and clear wisdom be inclined to adopt, for the benefit of the 
nation, as a political expedient, any of the conflicting 
opinions, which exist on that point, and issue a decree to 
that effect, we do hereby agree that such a decree shall be 
binding on us and on the whole nation. "' 
Though some of the Ulamas were liberal spiritual learned and free to express 
their views, and risked their lives in speaking the truth, many Ulamas were 
person of narrow views, conceived, selfish and fanatic. 
^'Ulama-i-Alilvrat- kept themselves aloof from the worldly greed. They set aside their personal 
demands and desire to render themselves, consequently they were highly respected in society. 
^~Ulama-i-Diinya- were wordly minded they were ambitious to become mulawallis or teachers, or 
Qaiis or sadra-i-jahan or Sheikh-iil-lslam or Mufti. 
' ' Abbas khan Sarawani, TarMi-i-Slier Shalii, Eng. tr. H.J.E.D., Vol. IV, p. 408. 
•^•* Abdu'i-Qadir Badaoni, Mimtaiiliabii't-Twariliti, 3 Vols. Vol. 11, tr. W.H. Lowe, Idarati-i-Adabiyat-i-
Delli, Delhi, 1899, rpt. !973.p. 297. (hearfter as Mvntalihab). 
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Middle Class 
Next two the privileged classes there was a middle class drawing modest 
incomes from small holdings of land, or from the royal treasury in return for 
their service in different capacities. They were district officers, revenue 
collectors, judges, secretaries, tutors, teachers etc. Some of them were attached 
to the households of various nobles and led fairly and prosperous and happy 
life, possessing their own houses in the cities and villages. Some of them 
cultivated the arts of calligraphy and epistolograply which often provided them 
remunerative sources of income.^ ^ Very few Muslims were merchants and 
A.D.) stats that due to their lavishness and munificence the Muslim nobility of 
Delhi remained in debt and used to borrow money on interest from the sahu. 
As a result of their money lending business they become rich.^'' 
Even Sufi saints and religious divines were at times compelled to accept 
things from loan. We learn that Nizam-ud-din Auliya was indebted for twenty 
jitals. Some of the Sufii saints discouraged borrowing. They said that a darvesh 
should prefer dying of starvation to incurring debt for the satisfaction of the 
baser desire.^'' 
Sahus and merchants also provided loans to the foreigners who came to 
India and desired to purchase articles of presents for the Sultan. Some of the 
" Majumdar, R.C., The Delhi Sultanate, op. cit., p. 614. 
"'' Tarikh-i-Firozshahi, Zia-ud-din Barani, p. 120, c/Rashid, A., Society and Culture in Medieval India 
(1206-1556), Firma K..L. Mukhopadhyay, Calcutta, 1969. p. 25. 
' Rashid, A., Society and Culture in Medieval India (1206-1556), op. cit., p. 25. 
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Muslims were petty shop-keepers, some were dealing in horses, a few others in 
slaves.^  
Lower class 
Lower classes formed the bulk of the population. They were 
economically poor and socially degraded. The lowest stratum of society was 
composed mainly of shop-keepers workmen, domestic servants, cultivators, 
usually of Indian origin. The Muslim of the Indian origin followed handicrafts 
and petty trade in cities.^ '^  Business and trade were mostly in the hands of 
Hindu merchants among whom the merchants of Gujarat (usually banias) and 
Multan were famous for their large scale mercantile activities and fabulous 
wealth. Very few Muslims lived in villages, most of them were converted 
Hindus of low castes who worked in rural areas as daily wage earners, landless 
workers and cultivators. At the bottom of the society there were qalandars and 
other beggars. Sufi saints who had their hermitages outside the cities. Another 
element of Muslim population was that of slaves whose number was large. 
Every king and noble had plenty of slaves.^ ^ 
Position of Women 
The attitude of men towards women during the period under reviev^ was 
not different from that of the people of earlier period. They were generally 
commended except in the roles of mother, sister, a faithful wife and to some 
extant as a daughter. Women's position in Sultanate period was not as high as 
'" Ibid ., p. 25. 
- ' ' M / . C , p. 30. 
'° Ibid., p. 29. 
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it used to be in ancient India. No woman was allowed to enjoy an independent 
status. "In childhood, a female must be subject to her father, in youth to her 
husband, when her lord is dead, to her son."''' A woman must never be 
independent. Muslim women in India also did not possess the privileged 
position which was occupied by Arab women. On account of women's physical 
disabilities, she had the status of dependence on men like Hindu women. Sultan 
like Firoz Tughluq and Sikandar Lodi controlled the freedom of women. Firoz 
had restricted the visit of women to holy shrines because of evil-minded person 
who frequented them and waylaid the female visitors. While Guru Nanak 
praised her important role in the preservation and proper functioning of family 
and society: 
'Of a woman are we conceived, 
Of a woman are we born, 
To a woman are we betrothed and married. 
It is a woman who keeps the race going, 
Another companion is sought when the life partner dies, 
Through woman are established social ties, 
Why should we consider woman cursed and condemned 
When from woman are born leaders and rulers? 
From woman alone is born a woman, 
Without woman there can be no human birth. 
Without woman, 0 Nanak, only the True One exists.' 
Guru Nanak's tribute to women raised their social status in Sikh society and 
made them partners of their husbands' lives. 
' Ashraf, Life and Condition qftlie People of Hindustan, op. cit., p. 134; Srivastava, A.L., Alibar the 
Great, Vol. 111., Shivlal Agarwal, Agra, 1972, p. 62. 
" Pandey, A.B., Tlie First Afglnin Empire in India, op. cit., p. 204. 
'^ •'Sahagal, Manmohan, Adi Sri Guru Grantli Saliib. Rag Asa, M 1, Hindi tr., Bhuvan Bani Trust, 
Lucknow, 2'"' edn., 1987-88.; above translation has been taken from Selections from tlie Sacred 
Writings of tlie Siklis, Trilochan Singh, George Aline &Unwin ltd, London, I960, rpt. 1965, p. 93. 
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Polygamy 
Polygamy was prevailed among both Hindu and Muslims. It is true, 
before the advent of Muslims polygamy was not unknown to the ruling classes 
of the Hindu population, but it received encouragement owing to the impact of 
Muslim ideas. It was specially belonging to the richer section of the society. 
Abul Fazl, referring to the Hindus, writes, "Excepting in the King, it is not 
considered right for a man to have more than one wife, unless the first wife is 
sickly or proves barren, or her children die. In this case he may marry ten 
wives, but if the tenth proves defective, he may not marry again. If his first 
wile is suitable, and he desires to take another he must give the first a third part 
of his estate.'"'^ 
Akbar though polygamous himself, appears to have been opposed to 
polygamy for the general peoples. Abul Fazl writes, "nor does his majesty 
approve of every one marrying more than one wife; for this ruins a man's 
health and disturbs the peace of house."''^ 
Polygamy is permitted in Islam to extent of four wives at a time; no 
woman in a Muslim household could claim to be the mistress of her house. But 
generally both Hindus and Muslims practiced monogamy partly due to the 
religious injunction and partly due to the economic reason.^'' 
Almost during the 16"' centuries as well as in the 16th centuries of the 
Sultanate rule the girls were given away in marriage at very tender age, but 
"^' Ain-i-Akban\ Vol. Ill, eng tr. Jarret, H.S., R.A.S.B., Calcutta, 1948, p.449. 
"^  Ain-i-Akbari. Vol. 1, tr. Blochman, p. 288 
''''Akbar the Great, Vol. HI, p. 62,72. 
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during the last quarter of the 16''^  century Akbar discouraged child marriage by 
fixing the marriage age at 14"' for girls and 16"' for boys in 1582 A.D. In 1587 
A.D. he legalized widow re-marriage and prohibited sati for bal-vidhvas in 
1590-91 A.D.."^ 
Purdah 
Strict veiling of women was common practice in Muslim society. The 
custom of purdah or ghoonghat was widespread among Hindus as well as 
Muslims women of Delhi Sultanate and Mughal rule. It was adopted as a 
protective measure to save the honour of their women and to maintain the 
purity of social order. In India it means curtain and when it applies to woman it 
means a veil. The ladies of aristocracy moved in palkies or dolis and 
accompanied by male attendants. The ladies who belong to the poor family 
went about in long garments covering their heads, which is now known as 
Burqa.^'^ In Muslim society the underlying motive of purdah was to kept the 
women away from Na-mahram i.e., those with whom they could marry. 
Women continued observing its practice even to their old age. Purdah was 
adopted by the all class of Muslim society while in Hindu society it was 
followed by the higher classes and for them this custom was voluntary. It 
seems as a mark of respect for the elders and outsiders. It was spread in 
Rajputana, but less vigorously observed in Rajput families, where the ladies in 
Lai, K.S., Studies in Medieval Indian History, Ranjit Printers, Delhi, 1966, p. 14 
''*' Asliraf, K. M., Life and Condition of the People of Hindustan, op. cit., p. 173. 
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the arts of warfare, hunting and other expeditions.''^ In Mughal period it was 
strictly observed among high class families of both communities. Badauni 
writes in Muntakhabu 't-Tawarikh: 
"If a woman were found running about the lanes and bazaars 
of the town, and while so doing either did not veil herself or 
allowed herself to become unveiled... she was go to the quarter 
of the prostitutes, and lake up the profession." 
P.N. Chpora says that women of the lower society, such as peseant and 
working classes, were free from the bondage of purdah. They helped their 
husband in all external pursuits and internal economy, they take their bath at 
river-sides and would visit shrines travelling on foot without any 
restrictions. 
Sati 
The act of burning of Hindu wife under certain condition after the death 
of the husband was called sati. Bernier says that it was a popular belief had 
gained in the minds of the people that highest virtue for a woman was to 
become sati, and therefore, if a widow expressed her unwillingness for it, the 
people began to doubt her fidelity and affection towards her departed 
husbands. " 
The widows who did not burn themselves with their dead husbands they 
were treated very unfairly by the society. Society looked down upon them. 
Chopra, P.N., Some Aspects of Society and Culture during the Mughal Age , Shiv Lai Agarwala & 
Co. Ltd., Agra, 1955, p. 106. 
™ Muntaliluibu't-Twarikh, Vol. 11, p. 405 
Chopra, P.N., Some Aspects of Society and Culture during the Mughal Age , op. cit., p. 108. 
'" Bernier, Francois, Traveles m the Mogul Empire AD ]655-J668, tr, &ed, Archibald Constable and 
Vincent A. Smith, New Delhi, 1990, pp. 310-11; Sen, Surendranath , Indian Travels ofThevenol and 
Careri, Book LNational Archives of India, New Delhi, 1949, pp. 119-120. 
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They were not allowed to have their hair long or put o ornaments.''"' Most of 
the widows performed sati either willingly or unwillingly. Though sati was 
common but not compulsory. This custom was specially favored by the 
Rajputs. Emperor Humayun was the first monarch to think of extending an 
absolute prohibition to all case where a widow was past the age of child 
bearing, even if she offered herself willingly.'"* Badaoni says that Akbar issued 
an order that a woman should not be forced to sati.'^ Manucci says, "Mughal 
Emperor issued an order that in all lands under Mughal control never again 
should the official allow women to be burnt."''' The cruel practiced of sati was 
prevalent and Kabir criticized it.'' Nanak asked, "why should we consider 
woman cursed and condemned."'*^ He recognizes them as playing the most vital 
role in preservation of society as also in the proper development of family life. 
Third Guru Amardas puts the problem in simple words: if women 'appreciate 
their husbands they undergo sufficient pain by their death'; if on the other 
7Q 
hand, 'they appreciate not their husbands, why should they be burnt. 
Jauliar 
The term Jauhar is derived from Jatu-griha 'a house buih of lac or other 
combustibles' in allusion to the story in Mahabharta of the attempted 
'"' Manucci, Niccolao, Storia Do Mogor or Mogul India, 4 Vols, Vol. Hi, tr. by William Irvine, Low 
Price, Delhi, rpt. 1907, p. 60. 
Altakar, A.S. and Jayasval, K.P., Position of Women in Hindu Civilization, Motilal Banarsidas, 
Banaras, 1956, p. 133 
''/Ww7;a/c/7fl^ „ Vol. II, .p. 388. 
'"' Manucci, Niccolao, Mogul India or Storia Do Mogor, Vol. II, tr. by William Irvine, Lov/ Price, 
Delhi, first reprint 1990, p. 90 
'^ Macauliffe, M.A., The Sikh Religion, 6 Vols, Vol. IV, Oxford Clarendon Press, 1909, p. 153. 
(hereafter as The Sikh Religion) 
'^^ Majumdar, p. 541 
™ The Sikh Religion, Vol. II, p. 228 
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destruction of the Pandavas by setting such a building on fire. It is the custom 
of Indian Rajas under such circumstances to collect wood, cotton, grass, ghee, 
and such like into the place, and to bring the women and burn them, willing or 
unwilling. This custom was mostly widespread in Rajputana. When a Rajput 
king and his champions were reduced to despair in an engagement, they usually 
killed their women and children by locked them in a house and set fire to the 
house. Then they come forth and fought bravely in the battle field till death. 
There are many examples of jauhar in the history of Rajputana. About this 
custom Abul Fazl says \n Akbarnama: 
"When such a calamity has occurred a pile is made of 
sandalwood, aloes, etc., as large as possible and to add this 
dry firewood and oil. Then they leave hardhearted 
confidents in charge of their women. As soon as it is certain 
that there has been a defeat and that the men have been 
killed, these stubborn once reduce the innocent women to 
ashes. 
He further gives another example: 
"There was also a great fire in the house of the Chauhan 
M'hose chief M'as Aissar Das. As many as three hundred 
women were burnt in the destructive fire of those refractory 
,,83 
men. 
In 1484 A.D. women of Champaner kingdom commxttQd jauhar when Raja 
Jayasimha was defeated by Mahinud Begarah. Jauhar, in fact, refers to the 
high standard of womanly honour maintained among the brave Rajputs. 
°^ Ashrat" K.M., Lfe and Condition of the People of Hindustan, op. cit., p. 192 
^^Akbarnama, Vol. H, p. 472. 
'^-Ibid, p. 331 
^"Alibarnama, Vol. II, p. 472. 
**•' Majumdar, The Delhi Siillanale, op. cit., p. 165 
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Concept of Bhakd 
The Holy Scriptures of Hindus reveal that the Paramatama or Parbrahman 
created this beautiful lovely and fascinating universe which changes every 
moment but dies once in millions of year to revive instantly at the will of the 
Creator. The body of living beings is made of twenty-three natural elements 
therefore it is mortal and jiva-atma, the twenty-fourth element which is divine 
and never dies, but changes forms after each death. In the whole universe the 
human beings alone are favored to have powerful creative mind (buddhi) and 
therefore they are held superior^. All other beings are required to take rebirth as 
per wrong doings of their previous lives. Man too undergoes punishment of 
birth and rebirth. But man for having superior mind is supposed to choose and 
attain spiritual advantages. Man for example if chosen to lead disciplined life 
{sattvik jivan) may achieve salvation through Bhakti. Man perusing devotion 
marga alone first renounces the material world (bhotik sansar) which is 
overwhelmed by illusion and maya. He in day to day life and from rasna, 
vasana and trisna turns to God (truth). He thereafter becomes y/gya^w (seeker 
behind God). During this period he strictly follows the satsangat (sayings of 
saints) of those who already either have fully attained the truth or are nearing 
the truth (the status of Brahma jnani). Following the satsangat, the Jigayasu 
Parabrahman, the Supreme soul is the Greater, Rruler, and controller, by Whose will everything 
moves and the order of events is kept in its right place undisturbed. Any power of the nature cannot 
transgress His orders. He is also a bridge by which all the diverse things of the universe are connected 
with each other. 
Human beings mention a language or communication with the other, further more it is revel by 
scriptures that man has developed practice of meditation of the superior quality which creatures in the 
world cannot attain. 
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indulges in true Bhakti and tlirough practicing the trifold Bhakti i.e. Ekaki 
Bhakti, Artanya Bhakti and Nishkama Karma Yoga Bhakti till he reaches the 
last stage of being introduced into Brahmaloka where the jiva-atma finally 
seeks union with Paramatama. This stage is equal to mukti i.e. no rebirth 
thereafter. Thus, true Bhakti finally leads to salvation. 
There is no bar of caste and religion in the way of worship. All men are 
equal in the eyes of God. All distinction of caste, colour, creed or status 
becomes meaningless for those who are filled with sincere love to God. Each 
can attain Him by love and devotion.^ Love is the simplest way to seek the 
Almighty. Love (total dedication) is the essential quality of Bhakti. 
According to Murthy ^'Bhakti is free from desire and is of the nature of 
inhibition of all desire, by which however is meant not the extinction of the 
desire, but the concentration of all desire and action in God.""* God cannot 
possibly be comprehended by sense alone, he is even beyond argument. It is 
easy to attain him through whole hearted devotion. It is not an easy task to 
comprehend God by sense because he is beyond to any argument. 
According to Narada, Bhakti is an intense love for God "The profound 
and immortal love for God is known as Bhakti, it is an intense love for God."^ 
Therefore, we can define Bhakti as devotion to Supreme Being inspired by a 
profound love and unflinching faith. 
"'Nagori S.L & Kanta, Madhyakalin Samaj, DImrm, Kala Evem Vastulcala, New Delhi, 2005, p. 156.; 
Murthy Sreenivasa. H.V., Vaisnavism of Shankaracharya and Ramanuja: a comparative study, Delhi, 
1973, p. 137. 
Murthy, Vaisnavism ofShankarachaiya and Ramamija: a comparative study, op. cit., p.131 
'N.Bh.Su.,2 
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The Hindu scriptures sucli as The Bhagavad Gita, The Bhagavat 
Purana, Bhakti Sutra of Narada and Shandilya, The Ramayana etc have 
spotcen on Bhakti. But none of them is able to give the clear and uniform 
definition of Bhakti.'' The Hindus treat their religion from the point of view of 
emancipation (moksha).v^hich they recognize the three ways viz. the path of 
action (Karma), the path of knowledge (Jnana) and the path of devotion 
(Bhakti). According to the Hindu thought salvation or the freedom from the 
bondage of birth and death which is the ultimate end of human life, can be 
attained by three means viz. Karma, Jnana and Bhakti . 
Origion of Bhakti 
The origin of the idea of Bhakti has been traced from Vedic literature. 
The word Bhakti does not occur in Rigveda, but there are references to ardent 
devotion to Gods: Indra and Varuna. 
"All my thoughts, seeking happiness, extol Indra, longing 
for him; they embrace him as M'ives embrace a fair young 
bridegroom, him the divine giver of gifts, that he may help 
„8 
me. 
The Bhakti appears for the first time in Svetasvatra Upanishad. For the 
attainment of the word Bhakti is derived from the Sanskrit word ''Bhaj" means 
faith, worship, attachment and adoration to God."^ Bhakti "signifies the nature 
*" Sharma.Krishna , Bhakli and the Bhakti Movement, Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., New 
Delhi, 1987, p. 108. 
^M/.C„ p. 53. 
^ S, Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, 2 Vols, Vol. 11, London, 1927, p. 704. 
" ^ R^ ic! iRT9ri^ 2/r ^ 2^JT JjTti, Svetasvatra Upanishad, A.Wl, SI. 23. 
Carpenter, J.E., Theism in Medieval India, Williams & Nargate,London, 1921, p. 244; also see 
Murthy, VaisnavismofShankarachaiyaand Ramamija: a comparative study, op. c\t, p. 131. 
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of that person to whom and from whom the love is exchanged." Bhakti is 
divine love illuminated by full knowledge of Lord in it. R.G. Bhandarkar says, 
'Thus the idea of love was associated with the word in early times though it 
then signifies love instead of love. 
Ramdahri Singh 'Dinkar says that we find the first example of Bhakti 
in Bhagavad Gita. Lord Krishna preaches about the Bhakti, with Bhakti term 
of Saswat, Bhagavat and Panchratra Dharma came into light. And finally the 
Vedic lord Vishnu was replaced by Lord Krishna and Vaishnava dharma came 
into existence. "' 
Lhe element of Bhakti is clearly described in Kath Upanishads, that it is 
the feeling of heart neither get by mind nor by books. 
Svetasvatra Upanishad gives the glimpse of Bhakti. It says that one who has 
respect for guru and God only he knows the right meaning of their words. 
Upasana or devotion is the way to reach the supreme'^ 
Before the vast discussion on Bhakti we have to assess different sutras 
which directly refer to the Bhakti Movement, as in Srimad Bhagavat Purana 
Mahatmaya there is a sloJm about this movement: 
cj-c|Rlr+c|Rl,^ cH^KI^  ^53it o l^u'ldl W^\ I 
Hedayetullah. Mohd, Kabir: Apostle of Hindu - hditslim Unity, Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi, 1977, p. 68. 
'"Bhandarkar R.G, Vaishnavism, Shaivism and Minor Religious System in India, Indological Book 
House, Varanasi, 1965, p. 29. (hereafter as Vaishnavism, Shaivism). 
'" Dinkar, Ramdhari Singh, Sanskrti ke Char Adhayay, 1956, Delhi, p. 294. 
'•; Katha Upamshad,A.\, Kh.2, SI. 22 . 
" Svetasvatra Upanishad, A. 6. SI. 23. 
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(// became young in Karnataka, grew old in Maharashtra 
and Gujarat because people of these place did not give 
importance to Bhakti but when it came into the Vrindavan 
it became young and charming.) 
There is another couplet in Hindi which refers to birth of Bhakti, which 
shows the symptoms of Bhakti Mow Qmo-nt: 
q^ JTZ: 1^F^ sp#5" ^ , F f T ^ T^^ TETtJ? I 
Bhakti According to Religious Scriptures 
Bhagavad Gita 
The trace of Bhakti Movement can be found in the philosophy of The 
Bhagavad Gita. According to Tarachand, "Bhakti is the emotional aspects of 
religion, its roots lie in the feeling of affective side of human consciousness, as 
those of Jnaiia lie in the cognitive or intellectual and those of Karma in the 
cognitive or willing" he further says, "Psychologically it is impossible that any 
of these three aspects should be entirely absent from any religious system, but 
1 7 
it is possible that one aspects may be more emphasized than another." 
The Gita does not deal with the simple love or faith for God but it 
carries the form ofSradha or Bhakti.^^ Bhakti Yoga also deals with the three 
kinds of gunas or categories i.e. Sat, Rajas and Tamas. 
"" Bliagavata Piirana,, Mahatmaya, SI. 48. (hereafter as Biz P.) 
Influence of Islam, p. 24. 
" Sharma, Krishna, Bhakli and the BImkli Movemenl, op. cit., p. 112. 
^''Bhagavad Gita, A. XIV, SI. 5. (hereafter as Bh. Gila). 
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There is no need of costly or big thing to offer to Him because He is 
happy and accepts all that offered with devotion things viz: a leaf, a flower, 
water and a fruit, as he says: 
q^ lystf W ffrzT ^ S m^^ U-y-oO.!^ ! 
Lord Krishna also describes the qualities of bhakta. The Gita mention four 
categories of bhaktas viz: arta (worship to seek remedy from calamity) 
artharthi (worship to seek material gain) jigyasu (one who seeks for 
knowlwdge) and the fourth is jnani (who is wise to seek knowledge of the self). 
Lord favored the jnani. bhakta who is ever in constant union with the divine, 
whose devotion is motiveless. 
In chapter twelve another form of Bhakti is 'dhyana' or 'meditation.' 
Lord Krishna says that by it bhakta can get my grace by fixing their mind in me 
only, place thy intellect in me, they try to reach Me by ''abhyasa yoga" 
f?lcjRlMR^3TZJrcr3T?t3^"^^?t?ra":|| 
3T2T1^ WTT'tfrg ^  QITPlfSr 3Tf^ f^SR^TI 
3T3-ij|^>!jljlH Heft =HlRl^O.I«, UHcHil 11^^ 
He further says, "If thou are unable to practice abhyasa yoga, perform 
action for my sake, if unable to do even this then take refuge in Me."^'' The 
Devotee who is completely pure (both internally and externally) is dear to God. 
-'^ Bh.Gita.A. IX,S/. 26. 
"' Ibid, A VII, 5/. 16-17 
Ibid,/!, XII, S/. 8-9 
Ibid, A. XII, 5/. lO-II. 
"He who wants nothing and does all his work for the good of world and 
shake of the God and not for himself; he has no sorrow for the worldly needs, 
no desire, no care for good and bad, and renunciation all his fruits of action is 
dear to God. Krishna says: 
31^5T: Qjt^ftar 32J^M W^cJJiJ: I 
The Gita has spoken on the personal (Saguna) and impersonal Nirguna) 
form of Bhakti or nature of God. About his manifest and unmanifest nature 
Krishna says, "the fools not knowing my Supreme nature that of appeared in 
human garb through My for the deliverance of the world, simply regard Me 
an ordinary mortal." 
In other place Krishna makes it clear that he is not manifested to all, so the 
ignorant people fail to recognize Him, who is unborn and imperishable 
Supreme deity. According to The Gita, "the bhakta who takes refuge in God, 
attains Him, enters into Him, abides in Him, and lives in Him, the bhaktas are 
in Him and He is in them.' In short, one may argue that it is without doubt that 
The Gita holds Bhakti in high esteem; in fact at times it appears that The Gita 
attaches more importance to Bhakti than knowledge. 
- ' M Gita,A.\\\,SL 16. 
-'Bh. Gita, A. IX, Si W: A. VII, SI. 24. 
"*" Sharma, Krishna, Bhakti and the Bhakti Movement, op. cit., p. 119 
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Bhagavata Purana 
The cult Bhakti cult is fully developed in The Bhagavata Purana in 
which the legendry incidents of the life of Krishna, God's purnaavtar 
(complete incarnation), are described in detail to illustrate His love for His 
votaries and His delight in their devotion. By the prasada (grace) the devotee 
can snap the ties of Karma (action). 
It is a Vaishnava text. Its main and central theme is God and devotion. 
According to S.N. Das Gupta, "it is in the Bhagavata Purana, whose date is 
probably the eleventh century A.D., that we first meet with the idea of devotion 
as the Supreme source of bliss and so completely usurps the place of wisdom or 
77 
philosophical knowledge."" To quote the Bhagavat Purana in order stress the 
importance of Bhakti: 
Bhagata Purana again summarized Bhakti in these words "A surging emotion 
which chokes the speech, makes the tears flow and hair thrill with pleasurable 
excitement, and often leads to hysterical laughing and weeping by trances to 
sudden fainting, fits and long trances of unconciousness."^^ 
In the eleventh skandha (canto) we find the importance of Bhakti given 
by the Lord Krishna. He says, "It is difficult to attain me by Yoga or Sankhya. 
'^  Das Gupta, S.N., Hindu Myslicism, Frederic Ungar Publishing, Newyork, 1927, rpt. 1959, p. 125. 
-'fi/7. P.,.%,[!, /f. 2,S/. 33." 
-'Ibid, SA. XI, A. 14,5/. 23-26. 
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One can attain Me easily by faith and love. It can purify all even a demon, a 
person who is full of sins." 
S. Radhakrishnan says that in the Bhagavata Purana both Jnana and 
Karma are described but it gives more importance to Bhakti . It deals with 
both types of Bhakti i.e. Saguna Bhakti and Nirguna Bhakti. Through 
personality of Krishna it identified ffim as Purusha, Supreme, Paremeshvara, 
knowledge and body or soul. 
Lord Kapila explain Bhakti and says that there are two types of 
devotional service'' (1) Bhakti deals with the three kinds of gunas i.e. Saguna 
Bhakti because it deals with some kind of desire. (2) Bhakti free from all kinds 
of desires or gunas is called Nirguna Bhakti, it is the highest development of 
devotion. It is like Ganga water flowing towards the sea cannot be stopped. 
Types oi Bhakti: 
Bhagavata mentions the different types of Bhakti. It gives three to thirty-
six, but nine of them are most popular and famous kinds of Bhakti.^" These are 
mentioned by the bhakta Prahalada^ to his father Hiranyakasipu, as: 
"'" Radhakrishna, Tlie Philosophy of SrimadBhagavata, Allen & Unwin, London I960, p. VII-VIII 
'^ Bh.P.,Sk\\\,A.,Sl.29,l. 
'"Ibid, Sk. Ill, A. 29, SI. 7-12. In Bhagavata Purana devotion is said to be of four kinds, viz, Tamsika, 
Rajasika, Sattvika and Nirguna, of the first kind viz, Tamsika is the devotion if those who worship God 
for base purpose such as satisfying their personal jealousy, pride or enmity and so forth. The Rajisika 
kind of devotion is that which seeks the Lord's devotion to attain power, fame, glory etc. The Sattivika 
devotees renounce all their works and the fruits of their works to God through a sense of religious duty 
and those who worship God without any motive except deep attachment to Him are Nirguna bhakta. 
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'm^ # ^ f?rcDfr: ;F3RT^ md;«(^ cjcH<Hj 
These 'Navadha-Bhakti' helps bhakta to lead salvation, viz. 1- sravanam: 
Hearing about the glories and the name of the lord; 2-kirtanam: Chanting the 
name, qualities and lilas of the God; 3- smaranam: Remembering the name of 
the Lord Vishnu; 4- padsevanam: serving the lotus feet of the Lord; 5-
archanam: worshiping Him.; 6- vandanam: Offering prayers to Him; 7-
dasyam: thinking oneself to the servant of the lord; 8- shakhyam: treating the 
lord as an intimate friend; 9- atamnivedanam: Total surrender (with mind, 
words and action). 
According to Munshiram besides archnam and padsevanam. of 
'Navadha-Bhakti' rest the other seven may be also called the part of Nirguna 
Bhakti. The Bhagavat Pur ana classifies the bhakta into three catogeries: 
uttama, madhyama, and prakrataf 
Narada and Shandilya Bhakti Sutram 
Besides The Bhagavta Purana and The Gita there are two other text 
which help to elaborate the importance of Bhakti i.e. Bhakti Sutra of Narada 
and Shandilya. They also preached the universality of the cult of devotion. 
Narada Bhakti Sutra explains all the dimensions of Bhakti in detail. 
Shandilya's opinions are quoted in Narada Bhakti Sutra. It is said that 
"'"Vyasa, R.N., The Bhagavaia Bhakti Cull and Three Acharya, Nag Publishers, Delhi, 1977, p. 53. 
(hereafter as Bhagavaia Bhakli Cidl). 
•'''in Bh. P. the Prince of devotees, Prahalada, is not desirous of heaving longevity, prosperity and 
wealth...grantification of sense...(or) the side/his (miraculous power); all that he wants is to be placed 
by side of the Lord's own servants. 
-'' Bh P., Sk.VU, A. 5, SI. 23. 
'"'Pande ,Susmita, Biiih of Bhakli in Religions andAii, Books & Books, New Delhi, 1982. p. 151. 
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Shandilya was not satisfied with the Vedas then he chose the path of Bhakti of 
Bhagavata cult. The whole Sutras deal with the Bhakti theme. As Narada 
started his work to interpret the process of devotional service: 
3T2twr3tt^o<tJ|4siJ|fill<H ,37 
And Shandilya started to make enquiry into devotion: 
Although Narada and Shandilya explain Bhakti in the same manner but there is 
a great difference between them subjectively. Whereas Shandilya shows his 
attention to Nirguna Bhakti and the classical system of Vedanta and Sankhya. 
Narada gives his attention to the Saguna Bhakti because of his disposition of 
the Puranic tradition and the sectarian characteristic of the Bhagavata. 
Shandilya's sutra however seems to be an older. As: 
(According to Sliandilya it is tlie perpetual delight knowing true 
self or that unhindered loving union with the self is Bhakti.) 
Narada mentions the name of so many bhaktas and calls them Bhakti-
achaiyas.'^^ He also gives the views on Bhakti of other saints like in the words 
ofParasharya: 
'^' /V. Bh.SjL, 1 
-'''Sh. Bk.Su, 1 
' ' Sharma.K, Bhakti and the Bhalili Movement, op. cit., p. 125. 
^^N.Bh.SiL, 18. 
"" N.Bh.Sii.,83. the name of these Acharyas are Vyasa, Sukdeva, Sanak and Sanandan, Uddhava, Bali, 
Vibhishana, Hanumana etc. 
'''ibid, 16. 
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{Having faith and extreme love in God and His worshiping) 
In the opinion of A chary a Garga, liaving faith in hearing 'and chanting 
the pastime or stories of Sri krishna because Lord Krishna purifies those who 
hear or recite the lilas of him.''"' After all he gave own opinion on Bhakti, 
44 HKd;fd, dci[t5dir(slHNKdl dfl>!-<H<u1 M<<Hoi||c^Hc^f^ I 
i^He says that offering of all activities to him arid an extreme 
restlessness on forgetting Him even for a moment is Bhakti.) 
Like Narada Shandilya also give the views on Bhakti of the earlier 
interpreters. In the opinion of Acharya Kashyapa when the jiva depends on the 
God and realizes His omnipotence should surrender himself to Him. He 
believes that Supreme soul and Jiva soul are different from each other. ^ 
Achaiya Badarayana says that actually that there is no difference between 
Supreme and jiva. He says Bhakti has got nothing with mental or physical 
exercise. It is the very nature of God. By it soul can get salvation. 
Shandilya says that according to Vedas as well as from precepts of the exalted 
slaves established the Bhakti makes relationship betweeny/va and Brahman. 
53MTTO' Q i r f e ^ : 5l«imMf53-"?IW ,47 
'•' N.BIi.SiL, 17. 
"'ibid, 19, 
''Sit BlrSiL.29. 
*"'S/7.B/7.Sw30. 
•"ibid, 31. 
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Shandilya's sutra deals with The Bhagavat Gita and The Upanishad. He 
describes it as Bhakti-khanda. And Narada's sutra?, are inspired by The 
Bhagavata Purana. 
Both Narada and Shandilya say that Bhakti is superior to Jnana, karma and 
yoga.^^^ Both give the example of the Copies of Brija, who loved Krishna with 
devotion faith.^' Narada says that Bhakti is the fruit of its own self ^^  Shandilya 
says that Bhakti and jnana developed by yoga, although yoga is the main part 
of Bhakti, in this case yoga can be the part of Bhakti also. 
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Both Narada and Shandilya try to present Bhakti in the opposition of Jnana. 
Shnadilya wants to show a strong relation between Jnana and devotion. He 
says that knowledge is compulsory for devotion without it one cannot get 
salvation.^ Narada give the importance to pure devotion. He says that when a 
person achieves the stage of pure devotion he becomes perfect immortal and 
satisfied, and after getting this devotional service he has no desire to get 
anything, he is equal in joys and sorrows.^^ He further says that Lord does not 
Ibid, 26; also see Sharma, K, Bhakti and the Bhakli Movement, op. cit, p. 126. 
'"MB/7.5;/., 68. 
'°N.Bh.Sii., 25: Sh.Bh.SiJ.,22. 
'' N.Bh.Sii.,2\;Sh.BlTSii.,\4. 
^-N.Bh.Sii., 30. 
''Sh.Bh.Su.,.\9. 
•^' Sharma.K., Bhakti and the Bhakti Movement, op. cit., p. 128. 
'^N.Bh.Sii., 19. 
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like that type of man or devotee who is full of proud he loves only a humble 
person/ 
en 
In Narada sutra eleven types of Bhakti is maintained. Shandilya does 
not give more importance to his Ekedasdha Bhakti only two kirtnam and 
CO 
sravanam are described by him as a secondary source. According to Krishna 
Sharma, "Narada sets aside Karma, jnana and yoga as inferior, not because 
they are antithetical to Bhakti, but because they can never be self-sufficient. 
Devoid of Bhakti, they can even generate egoism and pride."^^ 
Growth of Bhakti in South India 
We get the symptoms of Bhakti Movement in 7"^  century in South India. It is 
said that this was the second development of Bhakti Movement.^^ It started in 
South by Alvar Saints of Tamilnadu. Before the 6^ '^  century there was the 
supremacy of the two religions i.e. Buddhism and Jainism but after time 
Vaishnava Bhakti got position in Tamil Land. Dr. Malik Muhammad says, 
'"Alvars and Nayannars lead a revolt against the Buddhism and Jainism. It was 
a vast revolt which destroys the root of these two religions from Tamil Land 
before 9^ '^  century.""' 
' ' ' lbid,21. 
" Ibid, 82. 
^^  Sharma.K, Bhakti and the Bhakti Movement, op. cit. p. 126. 
' 'ibid, p. 128. 
""^  Pt., Baldeva devided the Bhakti Movement into three parts: (1) the first evolution from 1500 B.C to 
500 A.D; (2) The second evolution from 700B.C to 1400 B.C (3) and the third evolution from 1400 to 
1900 B.C. c/Pande, Ramsajan Bhaktikalin Hindi Nirgima Kavya ka Sanskritik Anushilan, Kavita 
Prakashan, Delhi, 1996, p. 220. 
^' MaWk, Mohammad, Vaishnava Bhakti Andolan ka Addhyyan, p. 94, c/Pande, Ramsajan 
Bhaktikalin Hindi Nirgima Kavya ka Sanskritik Anushilan, op. cit, p. 221. 
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Vaishnavism is the form of Hinduism involved the worship of Vishnu or 
Nayannars, a major God of the Hindu pantheon who was generally adored in 
the form of two of his ten incarnations. Ram and Krishna were also in the form 
of the worship of their consorts. 
In the tenth and eleventh centuries Vaishnavism was revived by 
Nathmuni, Yamuna and most significantly by the philosopher and bhaktas 
(Hindu devotee) Ramanuja. All emphasized devotion through image worship 
and simple rituals rather than by means of knowledge, the antithesis of 
Shankaracharya's philosophy. 
Alvars sung their songs in Tamil language instead of Sanskrit, and they 
were full of devotion. A.L. Srivastava says, " the clear evidence of Bhakti idea 
is found in the hymns of these Alvars, which were collected in a book entitled 
Prabandanam by Nathmuni in the lO"^  centur}' A.D.*^ ^ The Alvars wandered 
from one town to the next singing ecstatic songs and dancing rapturously. They 
developed the doctrine of monotheism by their believe in Oneness of God 
especially in Vishnu. They rejected the differences of caste and creed and 
taught the people from every walk of life without taking any distinction 
between high and low class of society. The Alvars mostly belonged to the 
lower strata and menial castes. They did not believe in caste and were opposed 
to the Ashrama Dharma, According to Ayengar, ''Alvars are the first people 
who gave a new to Bhakti School making simple, designed not for serving the 
purpose of worship by the elite, but sub serve the similar ends for the quite 
'- Akbar the Great, p. 79. 
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ordinary folk." ^ The Alvars said that Bhakti path is superior, and gave 
importance to complete surrender ox prapatti. 
There was also a great upsurge of Saivism in South India, due to the 
devotional poems of Nayannars {Saiva saints) written in Tamil. The traditional 
number of the Saiva saints of the Tamil country was sixty three, and their idols 
were also situated in the temples. Their songs were also filling with devotion, 
the collection of these songs called 'Tirumurai' the holy book and compiled in 
eleven volumes by Namabiandar Nambi, the great Saiva acharya of south. '' 
Views of Vaishnava Achaiyas on Bhakti 
Before throwing light on the Vaishnava acharyas of South it is our duty not to 
forget the great philosopher and reformer of that time, Shankarac/zarya. Alvars 
Vk'ere completely engrossed in Bhakti but these acharyas gave equal attention 
on Bhakti as well as karma. The main acharyas of the South v/ere 
Ramanujacharya, Madhavacharya, Nimbarkacharya and Vishnu Swami etc. 
Besides these acharyas Shankaracharya (788-820 A.D.) occupies a 
very unique place in the Indian history. He represented the pure Upanishadic 
/Vedantic tradition and is known for his academic exposition of the Advaita 
Vedanta and his advocacy ofJnana. At the time of Shankara there is a battle of 
supremacy between the two religions Buddhism and Jainism.''^ The main aim 
of Shankara's endeavors was to remove the fatal weakness of Hinduism that 
'"'S. Krishnaswamy.Ayengar, History ofTriputi, p.73, cf. Sharma, Suman, Madhyakalin Bhakti 
Andolanka Samajik Vivechan ,Vranasi, 1974, p. 9 
'''' Sastri, K.A., Nilakantha, 'An Historical Slcetch of Saivism,' Cultural Heritage of India, ed. Haridas 
Bhaitacharya, 5 Vols, Vol. IV, The Ramkrishna Mission Institute of Culture, Calcutta, Second edit., 
1956, p. 74. 
" Bhagavala Bhakti Cull, p.78. 
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fissiparous tendency of the religious sects which all claimed their authority for 
the same source namely the saints. 
Shankara preached the theory of non dualism. He described that 
Brahman alone is absolutely real; all else is false i.e. relatively real so long as 
the highest truth does not down. In Vivekachudamani he says that there is no 
difference between atman and Brahman, jiva or individual self is essentially 
the same as Brahman therefore ultimate and real. 
(This atama is self-luminous, the witness of everything and 
ever shines in the vigyankosh. Resting your mind on it 
which is different from the unreal, enjoy it with your 
expensive unlimited consciousness) 
Shankara established a logical monistic system, had unique success. He 
was the follower of the path of knowledge. According to Advaita system 
Brahman is the only reality and the whole universe is ignorance through maya 
(illusion) it is not real. For example: as in the darkness by mistake rope appears 
as a snake like that the world appears attribute to Brahman. 
Shankara assumes the law of karma. Avidhya is the cause of karma, to 
get rid from the web of avidhya is to be free from the law of karma. When a 
man got this freedom he became free from the cycle of human life. Shankara is 
described as an exponent of the path of Jnana or knowledge. But his Jnana 
does not exclude Bhakti, in fact he speaks on Bhakti in conjunction with Jnana. 
^^Vivekaclnidamani ofShankaracharya, SI. 381, tr. P. Sankaranarayan, Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, 
Bombay, 1973, p. 388. 
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By Jnana he means the knowledge gained through the inner spiritual 
experience and not the knowledge acquired by intellectual endeavor. The 
highest knowledge according to him is the experience of the Brahman 
{Brahmanubhava) which transcends all empirical knowledge. '' He has soft 
corner for the cult of devotion. In Vivekechudamani he says that, "among all 
means of moksha (salvation) Bhakti is the greatest to seek earnestly of one's 
essentia] nature, is said to be Bhakti. 
{Among the set of means to bring about moksha, Bhakti is 
the greatest. Continuous contemplation of one's essential 
nature (swarupa) is said to be Bhakti. ) 
He regarded Bhakti as a means as well as an end in itself. The highest form of 
Bhakti according to him is Jnana-nishtha or the state of abiding in the 
knowledge of the self Though he gave such importance to Bhakti but was the 
follower of Nirguna Bhakti, Shankar's concept of Brahman is Nirguna, he says 
that the term of sat cannot be applied in case of Brahman since it is without 
jati, gunas and cannot express through any term.''^ 
But it is also truth that the Shankara's Advaita system is much difficult 
for the common people they could not understand the depth of this system. In 
the middle era there are many scholars and social reformers they attract these 
" Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosopliy, 2 Vols. Vol II, Oxford Univ. Press, Delhi, 1923, 6* edn., 
1993. p. 501. 
''" Viveliuclnimani, SI. 32; Ibid., p. 48. 
'"^ Bli.Gita,A.Xm,SI. 12. 
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people by their preaching, and the three ways of Hberation they emphasis the 
path of Bhakti and propagate it everywhere. 
Ranianuja (1017 A.D.) Ramanujs was the first philosopher who gave 
more attention on Bhakti against the Shankaracharya's philosophy of Jnana. 
His philosophy was based on the Upanishads. His Srisamprdya was the first 
among the four sampradayas of Bhakti, which was established between 11 "^  to 
15'^  centuries. Ramanuja gave the theory of qualified monism or Visistadvaita 
7 1 
against the non qualified monism of Shankuvacharya . In the words of P.N. 
Srinivasachari, ''Visistadvaita is neither pure philosophy nor pure religion but 
77 
in really a philosophy of religion." ~ Radhakrishnan says, "Ramanuja's theory 
is an Advaita or non-dualism, though with a qualification {visesa), viz, that it 
admits plurality, since the Supreme spirit subsists in a plurality of forms as soul 
•7-3 
and matter. It is therefore called Visisthadvaita or qualified non dualism.'"' In 
other words the pivot of his whole system is that he believed in the relation 
between God and the world of matter and souls. He recognize three ultimate 
realities chit (the individual), achit (the insensate world), and the Supreme soul 
(Ishwai-a). The first two are absolutely dependent on the last one. Brahman is 
Sat without a second. The relation of chit and achit is eternal; and Brahman 
expresses itself in their intimate relationship. Both chit and achit cannot be 
"'The Bluiliti marga was devided into four Sampradayas or Schools, all of which attached much 
importance to the observation of religious ritual. These four schools were 1. Srisampradaya - founded 
by Sri Ramanuja. 2. The Brahama Sampradaya - founded by Sri Madhawaclmrya. 3. The Rudra 
Sampvadaya - founded by Sri Vishnu Swami. 4. The Sanlcadi Sampradaya - founded by Sri 
Nimbaditya. 
"Husain, Yusuf Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, op. cit., p. 9; Iraqi, Bhakti Movement in 
Medieval India, op. cit., p. 17 
'" Srinivasachari, P.N., The Philosophy of Visisthadvaita, 1946, p. 1. 
' ' Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, Vol If op. cit., p. 661. 
'•* Bhagavata Bhakti Cull, p. Hi . 
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Absolute and are the attributes of Brahman. They exist eternally, but not 
external to Brahman, the Supreme Sat, ^ 
Ramanuja interpret the famous Vedantic principle or famous 
Upanishadic sentence, "tat tvam-asi" in the light of his philosophy. It means 
according to Ramanuja that God who is the cause of the world and who is the 
indweller of the soul are identical. ' Ramanuja gave more attention on Bhakti, 
77 
for him Bhakti is more important than Jnana. Bhakti is the only way to that 
moksha which is "direct perception" of Narayana 'The Ultimate.' Ramanuja 
gives emphasis on the preparation for Bhakti which includes different sadhanas 
19. 
or methods. In Vedarth Sangraha he says that, ''Bhakti is that particular kind 
of knowledge which is a state that educes absolute love towards itself, which is 
an end in itself, and discard to desire for everything else.^^ 
He says the upasana (meditation) and Bhakti are equal because 
meditation and devotion needs the same thing and that is continuity of our 
attention, without any kind of break like the flow of oil.^ '^  On the other hand to 
Ramanuja the aim of Bhakti is to achieve salvation. Ramanuja lays out the 
Q I 
different ways of salvation i.e. Bhakti and other is prapatti (self surrender). 
^^ Srinivasachari, P.N., ' The Vedant of Ramanuja', Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. Ill, op. cit., p. 
302, 
^^ In the words of Murthy, "the purport of the Monist text 'That thou art' according to Vedarth 
Sangharya is to affirms the glory of the Supreme as the immanent soul of the universe of nature and 
individual souls." Vaisnavism ofShankaracharya and Ramanuja: a comparative study, op. cit., p. 77. 
" Dinkar, Sanskrti ke Char Adhayay, op. cit., pp. 299-301. 
'*' These Sadhanas include viveka (the purification of body the means of sattvik food), vimoka (freedom 
from the circle of Karma), abhyasa (continous thinking of God), kriya (doing good to ofhtrs),kalyana 
(wishing well to all it consists satyam, arjavam, daya, (ifl«,and ahinsha), anavasada (cheefulness and 
hope and freedom the sorrow of past), anuddharsa (is a mean between santosha and asantosha), cited 
from, Vaishnavism Saivism, p. 55. 
'^ Bhagavata Bhakli Cult, pp. 121 -122. 
™Ibid. 
**' There are six famous factor of prapalli viz: 1. anukulasaya samkalpah (acquisition of Qualities 
which would make one a fit offering to God); 2. pralikulyasya varjanam (avoidance of conduct not 
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He formulated the way of unqualified and absolute self surrender known as 
saranagati which is the simplest way of reaching to God, and for this way no 
need of meditation, knowledge and spiritual experience, only the act of 
complete surrender is sufficient for it. He pleads the complete surrender 
{Prapatti) for clearing the way for liberation. 
It is said that the term of 'Prapatti' v^di's, the influence of the Islam, but it 
is ahogether wrong because at the time of Ramanuja Islam was yet to spread in 
India. Prapatti is the conception of surrender of Alvars as terminilized by 
Ramanuja.**^  It seems that he was in the favour of varanashram system because 
he erected the ritual system of Alvars under the varanashram system, and 
allowed the practice of reading scriptures for the upper classes. Prapatti 
consists in taking refuge in God with great faith and with the strong conviction 
that it is God and God is alone who can help one to attain one's end, like the 
fabled bird chataka that would rather die of thirst than drink any water other 
that falling from the clouds, the devotee looks to God for succor, and v^ould 
seek no other help. 
Msidhsi\acltaiya (1199-1298 A.D.) was a Kanarese Brahmin who takes 
a very different position from that of Shankara. He rejected both the philosophy 
of unqualified monism of Shankara and the qualified monism of Ramanuja and 
believes in the theory of frank dualism, based mainly upon The Bhagavata 
acceptable to God; 3. raksisyatiti visvasah (faith that God would always protect him); 
A.goptrtvavaranam (seeking for the mercy of God); 5. karpanyam sadvidha sarnagati (a feeling of 
incapacity to follow the prescribed path of Karma, Jnana and Bhakti ); 6. atmasamarpanam (self 
surrender) the last is one with Prapatti though the others are means of it. 
" Dinkar, Samkrti ke Char Adhayay, op. cit., p. 299; Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol II, op.cit., 
pp.705-6. 
' Dinkar, Sanskrti ke Char Adhayay, op. cit., p. 296. 
'*'' Dasgupta, S.N., Hindu Mysticism, op.cit., p. 127. 
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Purana. He accepted The Bhagavata as a scripture with the same authority as 
Vedas^^ He has faith in Lord Krishna and Ram because he said that Lord 
Vishnu is the supreme Brahman. He tried to estabHsh the duality of Jiva and 
Brahman and pointed out their essential difference. According to him there are 
three eternal entities fundamentally different from the others God, Soul and 
world. Madhava acknowledge Brahman as the independent source of reality, 
but when he despite his 'Dvaitavad' left some room for unity between the 
Brahman and jiva in his system of Vedanta^^ In the opposition of Shankara 
and Ramanuja's system Madhava sets forth five eternal distinctions as 
individualities i.e. (1) difference between natural objects, (2) between souls, (3) 
between soul and natural objects. (4) between God and natural objects and (5) 
between God and souls. He believes Supreme soul has number of qualities 
viz: creation, protection, dissolution, controlling of all things, giving 
knowledge, manifestation of himself, tying being down to the world, 
redemption. According to Tarachand, "Madhava's conception of God was that 
of the sovereign was ruled that world and whose grace conferred deliverance 
on man." According to Madhava devotion is the best way for salvation. The 
jiva suffers with sorrow due to ignorance one should remember God, by his 
grace they/va became free from the control of the ignorance and illusion and 
became enlighten. He says that moksha is attainable by the direct knowledge 
of Hari, the direct knowledge which leads salvation are vairagya, saranagati, 
*^  Influence of Islam, pp. 103. 
88 
Sharma.K, Bhakli and the Bhakti Movemeni, op. cit., p. 141. 
Vaishnavism Saivism, p. 58; S.N. Dasgupta, Hindu Mysticism, op.cit., p. 57. 
Inliience of Islam, \). 103. 
1 Bhakti Andolanka Samajik Vivechan , op.cit., p. 13. 
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Sharma, S., Madhyakalin Bhakti Andolanka Samajik Vivechan , op.cit., p. 13 
Paramatama-Bhakti, daya, upasana, Guru-kripa etc. the direct knowledge is 
simpl}/ mental. 
Nimbarkacharya, was the founder of Nimbarka Sampradaya, was a 
younger contemporary of Ramanuja. This sect also called the Sanakadi Sect hut 
it led by Nimbarka and so on his name it is called Nimbarka Sampradaya too. 
It is believed by his followers to be an incarnation of Sudarshana or discus of 
Vishnu.^ 2 He gave the theory of 'Dvaita-Advaita' i.e. the 'Bhedabheda school 
of philosophy or dual unity' that is the theory of differences between Brahman 
and the world of matter. ' For example as a spider spins out of its own self it 
web and yet remains independent of it is, in the same manner Brahman also 
exist in to numberless spirit and every mater of the world but never lost His 
independence.^'' Like Ramanuja and Madhava he divided being into three 
classes chit, achit and Brahman (jiva, jagat and Ishwara) soul and matter are 
dependent on the Brahman for their existence and are not different from God. 
He was hardly influenced by Ramanuja and like him he emphasis the 
importance of meditation. 
In Nimbarka Krishna-Radha take the place of Narayana and Lakshmi. 
Radha is not simply the chief of Copies, but is the eternal consort of Lord 
Krishna in his sect Radha - Krishna is worshiped as Parabrahman. Nimbarka 
was the first great acharyas, who brings Radha in the force front of his system. 
Vaishnavism Saivism., pp. 60-61. 
Sharina, S., Madhyakalin Bhakti Andolanka Samajik Vivechan , op.cit., p. 13. 
~ Ahmad, Laik , MadhayaKal'm Bharitya Sanskrati, Sharda Pustak Bhawan, Allahabad, 2006, p. 34; 
Vaishnavism Saivism, p. 62. 
' Vaishnavism Saivism, p. 60; also see Sharma, S., Madhyakalin Bhakti Andolanka Samajik Vivechan 
,op.cit., p. 13; Inhience of Islam, p.102; Sharma.K, Bhakti and the Bhakti Movement, op. cit., p. 142. 
'''' Dasgupta, S.N., Hindu Mysticism, op. cit., p. 406. 
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In his Dasashloki he states that Brahman is to be meditating on as Krishna who 
is adore by all. ^ He again said that Radha is the Supreme Being, can full fill 
the all desire of devotees: 
Nimbarka gives five forms of Bhakti rasa viz. shant, dasya, sakhaya, vatsalya, 
and ujjavala. Gopi and Radha is the follower of ujjavala rasa. Though he 
belonged from Tailanga Pradesh but his thoughts were not flourished there. 
The centre point of his thoughts is Vrindavan where he flourished the worship 
of Radha -Krishna. His sect became popular in North India and it became very 
helpful to success the Bhakti Movement. 
^ Vaishnavism Saivism, p.64. 
"" Dasashloki, SI. 5, cited by Sharma Suman, Madhyakalin Bhakti Andolanka Samajik Vivechan , op. 
cit., p. 13. 
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QJhapleH^-3 
The Significance of Ramananda in the Evolution oiBhakti 
Movement 
Ramananda occupies a pivotal position in tlie Bhakti Movement of Medieval 
India. He was a Vaishnava saint. He was mainly instmmental in ushering in the 
new epoch of Medieval Mysticism. He is considered to be the reviver of 
Ramanandi sect. The religious reforms were brought back to North India by 
Ramananda. Tarachand declares that, "he was the bridge between the Bhakti 
Movement of South and North"'.' He would also indicate the working oi Bhakti 
ideas in the North. He further lays stress on the concept of equality borrowed 
from Islam which made Ramananda embrace disciples from all walks of life. 
He was known for communicating in vernacular Hindi. He accepted his 
disciples from all castes. 
Parents and Early Life 
Unfortunately we don't have any authentic evidence of his birth and 
death. There is great uncertainty about his life, works and thought due to the 
lack of authentic source material. Scholars offer different dates about his birth 
and we can broadly divide them into three categories: (I) First theory is 
Agast}^a Sahinta, which gives 1299 A.D., as his date of birth. The famous 
scholars like Bhandarkar,^ P.D. Badthwal,^ and Dr. Rama Kumar Verma'' agree 
with him. (2) Second theory argues Ramananda flourished in the end of the 14'^  
' hifluence oflalam, p. 143. 
' Bhandarkar quotes from the Agastya Sahinta that he was born in 4400 of the Kali Age equivalent to 
1356 of Vikram-Samvat corresponds to 1299 or 1300 A.D., Vaishnavism Shaivaism, p. 67. 
Badthvval, P. D., Hindi Kavya ki Nirguna DIuira: Madhyayiigin Bhartiya santo ke Rahasyawad kanek 
Addhayun. ed.& tr. P. R. Chaturwedi, Takshashila Prakashan, 1995, p. 67. 
Verma, Ram Kumar, Hindi Saliilya ka Alochanalmak Itiluis, Ramnarayan Lai Beni Madhav, 
Allahabad, 5"' edn.,1964, p. 221. 
and the first half of the 15"^  centuries. Farquhar/ H.H. Wilson,^ Macauliffe,'' 
and Tarachand,^ agree with this theory. (3) The third theory is put forward by 
Acharya Rama Chandra Shulcla.'' According to him Ramananda was bom in the 
fourth quarter of 15"^  and first quarter of the 16^ '^  century by his opinion 
Siivandar Lodi was the contemporary of Ramananda. 
About his incarnation in 1400 to 1470 A.D, Farquhar states, "his royal 
disciple Pipa was born in 1425 A.D., while another disciple, Kabir seems to 
have lived from 1440 to 1518. It is clear that he was not Ramananda's latest 
disciple. Hence we shall not be far wrong if we suppose that he lived 
approximately from 1400 to 1470 A.D. We may be ten years wrong either way 
but scarcely not more."" 
Farquhar believes that south is the birth place of Ramananda. It seems 
that his idea is based on famous lines: 
(Bhakti arose first in the Dravin land; Ramananda brought it to 
the North; and Kabir spread it to the seven continents and nine 
division of the world.) 
But due to lack of relevant source, he was rejected his idea and again 
said that, " we have already seen that a sect which found release in Ram alone 
^ Farquhar, An outline of the Religious Literature ofhidia, op. cit., p. 323. 
" Wilson, Religions of the Hindus, Vol. 1, New Delhi, 1861, rpt. 1976, p. 47. 
^ Macauliffe places his birth in South India at Malikot in Mysore and suppose him to have flourished in 
the end of 14'" and the first half of 15* century.. The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, pp. 100-101. 
^ Influence of islam, p. 143. 
' Shukla, Ramchandra, Hindi Sahitya ka Itihas, Kamal Prakashan, Delhi, 1997, p. 89. 
'" Srivastava, Badri Narayan, Ramananda Sampraday latha Hindi Sahitya par Uska Prabhav, Hindi 
Parishad, Prayag, 1957, p. 71. (hereafter as R.SH.SPi) 
Farquhar, An outline of the Religious Literature of India, op.cit., p. 323. 
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had been long in existence, and that the hterature tends to indicate the South 
rather than the North as its home. If we suppose that this Ramaite community 
hved in the Tamil country among the Sri Vaishnavas and that Ramananda 
probably belonged to it, the puzzle is completely solved. Ramananda would 
then come to the North with his doctrine of salvation in Ram alone, and with 
his Ram-mantra'' " 
Agastya Sahinta mentions that he was born at Prayag (Allahabad). He 
was the son of Kanyakubja Brahmin Punyasadan and his wife Sushila. Scholars 
like Grierson, Tarachand, and P.D. Badthwal agree with this view. Dr. 
Bhandarkar says that the actual place in Prayag where Swamiji was born 
cannot be said and there is no sign of his remembrance except that it is said that 
in the 14"^  century, a prominent acharya was born at Prayag from Kanyakubja 
parents. "' Mecauliffe argues that he was a Gaur Brahmin , and most of the 
scholars agree with this statement. According to Dr. Grierson, "impossible or 
marvelous legends may grow up regarding the founder of a sect, but one thing 
about which we may expect a tradition to be accurate is the name of the 
Brahmanical sect to which he belonged." ^ When it is clear that the Prayag was 
his native place the statement of Farquhar does not seem to be right that he 
came from South to propagate Ram Bhokti and related it with Ram Bhakti of 
South. But it is clear that the term Ram Bhakti was brought by Raghavananda 
from South to North, but not by Ramananda as YogPravah says: 
'l Ibid, p. 324. 
Vaishnavism Saivism, p. 67. 
'•' The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI. p. 100. 
'^  Grierson, 'The Home Of Ramananda', Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1920, p. 591. 
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3|T?3TT^ fRTrRT?2r Umh U^KchcHIl'^ 
The above couplet makes clear that Raghavananda, the successor of Ramanuja, 
had travelled from South to North for transmission of Ram Bhakti. It is famous 
about Raghavananda that he gave honour to the bhakta by leading the Bhakti 
• 1 7 
movement, and after it he permanently settled in Kashi. 
Education 
Ramananda got his early education at Prayag. At the age of twelve he 
was sent to Banaras for philosophical study, where, first of all he attached to 
"Dvfl/to" School of Shankara but soon became disciple of the ''Qualified 
Advaita' under the instruction of Raghavananda and he was initiated into the 
companionship of Sri Vaishnavas. Yoga Pravah says that Raghavananda, was 
his teacher: 
f^^ 7RTFF2: W] 5TT ,^ E f ^ qx^STFOTf I ,18 
The Yoga Pravah seems to clarify that Ramananda belonged to the Vaishnava 
Sampradaya. But the scholars of Ramanandi Sampradaya had denied it. They 
say that the Ramanandi Sampradaya is an independent and has no link with 
Vaishnava Sampradaya, because they have their own way of worship {jap and 
mantra) and symbols on their forehead {chhapa and tilak).^ And now they 
Badthwal, Yog Pravah, ed. Sampurnanand. Sri Kashi Vidhyapith, 2003, p. 2. 
Nabhadas, Bhakt-Mala, p. 35, cf., Prajapati, R.S., Ramananda Samprdaya aw Sahitya, Pragati 
Prai<ashan. Agra, 1984, p. 26. 
'^ Badtlivral, Yoga Pravah, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
All Ramanandis are said to place on their foreheads the distinguishing Vishnu-Mark, three upright 
lines, the centre one red, the other two white. 
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have their own scripture after the getting Anandya Bhashya. Interestingly 
enough Farquhar is also doubtful about the relation of Ramanandi Sampraday 
to the Vishistha-dvaita System of Ramanuja. He says, "It has been frequently 
assumed that Ramananda taught the Vishistha-dvaita System of Ramanuja. 
This is one of the points with regard to the leader on which no direct evidence 
is available. One of the characteristics of the whole movement that springs 
from him is a constant use of Advaita phrases, a clinging to Advaita concept, 
7 1 
while holding hard by the personality of Ram. 
Emergence of Sect 
Ramananda undertook the pilgrimage to the Badrikashrama in 
Himalayas and other places including Banaras. Here, he is said to have stayed 
for few years at the ghat called Ranch Ganga Ghat. When he returned to 
South, at the residence of Raghvananda, he was interrogated by his brethren. 
He had relaxed the critical culinary rules of Ramanuja, which was the vital 
observance of Ramanuja Sect. Consequent to this, he was expelled from the 
sect. His Guru authorized him to establish a new Sect of his own which he 
accordingly did.^ "' 
He established his sect at Banaras He found a new school of 
Vaishnavism based on the gospel of love and devotion. He introduced the cult 
of Ram and Sita in the place of Narayana and Lakshmi as the special object of 
"** Badthwal, Ramananda Id Hindi Rachanyen, Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Varanasi, 1955, p. 43. 
(hereafter as/?./•/./?). 
"' Farquhar. An outline of the Religious IJterature oflndia, op. cit, p. 326. 
-- The Sikh Religion. Vol. VI. p. 102. 
•"' For the detailed history of the doctrinal differences between the system of Ramanuja and 
Ramananda, see Farquhar, .4n oiiliine of the Religious Literature of India, op. cit, pp. 323-25; 
Vaishnavism Saivism. p. 67; The Sikh Religion. Vol. VI, pp. 100-105. 
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worship that was a concession to regional sentiment. Ram and Sita were far 
more familiar to the people of the upper Gangetic valley than Narayana and 
Lakshmi who commanded greater emotional allegiance in the South. The 
spread of Ram worship received impetus by Ramananda. 
The Vaishnavaite saints and reformers in all parts of India have 
enshrined their fervent faith in poetry and song. These poems are full of 
experience and emotions. For the consideration of the philosophy of 
Ramananda we have to go back to Ramanuja, in Ramanuja sect Narayana is 
Supreme Brahman but in Ramanandi Sampraday, Ram is ascribed the place of 
Supreme Brahman. ^ In the same manner like Sri Sampradaya, Ramananda 
Sampradaya and its philosophical thought are called ''Vaisithadvaita 
Philosophy' difference between both of them is only that one worships 
Narayana and Lakslwii and gives emphasis on the orthodoxy of rituals while 
other worships Ram and Sita and gave little importance to the rituals. 
His Followers 
The followers of Ramananda used the term of bairagi. They were also 
called Avadhuta ('Emancipated' i.e. a person who had liberated himself from 
old prejudice) because they had shaken off the bounds of narrow-mindedness. 
-' The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, p. 103. 
-' AnaiidBhashya, ed. Raghuvar Das Vedanli, cf., R.S.H.S.P., p. 238. 
''' It is only to the follower of Ramananda and his contemporaries that the title Bairagi is applied. His 
leaching marked a progressive popularization of Hinduism; and in particular the ascetic orders, which 
had been previously monopolized by Brahmins and Kshatriyas were now opened to the men of lower 
rank, James Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, 12 Vols, Vol. 11, New York, 3"* edn., 
1953. p. 337. (hereafter as £/?.£.). 
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But Ramanandis were never restricted like this; his disciples were free from 
observing any particular rules and regulations. 
Ramananda's Disciples 
His twelve disciples, belonging to every strata of society, were the 
founder of different sects. Acharya Ramachandra Shukla says that Bhakta-
Mala of Nabhadas ji gives the list of twelve disciple of Ramananda and 
recounts some interesting legends about each of them. They are (1) 
Anantanand, (2) Sukhananda, (3) Sursurananda, (4) Narahariyanand, (5) 
Bhawanand, (6) Pipa, (7) Kabir.^ *^  (8) Sain, (9) Dhanna, (10) Raidas, (11) 
no 
Padamawati and (12) Surasari. 
Of these nos.ll and 12 were women. Regarding Padmawati nothing is 
known. Surasari was the wife of Sursurananda. 
Anantanand was Ramananda's first disciple. He is most famous as the 
apostle of Jodhpur country, the king of which he is converted by a miracle at 
Sambhar. 
Sukhananda was a poet. His hymns are famous, and have been are 
collected in a volume entitled the Sukhasagar. 
Sursurananda. the husband of Surasri, was famous for his faith. 
According to legend a wicked Musalaman gave him and his disciples cakes 
-^/?.S.//.5.iP, p. 94. 
"* According to legend, Kabir originally hesitated to ask Ramanand to adopt him as his disciple due to 
the rigid caste system of the Hindus. Ramananda stayed in his cottage all day and only left it about 3 o' 
clock in the morning to go down to the Ganga River to have a bath and perform his rites. Kabir had 
knowledge of Ramananda's daily habits and so he waited one night for Ramananda by lying on the 
steps of Panchganga Ghat. When Ramananda accidently stepped on Kabir on his way to bath, he 
uttered "Utho! Ram ko Ram bolol'" (Rise up! Say Ram to Rami). This becomes, for Kabir, the sacred 
mantra. Ramananda later gave him formal diksha. 
-'' Shukla, Hindi Sahitya ka Itihas, op. cit., p. 92; The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI., p. 105. 
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secretly with flesh. He accepted them as food offered in the name of the deity, 
and they all ate it. Then he told the disciples of the presence of meat in the 
cakes. They came to their master in alarm at the defilement that they had 
incurred. But he replied that they had not eaten he food in faith, and bade them 
vomit. They did so, and meat issued from their mouths. Then he vomited, and 
showed them that by his faith the impure meat had been transubstantiated into 
leaves of the holy Tulasi-p\m\t:' 
Nabhadas gives an interesting legend about Narhariyananda in his 
Bhakta-Mala. One day, due to the heavy rain he has no fuel for food at his 
house due to which he could not cook food for the holy men. He took an axe, 
and went to the temple of Devi Durga, to cut down sufficient wood from the 
temple. Devi promised that if he would desist from spoiling her temple, to give 
him a daily supply of fuel. Hearing of this his neighbour, decided to follow this 
example, but as soon as he applied his axe, Devi attacked him. Devi spared him 
only on condition that for the rest of his life he would supply fuel to 
Narhariyanda.'' 
Bhakta-Mala gives no particular anecdote concerning Bhavanand, 
beyond mentioning his name, nor can the present writer find anything about 
him elsewhere except an anonymous couplet praising his devotion to Ram and 
his wisdom.'" 
Pipa was king of Gagaruangarh, who possessed every spiritual 
excellence and became the disciple of Ramananda. It is said that Goddess 
''^ R.S.H.S.?.,p. 173. 
''' Ibid. 
" £ / ? . £ , Vol. X, p. 571. 
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Durga (Bhawani), whom he worshiped in every prescribed way. One day the 
Goddess advised him to go to Banaras and meet Ramananda and consider him 
as his spiritual guide.'' 
Kabir was a Muslim weaver. According to Mohsin Fani, "at the time 
when he was in search of a spiritual guide he visited the best of the Musalman 
and Hindus, but did not find what he sought. At last somebody advised him to 
meet an old man but a bright genius, the Brahmin Ramananda. He lived life of 
a simple householder and earned livelihood by following his father's profession 
of weaving. The mission of Kabir was to preach a religion of love which v*?ould 
unite all castes and creeds. He rejected those features of Hinduism and Islam 
which were against this spirit, and were of no importance for the real spiritual 
welfare of the individuals.'' 
Sena according to Nabhadas, was a barber at the court of the king of 
Bandhavgarh"'^  and lived towards the end of the 14^ ^ and the beginning of the 
15"^  century. He was the great devotee of his time. According to Nabhadas he 
was the disciple of Ramananda. Parshuram Chaturvedi said that he was the 
contemporary of Ramananda and the previous part of his life was spent with 
the Barkari Sampraday of South and when he later came to North he came the 
close contact of Ramananda. 
''Callewaert, Winand M., The Hagiographies of Ananladas (The Bhakti Poets of North India) Curzon, 
Surrey, 2000, pp. 8-9, (hereafter as The Hagiographies ofAnantadas). 
Influence of Islam, ^. 150. 
'^  Chaturvedi, ed. Hindi Sahitya Ka Brihad Ilihas, Vol. IV, Nagri Pracharni Sabha, Varanasi, 1968, p. 
126. 
Chaturvedi, Uttari Bharat ki Sant Parampara, Bhartiya Bhandar, Prayag, 2051, (V.S 2008), p. 233. 
(hereafter as [y.B.5.P.) 
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Dhanna one of the most prominent saints of medieval India was a Jat 
by birth. Both Nabhadas and Anantdas accepted that he was the disciple of 
Ramananda. From his couplet found in A.G it seems that he was highly 
influenced by the bhakta like Namdev, Kabir, Raidas and Sena. 
Raidas belonged to the profession of a cobbler (chamar) of the society. 
He was a worker in leather, as he himself says, "my caste is low, my action are 
very low, and even my profession is low, says Ravidas yet the Lord has raised 
me high."''^ He was a great saint of that time. 
Remove Rigidity of Caste system 
It is said that he converted many people who unwillingly embraced 
Islam into their previous religion (Hindu Dhanna) by his 'Ram-Tarak-Mantra.' 
According to Bhavishya Pur an a: 
m ^ f^?j[?fftr??; -ci-ir^dirh ^Tcn"s3racr( i'^ 
According to Ramanandadigvijaya: 
^ 9 l t ?srf9rE3Rrf^: q,<Hx!|J|d"ls^l 1^ '^  
sni^ 3ft 3 M JfT'OT 3ft 3ft(3T .jter cf^m ?37RTI 
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?ft^ ^ u:^ JTET 4iW ^1 c]^ Tfi^-^ Tmv^ , Ravkim Ki Bani (Jivan Charit Sahit), Belveder Press, 
Allahabad, 1948, p. 43, also see, A.G., Rag Asa, Vol. 2, p. 410. 
'^^  Cited from,/?.//.«, p. 49. 
' ' Sri RamcmandadigK'ijayct, Sarga. 19,5/. 79. Sri Bliagvadacharya Maharaj, Alavar (Rajputana), 1947. 
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Sri Vaishnavas admitted only Brahmins, as teachers and only people of high 
caste as lay members. But Ramananda never stood for castes. Ramananda says 
that one who has practiced the doctrine of human equality and brotherhood is 
admit able to God: 
5fTl^-qff^ t j ^ ^ ^ , ^ spt 3 ^ ^ ^ cR t^\^^ 
{Lei no one ask a man's caste or sect, wiiosoever 
worships God is God's own.) 
The substance of his teaching is that: (1) perfect Bhakti and pure love is 
dear to God and (2) all devotees of God are brothers. As he admitted pupils of 
every caste, it is in fact, asserted in the Bhakt-Mala that the distinction of caste 
is immaterial. There is no difference between Bhagwan and bhakta, Bhagwan 
takes incarnation in inferior form such as a Fish (Matsya), a Boar {Varah), a 
Tortoise {Kachchhap) etc; so therefore the bhakta may be born as a chamar, a 
chhipi, a koU, or any other low caste.'"Ramanuja says that eternal joy is 
reserved only for the three upper class people and did not give the right to the 
Sudra to study of Vedas which is the important source to gain knowledge. 
Ramananda on the contrary removed this prohibition and opened the gate of 
heaven for everyone without any objection of caste, creed and colour.'*^ There 
was hardly pronounced difference between Ramanuja and Ramananda 
regarding purely theological tents. The other essential difference between both 
the two is on the question of caste rules. As in the early period the former 
"'"For this reason Goswami Tuisi Das also told by Lord Raim: 
awf^ cTH 3rirr ^frg^ m^\ jftf^  qi^ r WT 3m sw m^\ i 
(The bhakta, who adore to me either he belong to the lowest strata of society is as dearest to Me as My 
own life.) 
'" Wilson, Religions of the Hindus, Vol. I, New Delhi, 1861, rpt. 1976, p. 29. 
^-£.££., Vol. Ifop. cit., p. 560. 
scholar despite his good intention to enlarge the religion as far as possible, 
followed the caste rules strictly, and as a result they did not give permission to 
the lower caste people to enter in his circle, but later on, when Ramananda 
perceived that there is only One God who is the origin of all, all the distinctions 
of caste and creed vanished for him, and he saw humanity as one large family, 
and all men as brothers. One man is higher than another, not through birth, but 
only through his love and sympathy. So he started preaching to all without any 
reserve, and his fundamental teaching was the gospel of love and devotion."* 
Tarachand says that he neglected all the rules of Ramanuja about castes 
as well as dietary and bathing rules. He admitted in his new sect disciples from 
all castes, from both sex and even from among the Musalmans. 
In the words of Macauliffe ''He laid down a rule that all person of any 
caste who accepted the tenets and principle of his sect, might eat and drink 
together irrespective of birth."''^ 
Lingua Franca 
Ramananda's teachings were similar to those of Ramanuja except that 
the former dropped the interdiction on interacts dining and the strict rule that 
all teaching and texts used had to be in the Sanskrit Language.'^ ^At his centers 
Ramananda taught in Hindi because Sanskrit was known only to the upper 
castes. He was the first to employ the vernacular language for propagation of 
"*'Sen, Kshitimohan, 'The Medieval Mystics of North India', The Cultural Heritage of India, 4 Vols. 
Vol. Ill, Haridas Bhattacharya, The Ramkrishan Mission, Calcutta, 1953 rpt, 1975, p. 379. 
''^ Influence of Islam, pp. 144-45. 
•*' The Sikh Religion, Vol.VI, p. 103. 
•"^  Hussain , Yusuf, Glimpses of Medieval Indian culture, op. cit., p. 14. 
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his doctrines. Tliis revolutionized the hterature of North Indian people. Before 
him scholars of Bhakti mostly wrote their preaching in Sanskrit which was the 
language of Elite and was understood by a few learned men. But the disciples 
of Ramananda were not learned men, he and his disciples therefore used 
vernacular language and composed hymns in various dialects of Hindi. 
He himself wrote little but his disciples like Kabir and Tulsidas 
composed hymns in Hindi language. Their work is the masterpiece of the 
religious poetry and would never be fading. In the words of Dr. Bhandarkar, 
"the use of Vernaculars for the propagation of the new creed is the important 
47 
reform of Ramananda." 
Hajari Prasad says, "Ramananda was the great scholar of Sanskrit but 
he wrote poems in vernaculars, and taught Brahmin to uphold the value of Ram 
Bhakti in common men's language. At the time of Ramananda it was very 
difficult because of such prohibition but by the hard effort of him and his 
disciples this became possible. He taught everybody and everywhere before 
him but the Brahmins taught the people of their own caste in their own mutts. 
In the word of Dr. Ahmad, "Ramananada was the first Vasihnava saint, 
who preached his views to the public through the medium of Hindi 
language."'*'^  Natesan gives the great thanks to these saints (Ramananda, Kabir 
and Tulasi) and says, "The labor of these saints led to the development of 
vernacular literature. As in Europe, the Bible was made accessible to all by the 
Vaishnavism Saivism , p. 66. 
""* Diwedi, Hajari Prasad, Hindi Sahilya Id BInimilia, pp. 56-57; also see Prema Shankar, Bhakti Kavya 
ki Bhumika, Radha Krishan Prakashan, Delhi, 1977, p. 124. 
^' Srivastava, M.P. Society and Culture in h4edieval India (1206-1707A.D.), op. cit, p. 44. 
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reformers, so here by in India. The sacred Hterature, the knowledge of Vedas 
which was sole monopoly of the Brahmins now found its expression in the 
vernacular."^° 
His Works 
A large number of works are attributed to him, such as: (1) Shri 
Vaishnava Matabja Bhaskar, (2) Shri Ramarchan Paddhiti, (3) Gita Bhashya, 
(4) Upanishad Bhashya, (5) Anand Bhashya, (6) Siddhanta Fatal, (7) 
RamRaksha-Stotra, (8) Yogchintamani, (9) Sri Guru Ramanand-Kabir ji ka 
gyan tilak, (10) Ramardhanam (11) Vedant Vichar, (12) Ramanandadesh, (13) 
Ramamantra Jog Granth, (14) Ramasthak, (15) Gyanlila, (16) Adhyatma 
Ramayana, and{\l) Number of miscellaneous couplets. 
Ramananda does not seem to have been a distinguished writer. It is 
unfortunate that we do not possess any collection of Ramananda's songs. We 
come across only one song (poem) of Ramananda corporated in the Granth 
Sahib, the holy book of the Sikhs. It is written in Hindi. This single poem is 
sufficient indication of his philosophy: 
HTKT 3nt^ ^ w: piFft T^i #u- f?rg ^ ^ ?T^ ar^aft M\ 
i j ^ f^f^w JFT 3Tf 5m\ f ^ ^^T^ ^3fr 51^ ^ i r i i 
qoR i^Tcfr ^ r ^ srf I ^ i f ^ ^fcn^aft ^ ? R ^ sTif^i 
^F f f ^ ^ ^ f f ^ fflTlf^f^ W^o^ f?f^ fKT 3J3T cjiTt sflTI I 
^^  Natesan, G.A., (publisher). Saints of Northern India: from Ramananda to Ramtirtha, one of the 
Series of the World Teachers, Madras, 1947, p. 6. (hereafter as Saints of Northern India) 
^^R.S.H.S.P. p. 100, The first two published by Pandit Ram Tahaldas and the fifth by Raghuvardas, 
Ahmadabad, 1929. Hindi hymns have been edited and published by Kashi Nagari Pracharini Sabha, 
1952. 
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um^ garofr T5T?r w\ 7^ ^^ f^ra^  smt qffttt f^^ rfl"! 52 
("Where shall I go? The music and the festivity are in my 
own house, my heart does not wish to move, my mind has 
folded its wings and is still. One day, my heart was filled to 
overfloM'ing, and I had an inclination to go with sandal and 
other perfumes to offer my worship to Brahman. But the 
guru (teacher) revealed that Brahman was in my OM'H 
heart. Wherever I go, I see only water and stones 
(worshipped): but it is Thou who hast filled them all with 
Thy presence. They all seek Thee in vain among the Vedas. 
If Thou art not to be found here, we must go and seek Thee 
there. My own true guru. Thou hast put an end to all my 
failures and illusions. Blessed art Thou! Ramananda is 
lost in his master. Brahman: it is the word of the guru that 
destroys all the million bonds of action. ") 
This poem expresses Ramananda's belief that Ram is a sturdy 
foundation in whom one should place faith, instead of the caste system. By 
comparing the ""Brahman in the temple" with the Bralvnan that "dwelt in (his) 
own heart," Ramananda compares the highest caste to the highest spiritual 
figure. Lord Ram. In this poem, water is used as a metaphor to describe each 
human being on earth as a small drop of water within the ocean of Ram. 
Like his birth there is great controversy about his death. Agastya Sahinta 
edited by Ramnarayan Das says that he died in 1410. A.D. Dr. Grierson, "and 
P.D. Badthwal^'' are agree with this date, according to given date he live the life 
of 111 years. James Hastings sa)'s, "While we may be fairly certain that 
Ramananda was born in 1299 A.D., the date of his death is involved in some 
obscurity. The popular tradition is that he died in V.S.\A61 (is equal to 1410 
A.D.). This would give him a life of 111 years v^hich is improbable. 
^'A.G., Vol.VI. Rag Basanr. op. cit., p. 247; Sen, Kshitimohan, 'The Medieval Mystics Of Nortli 
India', Tlie Cultural Heritage of India. Vol. Ill, op. cit, p .379. 
Saints of Norlliern India, p. 13. 
'^ R.H.R.p.42. 
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Philosophy of Ramananda 
Concept of Brahman (Supreme) 
Ramananda believed that Ram is the Supreme Brahman; He is 
omnipresent, preserver of the universe. 
He is worshiped by Lord Shiva. Yogis get surrender in His lotus feet and 
worshiped Him. 
Ramananda says that Ram is Almighty, sinless, eternal (Sanatan). Only 
Sitapati Ram (husband of 5*/^ ) is full of attributes and the only saver of the 
world. Vishnu Himself takes the incarnation of Ram. He is the son of king 
Dashratha and married with Janki (Sita), He spent 14 years of his life in the 
forest for the fulfillment the will of his father, where He make His bhakta 
fearless, Sugriva again made the king of Kishkindha-Mount and he also 
defeated and kill the Ravana in war and make everyone happy. 
55 Jagatguru swami Sri Rainanandacharya, Sri Vaishnava-Matabajbhashkar, SI. 8, Publisher. Mahant 
Sri Krishna Das, Aivar. (Rajputana) 2'"' edition 1945; also see, R.S.H.S.P. , p. 24. (hereafter as Sri 
Vaishnava-MaUibajbhashkar) 
56 Sri Vaishnava-Malabajbhashkar, SI. 9 ; also see, R.S.H.S.P. ,p. 241. 
" 5/*/ Rainarchanpaddhti, eds. Ramnarayan Das, p. 2, cf., R.S.H.S.P., p. 24. 
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Ramananda's Ram has extreme beauty His eyes are like the blooming lotus 
which attracts the Brahma and Shiva also. Ram has supernatural power. He 
destroys the bow of the Siva and defeat Parshuram. Ramananda's Ram is the 
cause of world (Sansar). Yet He is the Lord of the Universe but he is very kind 
by nature. There is different relation between Ram and the world such as 
father-son, husband-wife, lord-servant, body-soul etc. 
fer^rr^^w^^yt dJic^buuNiRiHii TS-'^ RsraraTTcT'^  k^^\^^ 
3Trat^4rcJ'HW'y"lLi|cH<riJ|^rcJcJ|RlcHI 11 
Concept of Jiva (Soul) 
Ramananda's view is similar to that of Ramanujaon the existence of jiva 
as it is dependent on Brahman. He is guided and enlightened by Him. The 
dependence of jiva is the bliss of Supreme power as reflected in jiva under the 
virtual shadow of His mastership. 
gtil<Hc-^ ||^ 5T^^^1«(-cJd:^ dlPlcJ^4c^Sr^ •: w^ WcPi<!jii^^ 
Ram is the only means to achieve salvation. His eternalness and omnipresence 
hdpjiva to move forward towards the salvation. It can be attained by the 
spiritual concentration through the only bliss of Ram. 
' Sri Vaishnava-hdalahajhha.shkur. SI. 14-17. 
''' Ibid, p. 255. 
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So, one should follow the Prapatti-Marga. Ramananda divided y/va into two 
categories one is baddhaya jiva (bounded soul) and other is mukta jiva (free 
soul). 
Concept of Maya (Illusion) 
In Sankhya it is believed that inaya is the cause of prakarti (world). 
Prakarti is the combination of three gunas i.e. sat, raj and tamas, and by this it 
creates the world. It is also known as the illusion. But Ramananda never called 
prakarti as Maya. Nevertheless in Sankhaya Prakarti and Piirusha are the two 
separate entities and are independent from each other, but Ramananda says that 
they are subject to Brahman. In this way he follows the doctrine of 
Ramanuja. 
Concept of Moksha (Salvation) 
Ramananda says that the abode (divya-lokaj of Lord Ram as known 
Saket-dham, which is descent in this world decorated with lots of jwels. There 
is a throne from which thousands of sun rays have emerged and Lord Ram is 
seated on that throne. 
•^° Ibid, p. 256, 
''' Sri Vaishnava-h'latabajhhashkai', Si 28. 
'-/?.S.W.X,».. p. 270. 
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when a devotee gets this stage he never came back into this world, the cycle of 
birth and death were removed forever. 
In short, Ramananda founded a school which renounced the rigidity of 
Hindu ritual. Though he was in the fevour of devotional knowledge to all but 
he did not completely neglect the past traditions. Like the other acharyas of 
South he enjoined strict segregation and perfect privacy in matter of food. His 
views and concept of Bhakti were the essentially part of the Vaishnava Bhakti. 
His teachings and disciples created two distinct school of Bhakti among the 
Hindus i.e. Nirguna Bhakti School (represented by Kabirdas) and Saguna 
Bhakti School (especially represented by Tulasidas). 
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&iapim-4-
Theory oi'Bhakti by Prominent Saints of Northern India 
We know that Bhakti Movement started in South India and it came to Northern 
India through Ramananda. The scholars called it Jnana Andolan. Although 
Bhakti in Northern India had a philosophical link with Bhakti of South but 
there were great differences as far as social customs, religious ideas and rituals 
were concerned.^ The preaching (bani) of the saints of Northern India like 
Nanak, Kabir, Dadu and others exclude the conventional Bhakti thoughts of the 
South Indian saints. Most of the former saints belonged to the lower class of 
the society, but they occupied high place in the history of Medieval India. 
According to Hindi literature, the period from 1318 to 1645 A.D., is 
called as Purva Madhya Kal or Bhakti Kalf During this period the movement 
became unconventional and anti-ritualistic and ignored the old age restriction 
of caste and creed and Varnashram etc. The cause of the popularity of this 
movement is the use of vernacular language. All the Bhakti saints preached in 
the language of people, and they choose Bhakti Marga alone because it was 
based on love to Almighty. 
The Bhakti Marga got bifurcated into two i.e. Nirguna Bhakti (God 
without attributes) and Saguna Bhakti (God with attributes). The followers of 
Nirguna and Saguna Bhakti have their own theory about Bhakti. 
Prema Shankar, Bhakli Kavya ki Bhumika, op.cit., p. 145. 
" Iraqi, Bhakti Movement in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 107. 
H.S.I, op.cit, p. 1; Yusuf Hussain, also divided Bhakti Movement into two period; first from the time 
of Bhagavad Gila to 13* century, and second period is from 13"' to 16"' century. Glimpses of Medieval 
Indian Culture, op.cit, p. 6. 
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I. Theory oXNirsuna Saints 
It emphasizes mainly on the impersonal concept of God. It is a monotheistic 
view and gives more importance to knowledge (Jnana Marga) than the other 
path of salvation. In the beginning the worship of God is running into Saguna 
and Nirguna form, Upanishadas also told about the 'para' and 'apara' means 
Nirguna and Saguna. Hence, Nirguna Brahman cannot be described by any 
adjective'' and free from the three gunas (Sat, Rraj and Tamas). 
In Rigveda there are so many hymns which are dedicated to impersonal 
God most of them personified as the power of nature, such as Agni (fire) and 
Varuna (air). No doubt that the term of Nirguna took place in Vedas but it 
came into light by Upanishads. Svetasvatara Upanishad says that He is only 
one and exists everywhere, He is omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscience 
and gave sensibility to all and completely genuine: 
The Gita also gives the reference of the Nirguna Brahma^ After that most of 
the acharyas like Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhava, and Nimbarka gave their 
views on Nirguna Brahnia and established the philosophical doctrine of 
Brahman sutra by their commentary. In 15"^ -16"^  there was a chain of bhaktas 
(saints) who gave importance on Nirguna Bhakti. They gave their ideas on 
Pandey, Susmita, Birlh ofBluik/i in Indian Religions and Art, Books & Books, Delhi, 1982, p. 1. 
' Svetasvatara Upanishad, A. 6. .S7. 11, 
"Bh.Gila.A. 13.57. 14. 
different sights of Bhaktl like, their monistic thought about God (Brahman), 
doctrine of illusion {Maya), importance of a teacher {Guru), thoughts about the 
world {Jagat) and many more points are described by these them. 
Concept of Brahman (Supreme Soul) 
The Nirguna saints accept that the God is in the one form; they believed 
that the Being is one; He is eternal, the creator, the sustainer and destroyer of 
all. The follower of Nirguna Bhakti like Kabir, Nanak, Dadu, Raidas, Jambhoji, 
Rajab etc. all have firm faith in the Oneness of God and the Unity of God. 
Kabir emphasized on the unity of God and said, "He is one and there is 
no match for Him"^ he again said, and "1 know Him to be one who exist 
everywhere."^ Kabir believed in God without attributes. He is pure, immortal 
and beyond the limit and forms. Kabir says that, He is Nirankar, Niranjan, 
Avnasi and named Niranjan who exist everywhere. 
For him God is formless and limitless but the whole universe is created 
by Him. He created this universe by the sound of OM {sabadaf^ it cannot be 
interpreted by anyone so Kabir said that when there was nothing He was still 
there. He is beyond the boundary of the caste and creed. 
^Kabir Granthawali, eds. Goviiid Trigunayat, (hereafter K.G. (Trigunayat)) Rag Gaudi, Pd. 55. 
The Adi Granlh, (hereafter A.G.), Voi I, Raga Gaudi, Pd. 3, Eng. tr. from the Original Gurumukhi by 
E.Trumpp, Munshiram Manoharlal, Second edit., New Delhi, 1970, p. 963. 
'' The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, p. 258. 
'" Jafar, Ali Sardar, Kabir Bani, Pd 26, Rajkamal Prakashan, Delhi, 1999 (here after as K.B). 
" Ibid, P^. 82, p. 81. 
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Brahman is Ihe entire zone in which all the five elements (fire, air, 
water, sky and earth) are completely engrossed, and can neither be burnt nor 
cut: 
He also says that Supreme soul is worshiped by the Gods and Goddess. •" The 
Supreme is infinite, and so is His glory. No mortal can describe Him as Kabir says, 
•tRcfr wi Jf^ RTs; sRt, H3^ ? f t ^ fen&zrr ?T s n ^ i i '•* 
(Were I to make ink of Ihe seven ocean, and the all trees of 
the forest a pen, and entire earth is paper, even that I am 
unable to explanation the God's grace.) 
Brahman is the central theme of his preaching whom he called by many names 
as Khuda, Fir, Hajral Allah, Pritatn, Ram, Sahib and Sai but the most lovable 
name for him is Ram. For Kabir Ram is not the son of Dashratha, King of 
Ayodhya, neither he married with Sita, nor did he kill Ravana. But He is 
universal. His Ram is not the incarnation of Lord Vishnu; he had been used 
only in a symbolic sense. For Kabir God is still the Absolute, the One. Gods, 
men and niunis are engaged in search of Him, but all failed to find Him.'^ Kabir 
expounded the mystery of the one, whom all failed to find, and all the systems, 
doctrines and rituals serve only to obscure. Kabir himself frequently use the 
name Ram for God. 
12 
Singh, Jaidev and Singh. Vasudev, Kahir Vangamya 3 Vol. Sb, Pd. 305., Vishva Vidhalaya 
Prakashan. Varanasi, 2002. (hereafter as Kahir) 
'' Kabir, Sb,Pd. 128. 
" K.G. (Das), Samarthai ko Ang, Pd. 5. 
'^  Shah, Ahmad, The Bijak of Kahir, Low Price Publication, Delhi, 1977, p. 36. 
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Kabir preached the people to the jap of Ram-Ram, he says by the 
chanting the name of Ram the mind is so full of Ram that it becomes Ram, so he 
(Kabir) wonders whom to bow. '^ He says that name save a devotee from the 
difficulty of life.'^ 
Saina laid emphasis on the spirit of religion, repeating His name and 
meditation. He also believed that salvation can be attained by the means of 
devotion. Saina calls Him as Kamalapati, Ram, Niranjana and Govinda. 
For Nanak God is 'Ek', 'The One.' His ideas remind the Upanishadic 
ideas when he says that God is simply one without a second. For Nanak God in 
His original aspect is Nirguna - Absolute, devoid of all attributes. In other 
words, He is beyond the three gunas. In Mul-Mantra he says: 
? 3fr ? T 1 ^ ^ JRTTT ^ T ^ f ^ 3 R j ? r ^ atcpiei" 3 ^ ^ 3 1 ^ 
(He is the only Eternal truth, Creator of the M'orld 
beyond the time (past, present and future) He is free 
from the cycle of birth and death, not begotten, being of 
His own Being, by the grace of the Guru, made hwwn 
to men.) 
3T^  w\ w^ ^ w ^ ^ Ararat' ^ 1 1 Sli, Sumiran ko Ang,, Pd. 8. 
TOT ^ 3TciT t ^ . FIT 3T<=r ?r t^-^w, ibid, Pc/. 1. 
"*/(.G., RagDlianasari, Vol. Il.p. 931. 
''^  McLeod, W.H, Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, Oxford Univ. Press, London, 1968, p. 104. 
"° Japji is the Mid-Mantra or the basic mantra is composed by the Nanak Dev, the Adi Guru of The 
Sikh Religion. It is read in the morning. 
' ' / I .e . , V^)l.l,p. 33. 
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He is Niranjana'" wholly apart from maya (illusion) which He creates 
Himself. He is Nirankar,'' formless one. The stanza 16-19 of the, Ja/T/'rhas an, 
end on this: •' 
Supreme is Anadi (without beginning), Anant (without end), "Avinashi 
(immortal), Akal (beyond time), never incarnated so he is not present in the 
form of idol, nor revealed by an Avtar (incarnation). Guru Nanak said that all 
creation rest of the Universe, Paramatama created Brahma,Vishnu and 
Mahesha. This seems that his attitude towards the deities of the Hindu Religion 
is not different from his attitude towards the Hindu Scriptures. 
Nanak says He is the creator, sustainer and the destroyer of the universe 
the whole creation of God is an illusion and only the God is eternal. At one 
place Nanak writes, "A hundred thousands of Mohammads a million of 
Brahmas, Vishnu and a hundred thousand Ram stand at the gate of the Most 
High. These all perish God alone immortal." ^ 
Nanak gave more importance on the recitation of the name of God. He 
says one should love the Name, because it is not a mare repetition of words but 
a sadhana (devotion). Nanak gives more emphasis on the repetition on Nam, 
without this performance life is useless, they are lucky who find treasure of 
Nam by the help of true Guru. Nam-Ras is ambrosial. Nanak used different 
--Japji. 12-15. 
24 
According to Sikh thought this word Nirankar is the most important name of God. 
Japji. 27. 
The Sikh Religion, Vol. I . pp. 121; Bhattacharya, N.N., Medieval Bhakti Movements in hidia, 
(edited),MLinshiram Manohar, New Delhi, 1989, p. 38. 
'''A.G., Rag Siri, M. 4, Vol 1. p. 146. 
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names for Supreme. Most of them are Govind, Gopal, Kartar, Hari, Jagadish, 
Thakur, Ram, Rahim, Karim and Sahib etc, but in all He alone is and there is no 
other. 
Frf^ #u ^ !;i Tjcf^  !; wf ijsFit ^1^^ 
Further: 
p ^ ^3ff eTET ^ cTiJ 'p^ WS ^ 1 
cTO' eni TTgT 3TTf%3lf^  UfT ^ : 3 P ] ^ | 1^ ^ 
As other followers of Nirgun Bhakti, Jambhoji also believed in one God 
who pervades the whole universe. He says only He is meaningful in this 
meaningless world. 
Raidas' cardinal doctrines are not different from the philosophy of 
Kabir. According to him 'Hari is in all and all is in Hari'" His Lord is 
Absolute and identical with self He is formless, unborn, unique, fearless, 
ultimate etc: 
3T3T3T 3TJTW S{^m 3\^<^, f ^ 7 ^ 3Wr 3 ^ 1 1 30 
Raidas like other saints of Bhakti gives emphasis on the recitation Name, he 
says: 
Further 
3 5 ^ 3 5 ^ 3m^ mR\ f^ 35^)^ ^ ^ 3^3?RII 
••'Ibid, Rag Asa, M. 1, Vol II. p. 40. 
-* Japji. 32. 
Influence of Islam, p. 179. 
Raidasji ki Bani, Pd. 53, ed. Belveder Press, Prayag, 1948.(hereafter as R.B.). 
•'' A.G., Rag Asa ki Var, Vol.11, p.411. 
'-/I.G., RagGauda, v. Ill, p. 408. 
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He again says yet Lord has many names but He is one." But according to him 
God cannot be identical with any of the incarnation. For this he says: 
Dadu also beheves in one God like the other Nirguna saints, to him "He 
is one, unchangeable, immortal, incomprehensible being; He is brightness 
effulgence, light, illumination, perfection; He is within the heart of all 
beings."^^ His power, mercy and glory are everywhere manifest. Dadu said that 
he is One Real in a world of unreality: 
W\ T^OT f\ ^ Hfift, TW T^T3T ^ eflf I 
He is beyond any explanation. Only He knows Himself He is Nirguna 
and Niranjana, He is alone forever. He will never decay. No finite mind can 
conceive no human tongue can utter what He truly is. ^ ^ He is neither born, nor 
died. He is Creator. Preserver and Destroyer. The secret monotheistic concept 
that God is one and there is no difference between 'Ram and Allah' is well 
reflected in the verse of Dadu. "To whom shall we compare Ra?nl There is no 
second." 
'"' ^ \m^ wfiw "TOT nz, ^ oro ow Rrf?r ^^\ 
tr^ 3^ 3^ ijJP ^, if^ cf-tsf f ^ ^ 1 1 , R.B., Pel. 54. 
''^ R.B.,Pd. 9. 
Influence of Islam, p. 186. 
* Dadu Dayal ki Bani. Vol. I. Sumiran ko Ang. Pd. 77, Belvediyar Press, Prayag, 1928. (hereafter as 
D.B). 
''wrif^t f?r<"5IH TOT $\ SritTiW 3lteT-ffl, 
^m W3?|cR 3n?JTT w ^ tnr^mtll D.B., Parcha ko Aug, Pd. 224. 
' W 3ft3T ifKn ^ , ^^ sTJT SRIiy, 
tz f^PM f?rf?r ^ . 2jf^ ?T 31^1 Tra ^iryil, Ibid, Hairan ko Ang, Pd.\5. 
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He again says that God is the One whose very nature is to bestow, The 
whole universe was brought into existence for the good of His creatures. Dadu 
beheves that God had countless names but the most loveable name of God for 
Dadu is Ram. He called Him as Nirguna. Niranjana, Allah, Govind, Sahib etc; 
but a whole collection of sakhis is devoted to the exaltation of the name of Ram 
had "the symbol of approach to unapproachable.""' He says that name of Ram 
is uttered by everyone but there is great difference between both of them, one 
Ram is manifested everywhere and other is the son of Dashratha contained in 
himself 
TW ?n7t :M ^  5^, <f^ 5r|cT ftrjf^ i 
In short, he has faith in One God and realized the unity under different 
names such as Ram, Krishna, Vishnu, Shiva Allah etc. He denounced 
polytheism. He preached that true religion does not mean ritualistic, but 
devotion and love for one God. Both Temple and Mosque got equal reverence 
by him. He say that Sun, Moon, Space, Earth and Water all are always busy in 
His service. 
For Rajab Ram is Supreme Being present in all bodies. God is the 
highest truth and the Supreme goal for Rajab. He says no doubt that His nature 
is like looking in the mirror (darpan), everything is seen in Him and yet is not 
in Him: 
•''Z).G., SumirankoAng,/v. 10J4, 21, pp. 17-18. 
'"' Ibid, Sumiran ko Ang, Pel. 82, p. 24. 
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He again says: 
^ J ^ 3 T ; ^ ^ 3 5 ^ 3 ^ TTZfTJTf^  3 T R I 
51^ T^M ^ ^ ^\ t^ ^ pJ^\ 
He says that Brahman has no form and cannot be revealed by an incarnation 
(avatar), He is without origin {nikul).^" without any names [ninava) although 
he has been given many names. He says that God is unfathomable (agadha) 
and beyond the reach of human intellect {agam)^^ He again says that Brahman 
is Nirguna and beyond the three gunas and in this absolute aspect He is 
unknowable, because he is beyond the range of human comprehension. Rajab 
also calls God with the name Jagadish, Parameshwara, Narayana, Jagamaur, 
Jagapati, Malik, Khalik and Ram etc. 
He says that Brahman is enclosed by maya so it is known as Saguna 
Bralvnan or Ishwar, He is the cause of this universe. He is omnipotent and 
omnipresent. All the action of this world is His sports. He gives at least fifty 
names to God. 
Jambhoji believed in Supreme's eternal and ultimate nature. He says He 
is the creator of Bralvnan, Vishnu and Mahesha. He is all powerful; beyond the 
attributes. He is the One and there is no second. 
Rajabdas, Rajahdas ki Surhangi, Sakhibhut ko Anga, Pd. 12, ed., Iraqi, Sahabuddin, Granthayan, 
Aligarh, 1985. (hereafter as Sarbangi). 
' Sarhangi, Pd. 14 
""' Ibid, Nao Nirupan ko Ang, Pd. 10. 
"ibid, AjapaJap,/'c/.4. 
^ Callewaret, W.M., The Sarvangi of Dadupanlhi Rajab, Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven (Belgium) 
1978, p. 289. 
•*' Parikh, Surya Sankar, ed., Jambhoji ki Bani (jivan, Darshan aw hindi arth sahit Mulbani Path) Sb. 
2, Vikash Prakaslian. Bikaner. 2001. (hereafter asJ.B). 
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He was in the beginning of the universe in the middle and will be after this 
universe/^ Like other saints his Brahman has many names i.e. Vishnu, Alakh, 
Khudaya, Karm, Rahman, Sai, Gpoal, Parshuram, Chakradhar, Beldeva, 
Narayana etc. 
Concept of Jagat (World) 
In Purush Sukta it is said that the world or jagat is the result of the will 
of Brahman. He is the creator of the whole universe. 
The creation of the world or universe is a complicated puzzle. Number 
of the scholars and philosophers did their best but no one could solve it. Guru 
Nanak imagine a time when this cosmos did not exist. There was no Brahma, 
Vishnu, or Shiva; but the One God. The above explanation is seems like the 
description of the creation of world in the Nasdiya Sukta of Rigveda. In this 
manner according to Sikh Gurus in the beginning there was nothing but the 
universe emanated from in it. Parmatama Himself in His manifest or 
unmanifest form created it, took action and also performed the work for 
SO 
others." At many places we see that Gurus believe the lord Himself in 
everything of the world and universe.''" Guru believes that there is the only 
existence of God they do not deny the existence of any such external element, 
•*^  Ibid, Sb. 4. 
'** Ibid, pp. 118-19. 
'" Rigveda, Mandal 10, Sukta 129, Richa 1-2 
WJ 3 i 1 ^ ^ f w ^ ^ %5 '^^<A\^i}\. A.G., Rag Maru Solah, M. 3, Vol. ill, pp. 855, 908; Rag Siri, 
A'/. 5, Vol. I, p. 140. 
'' A.G., Rag Sorthi, M. 4, Vol. II, p. 201; Rag Majh, M. 5, Vol. 1., p. 310. 
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nor does he favour the idea of creation out of nothing.^^ They beUeved that the 
creation of the universe by the Hukum of the Parabrahman and the creator of 
this universe is "Only True' and His creation is also true. ^ The Guru 
emphatically denies the existence of any element besides God. Nor does he 
favour the ideas of creation out of nothing. He believes the creation of the 
world by Divine Will {Hukum). 
The Vedas, The Puranas and The Gita also accept that the God is the 
fundamental element of the creation of this world. At one place in the Gita 
Lord Krishna says that: 
Guru does not deny the diversity in the world. There is diversity but there is 
permanent unity. Guru Amardas said in Rag Maru, " My True Lord has made 
such an interesting world in which everything is different from the other- He 
created light and darkness and still there is one element in all and that is He 
Himself." '^' They also deny the philosophy of Vedantist that the world is 
illusion. At many place they call it real: 
3 ^ 1^ %yi\ 11^ ^ \ 
t?t^ 73? ^ W\^ 3^Tqi^ ,57 
"^ Mishra, Jairam, Sri Guru Granlh Darshan, Sahitya Bhawan, Allahabad, I960, p. 101. 
'•' Grewal, J.S., Guru Nanuk in History, op.cit.. 1969, p. 236. 
54 
Sher Singh accepted this term Hukum as Divine Will in his work Philosophy ofSikhism, Sikh Univ. 
Press, Lahore, 19-14. p. 221. 
fc?^ ^ WJ w^ 5tTi?3Tr, A.G.. Rag Maru Solah, M. 3, Vol. ill, p.841; Japji, Paudi. 2, Vol. 1, pp . 34-35; 
'' Bh.Giia,A.9,SI. 10. 
''' A.G., Rag IVIaru Solah, M. 3, Vol. Ill, p. 843; Sher Singh, Philosophy ofSikhism, op.cit., p. 228. 
•\4.G., Gaudi Sukhmani, M. 5. Vol. 11, p. 827. 
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Further: 
f^rer ^ ^ ^ f^pi^ i 
Raidas looks upon the world as the lila or play of God, and it is inclined 
to the view that it is illusory, or at any rate, not worth paying attention to: 
tllaJlJK 7# TTfxf T?T, 5fr W 37T3T 3? 3fRT| 
About the creation of the world Dadu believes that first of all Brahman created 
OM and from the word OM arose the five elements panch-tatva (earth, water, 
fire, sky and air) and from these elements arose a pot by this pot the whole 
universe came into existence. 
Dadu believes that the Almighty created this universe for the sake of His 
sports. By this idea he tried to describe that Supreme Being is a magician or a 
juggler who deludes y'/va*'' by his trick. Although he created this game but He 
kept Himself free from the action and fruits.''^  Dadu was influenced by 
Shankara philosophy and says that this universe is untruth and unreal. It is like 
a dream. Different school of Vedantic thought have differed widely as to the 
degree of reality to be ascribed to the phenomenal world. The point on which 
all are agreed is that God is the one alone Real and that all other existence can 
be spoken of as real only as they find their ultimate meaning in Him.''" Dadu 
says "love not this world for a single instant; birth, death and return consume 
the body every moment. 
'^A.G., Asa ki Var, M. l,Vol. I!, p. 348. 
'" R.B..Pd. 10;A.G.. Asaki Var, Vol. 2,p.411, 
•^^ D.G, Sabad ko Ang, 7-10, pp. 227-228. 
''^ Orr, A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystic, Lutterworth Press, London, 1947, p. 137. 
^" D.G, Samarthai ko Ang, 27-31. 
•' Orr, W.G., A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystic, op. cit., p. 151. 
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snTPi JRTJT 3iicjduii, f^ %^ ej^ 1^1*^ "* 
God is one whose very nature it is to bestow. The whole universe was brought 
into existence for the good of His creatures. His love and compassion are 
shown not only in His merciful provision for the needs of all, but also exhibited 
in with His suffering creatures, and especially with His suffering saints. 
^ ^ ?R ^  cpft, 3rf^  angr f^ HTTTI I*"^  
Further: 
3iT^  tfr^  ^ ^ , arm 551^ 3TITI 
Like Dadu Rajab also says this world is not real it is untruth. And he 
says a person will not find liberation from this world as long as he pretends to 
give up even a kingdom, but in his heart remains attached to it. 
Concept of Guru (Teacher) 
The role of a true Guru was to be an agent between Ram and the 
believer. The Gurus give an important place to the Satguru - which meant God 
in the form of a Guru. The ultimate Guru is God: 
HrcPI t ^ <Ul^  ? R f^3fl^| ,68 
'•* AG., Maya koAng 48-50. 
"-'D.G., VintikoAng38. 
"'151(1,39. 
Sarhangi. Sukhim Tyag ko Ang. Pd. 4. 
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God, who is full of attributes, is interested and helpful in the progress of men 
towards the goal. As Guru or enlightener, God guides and instructs man on to 
the right path. For the attainment of the goal it is of the utmost importance to 
select a teacher {Guru). In Kabir, Guru holds the highest position. He considers 
Guru as Govinda as he says: 
Tff^  f; g t ^rfrt^" ^ TFT ^ ^ fcmiTI 
69 
He further says: 
He says that the real meditation is of the Guru's form the real worship is of the 
Guru's feet. Guru's words are the real boat, in which feelings and essence are 
also true and in the Triloka (three worlds) Navkhand (nine regions) none is 
greater than the teacher or Guru. 
ERcTT ^ JTT cpft- ^ ^ Jfi t ^ ? ^ l 1^' 
He again says if the Guru is not of the right sort than it is a case of the blind 
pushing the blind and both falling into the well. 
Dhanna also paid great respect to the guru. He declared that he attained 
salvation under the guidance of Guru, mediated on God, loved Him and 
became 'absorbed in Him. 
^^ /I.e.,Rag Vilabalu, ;W, 5, vol 111. p. 295. 
'''' Ibid, Pd. 309. 
Kabir, Sk, Gurudev ko ang, Pd. 26, 
Kabir Vachammcdi, Pd. 312. ed., Ayodhya Singh 'Hanodh', Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Kashi, 
eneventh edition, V.S. 2015. 
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f3T7TR y ^ ^ ^ 'Jjg f ^ f ^ i ^ W ^ 3T^ I J^ W71 
^ 3TJT1^ JTf^ ^ 3 T 1 ^ 1 M ^ 3Tin^ ajJf^ 3TC"I I 72 
Like Dhanna Pipe also believe that salvation can be attained by means 
of guru. He says that I have search many regions and it is only in the body I 
have found the name treasures with the help of true Guru: 
In the Guru Granth Sahib it has been stated quite a number of times that it is 
the innate nature of God to help the erring. There are various explanations of 
the meaning and the importance of the concept of Guru. Nanak linked Guru to 
God. '^' Without the help of the Guru, faith of the Haumai {ahankar) cannot be 
removed. And it is also true that one can't get knowledge without Guru. It is 
through the grace of Guru the supreme light ijyoti) in the universe and also in 
man, is recognized, without the Guru one can't get rid of from the recycle of 
birth and death.^ ^ 
Nanak speaks again and again of the essential role of the Guru as a 
guide in man's spiritual journey. In other words a spiritual guide is necessary 
for salvation. Guru is the provider of salvation by his preaching. He made the 
'^"A.G., Rag Asawari, Vol. II, p. 412. 
' 'A.G., RagDhanasri, Vol. II, p. 931. 
% q3ft J i t ffe ^53 3JT ?n toiH i ^ ? ^ | , A.G., Siri Rag, M. I, Vol. I, p. 84. 
% ^ rftf^ JT OTt ?3^ % H OTf L A.G.. Siri Ragu. M. 1, Asthpadi, Vol. 1, p. 199. 
f3t3TTg R l^fT^ ^^ ujT t\ ^\. A.G., Rag Vilabalu, M. 1, Asthpadi, Vol. Ill, p. 305. 
sryf^ ^msn 3 4 ^ STT i^, A.G., Rag Vilabalu, M. l,Asthpadi, Vol. Ill, p. 307. 
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path of his disciple for the Hberation from rebirth. Guru Amardas says: 
whoever turned away from the true Guru shall not attain salvation^^ Guru 
Arjan says, "by the instruction of a sad Guru, a woman of low caste (chandal) 
become a Brahmin and a sudra woman get the highest position.'^ Guru Arjan 
makes the point explicitly, "The true Guru is Niranjan (God) do not believe 
that he is in the form of a man." Guru Nanak says that the Guru is God, 
ineffable, unsearchable; he who follows the Guru comprehends the nature of 
Q ] 
the universe. As in Japji he says, "The Guru is Shiva, Guru is Vishnu and 
Brahma. Guru is Parvati, Laxmi and Saraswati.'' 
^ ?3 :HMT 3TIM HT^ ^ f^F^ ^2J^ ^ ;5nf 11 ^ ^ 
He again said in Rag Basant that there is the absolute necessity of Guru. He 
says that without Guru there is no Bhakti, no love, no access to the company of 
saints and without Guru one blind engages in the futile endeavor. But with the 
Guru one's man is purified, for its dirt is purged by the word (sabad). 
For Raidas Guru is a philosopher's stone, transforming the disciple: 
By the Guru's grace one can attain Supreme Brahman or the dominant aim of 
his birth. 
'** The Sikh Religion. Vol II, p. 124. 
' ' The Sikh Religion. Vol HI, p. 288. 
^'^ Maclod, Guru Nanak and Sikh Religion, op. cit., p. 198 
"^^  3f? ^ 3JP aipTGr 3T3^| f^ran ^^ ^ ^ t^\, A.G., Rag Bhairu, M. I, Vol IV, p. 76; above 
translation by McLeod, Guru Nanak and Sikh Religion, Oxford, Univ. Press, London, 1968, p. 198. 
^-A.G.,Japaji 5,Vol.\,p.31. 
'*' RlH Jpp iTTf^ 3TI3 ^^ t% JJ? TfHH m, ^ 1 
te ^ 3T'^ u?j ;ftt JW 3J^i% f^ OT^ ng wsft, ^ 1 , A.G., Rag Basant, M 1, Vol. IV, p. 181. 
•^^  A.G., Rag Bhairao, Vol. IV, p. 174. 
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Dadu gave more importance to teacher. Guru is the mediator of 
salvation, the ministrant of the word, Sataguru, the divine master. In the 
beginning of the sakhi he pays respect and honour to the Sataguru: 
' ^ ^ "^Jrar ,wm mwr: 11 ^ •"' 
Guru is the immaterial person who making plain the way of approach to God. 
He awakens the sleeping soul of his disciple and gave instruction and guidance 
and by the key he opened every door.*^ '' He again said that the Sataguru can 
make a beast to a man; the man becomes a saint, the saint a God and the God 
very Niranjana. 
Dadu offer himself to his Guru who set him into the place where there is no 
fearofdeath.**'^  
Like Dadu, Rajab was bothered by the distinction between a true and a 
false gure, and a true and false disciple. There was no distinction outwardly 
between a true and a false Guru except by their words. Rajab says that the 
satGuru 's word is the seed which is planted in the soil of soul. A true Guru did 
not believe in miracles (karamat) where as a false Guru tried to propagate his 
magic powers through his disciples. We should nurture it with great care if we 
^' D.B.,Guni(iev koAng, Pel. I. 
'^•^  Ibid, Pel. 57. 
' ' Ibid, Pel. 6. 
'^^\b\(i,Pd. 12. 
'"D.G., Gm/devkoAng, Pel. IQ. 
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want to get fruits from it.*^ *^  Rajab clearly expresses his ideas about the Guru, 
"The presence and the help of the Guru are essential; without the Guru, the 
disciple cannot even think of entering the path leading towards divine vision. 
The Guru has to explain and 'reveal' the meaning hidden in the words. 
Rajab also seems in the favor of true Guru. He uses the metaphor of a swan 
{hansa) for him. He says that the unity of maya and mind is like the unity of 
water and milk and like hansa my Guru can break up this union 
5R •«;ir 5f1^ ^ Tff^ i ^ y eft ^ ^ 1 1 ' ^ ^ 
Like other saints he says Guru is greater than God because only he is able to 
liberate ihejiva from the cage of body. He further says that the recitation of the 
Name is useless without a Guru.^'' Rajab for the instance frequently refers to 
Dadu by name' '^  
Jambhoji says that Guru is the most adorable person according to the 
hidian culture. Indian society believes that Guru is himself Brahma, Vishnu 
and Mahesha. Guru is greater than God. He says that the words of Guru 
destroy the web of maya. As the luster remove the stain from iron. 
""' Sarbangi Guru Shishya Nidan Nirvan Ko Anga,, Pel. 38. 
'" Ibid, Gurudeva Ko Anga, Fd 2, 12; Sanjog Vijog Mahatma Ko Anga, Pd 1. 
'^' According to tiie legend, the hansa bird, sporting in the Mansarovar Lake, can separate milk mixed 
with water. For more detail example about this symbol, see Vaudiville, Vaudeville, Kabir, Vol. I, 
Oxford Univ. Press, London. 1974, p. 206. 
'" Sarbangi, Grudeva ko Anga, Pd.. 31. 
''•' Sarbangi, Sanjog Vijog Mahatma. Ko Anga Pd. 41. 
''' Sarbangi Guru Shishya Nidan Nirvan Ko Anga, Pd. 14. 
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7p tiTT^. T^Rtr ater 3fr^  I 
Further 
He removes the darkness of ignorance and lead up to light of knowledge. 
Without Guru one can never attain salvation. In Jambhoji's view Guru 
deserved highest position; he believes in true Guru and emphasis its use in 
everyone's life. 
Concept of Maya (Illusion) 
S.N. Dasgupta says that the word maya was used first in the Rig-Veda in 
the sense of supernatural power and wonderful spirit, at another place he again 
says that in the early Pali Buddhist writings it occurs only in the sense of 
deception or deceitful conduct. In later times Vedanta also describe Maya as 
go 
being made up of Sattava, rajas and Tamas. Upanishads use it in the sense of 
false knowledge. Maya is to be understood in the sense of obstruction to the 
divine attainment, and not as an objective reality. The word is used in a 
practical sense and not understood as the cosmic illusion which makes all 
creation unreal. 
Maya is the power over which we have no control, which holds us in its 
grip and making us helpless to avoid doing what we want to do. In the Advaita 
of Shankaracharya the phenomenal world of nature and all beings which have 
'"'J.B,Sb. 1. 
''\j.B,Sh. 55. 
'•^Dasgupta, Dasgupta, S.N., History of Indian Philosophy, 5 Vols, Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi, 1975. 
Vol. I, pp. 96,469,470,492. 
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no real existence emanate from maya. Kabir concept of maya was based on 
Shankaracharya's concept with a minor difference i.e. while Shankara believed 
that maya is not real or unreal, Kabir accept its existence. He used the term 
maya which he borrows from the Hinduism, in the sense of an evil force, which 
alienates man from God. Macauliffe use the word mammon'^ to interpret maya, 
because it impresses man that they are not released from the trap of the karma, 
maya is presented as an enchanter or a harlot (papini, mohini) who weaves a 
web of illusion around the soul.' " Kabir says, ''maya is the huge tree yielding 
the three kinds of fruits (the gunas). Its branches are sorrow and distress. This 
tree of maya is shadeless and the fruit it yields is tasteless and creates a burning 
sensation in the body. Maya is beyond human understanding and its nature 
can't be known, it is like a chameleon and keeps changing each and every 
moment like the blowing wind. 
Kabir criticizes maya many times in his preaching. He uses the 
metaphor of woman for maya. Self is neither able to enjoy her fully nor reject 
it. The force of maya implies clinging to life and world. It dominates the mind 
and keeps the soul away from the Supreme. He says that maya is cleaver 
beguiler, full of charm and always in the search of her victims. 
Kabir again says thai maya is the cause of sufferings of human being. It is a 
greatest cheat who cheats even Gods and Goddess, saints and sages so what to 
say about common people. 
' ' Keay, F.E., Kabir and his Followers, Mittal Publication, Delhi, 1931, rpt. 1995, p.77. 
^'^°K.G (Trigunayat) Mya ko Aug, f d-. 2,6, 
"" K.G. (Trigunayat), Mya ko Ang Pel. 2. 
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3ti"<§r 3frSr JTRT ^^ ^ ^ n f i 
It attracts the world and fills up it with the power of three gunas, and like a 
whore has new lover every night. Kabir says that the attraction ofmaya is very 
high he wants to get rid of it but he can't; only Ram can remove the trap of this 
maya or illusion. 
3TR1T H ^ H ^ ^ 31Tf I 
Nanak did not accept maya as cosmic illusion like Vedantists. Nanak says that 
entire creation is God's maya: 
But in the contrast God is true and His creation is false. Maya is called as 
deceit, it is a snare: 
slMT SW^ T^^ "ifl^  3T'?J ?n^ R^HlR'iJI ^ f ^ W ^ 
Maya, basically untruth, is only a worldly affection, for the desire to 
find the things of the world, that man's great allurement lies yielding to this 
allurement and then he involve into untruth or maya, and the result is the 
separation from Truth or God and continued transmigration in this world, maya 
is a fraud (kapat), deceit (chhal), untruth (jhooth), a snare (jaal), it brings man 
into duality (duvidha) and man can't go to Truth.'°'' Man should choose either 
'°'/(,G. (Das), f^ . 232 
"^ •' K.g., (TrigLinayat), Rag Gaudi, Pd. 84. 
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A.G., Rag Asawari, A/. 2. Vol, 11, p. 43; RagGauri Asthpadi, Ml , Vol. 1, p. 626. 
A.G., Rag Sm, A4. 1, Vol. 1, p. 78. 
^°''A.G., Rag Majh, Asthpadi M. 1, Vol. 1, p. 327. 
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maya or Truth. If he choose bodily appetites like gold, silver, women, horses, 
sweets, meats (these are all the lust of the flesh) there will be no room.'^'' 
Nanak said that by the net of maya man forget the name of God he only waste 
his time in the fulfillment of his desires. In A.G there are several references 
which shows that Brahma,Vishnu and Mahesha are also not free from the 
Trigunainai Maya. Guru Amardas says: 
^r^ f^m^ 3T^ cfmrfri l^yji ^'^ ^^f^ f^ rrtr 109 
In short he wants to say that Gods and maya both are creation of Parmatama 
and these Gods are also depend on this maya and its lila. Gurus say maya is a 
servant {dasi) of the Supreme. 
Raidas believes that maya is the only reason for the separation of jiva 
from Brahman. He called maya as a complicate thing (Jatil), because it 
attracted the whole world either they are gods, sages, or men. He emphasizes 
maya and its power in these words: 
To remove the trap of maya he says that the one should recite the name of 
Ram: 
ci^ Tt^cO^ TW 3Tf^  W^, 3TRT %^ ^ ^ ^ l " ^ 
"" A.G., Rag Siri, M. 1, Vol. I. p. 79; Siri Rag, M. 1, Vol. IV, p. 79; Rag Sortha, M. 1, Vol. II, p. 678. 
""* 5a«/ 5(7/7/Sangharh. Khandit prati, Velvider Press, Prayag, p. 53. (here after 5.5.5.). 
'""/I.e., Rag Maru Solaii, M. 3, Vol. 3. 
no Ibid, pl48; A.G., Rag Ramkali, M. 5, Vol. 3, p. 524. 
' " £ 5 . , W. 33. 
"^R.B.. Pd 22. 
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Dadu personified maya as a cruel tempter who lures men to their ruin, and is 
endowed with familiar attributes of a "personal devil." It has destroyed 
world and making it forget the name of Ram, even in malicious aspects, maya 
is found to have it source in God ' because maya is the power Supreme it 
sports on the desire of God. Dadu calls maya as a witch, because those who 
depart in the company of maya return not. 
At another place he called it as a female snake and Ram-Mantra (name of Ram) 
as an eagle that destroys it. 
zj^ m^ w^, R^ff jpft 3i1f pfnti 
Like Kabir he says that maya subdued the God men, sages and Brahma, Vishnu 
and Mahesh also. But it could not attract the saint because it is the slave of 
saints. 
Rajab also personified maya as woman. He says that it is of two types; one is 
Vidhya Maya (knowledge) and other is Avidhya Maya (ignorance) which 
dominate the mind of the //va. It also beguiled to the sages. He says this v '^orld 
" ' Orr, op.cit., p. 154. 
Ibid, Chaturvedi, Dadu Gran/hawali, Maya ko Aug, 79, p. 136. 
"'Z).B, MayakoAng, 24, p.l29. 
"^ Ibid., 102. 
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is real yet it is also called maya; it is illusion if it is not taken by man for what 
it reality is: contingent, impermanent and full of snares, which lead the devotee 
on the path of destruction. Everything is said to be colored by jnaya: 
w 3TJTf^  F^t^ frrr HN?r arsTtr ^ ^ snfii"^ 
Man remains surrounded by maya; what really matters in his response to it. If 
he perceives God in this world, he is on the way to salvation."^ The true 
devotee, however, manages to escape from its snares. 
Rajab says that maya is very cruel, it enamors the whole. It enchanted 
the mind to Brahma and Shiva too. The great saints and sages also defeated by 
her in other words it is said that maya runs her monarchy on this world, only 
the person who follows Ram can defeat her. Rajab says that illusion does not 
leave the rishis, sadhii, and sadhakas. It is immortal never die and it never 
loses her power even it burn. 
Rajab says that it has a great quality that she always mutes. Jnanai never 
existed by its attraction. They are like the sun which is always red either in the 
beginning, middle or in the end. Darkness never touches it; same as the saint 
live in this world but the ignorance never touch him. 
The Hagiographies ofAnuntadas, p.314 
"^Sarbangi, Brahman Agni ko Anga, 10. 
"'ibid, 29.6. 
™ Ibid. Bikati ko Anga, Pel. 52. 
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Concept of Jiva (Soul) 
Saints believed tliat Atman or soul is the part (ansh) of Supreme soul. 
There is no difference between them in spite of this that thQjiva is to be bond 
with the worldly cause. Soul is formless, bondless, and beyond all changes. 
Soul and Brahman are the parts of a single force which are separated by maya 
and it is throw aside which would be reunited as such. He says: 
^\^ ff cf f^ 3wr 'i^ % f^RT ftfefrti 
Further 
5m ^ j3T 5^3? ^  3^" ^  m^ aff^ ft ^\^\ 
According to Tarachand. ''both Kabir and Jili seems to mean, that soul (jiva or 
ruh) is the object of divine knowledge, God as the centre of soul, is the father, 
yet God becomes the object of knowledge and therefore the son of soul." 
Kabir at another place says that soul is like the drop in ocean, it cannot be 
separated, he also gives the example of his weaving profession to describe it, 
he says soul is ever living it has no attachment with this body, it leaves the cage 
of body at a certain time, 'this body is like a garment which must wear out. So 
why we should attach to it." 
In the A.G it is said that the creation of jiva depends on the Hukum or 
'Divine Will' of Paramalma. In Rag Gaudi Nanak said thaty/va came in the 
existence by the will of God: 
'-'A:.G. (Das), Introduction, p. 38. 
"' K.G. (Das), Pd. 45: afSro-. QW^ i a?RT A ?g1^ "*,;Bir q^ ^ V^\, Ibid, Pel. 51. 
•' Influence of Islam, p. 156.. 
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"gc|)^ 3 ^ g 5 ^ 3iTf 13TT^ q r ^ g j p l ^ ;FWT^ I 124 
By His will all animals came into existence, the great and the small, the 
excellent and the degraded, by His command joy and sorrows were assigned to 
all, and by the same power future happiness was prepared for the good; birth 
and death and all things were appointed by Him. Soul is the part of Supreme 
soul which is also immortal and infinite, yoXjiva is infinite but it is not separate 
existence. These are like pearls in a string as the followers of a garland. ' Guru 
Amardas said that these y/va^ are like wives and He is the 'Husband' of all. 
The Guru gives much description about the mastership of the Parabrahman on 
tliQJiva. Guru Arjan says that God is the sustainer ofihejiva. He created and 
watches over the universe and fulfills the desires of human being like food; 
water etc. because y/'va is notable for it itself ^ The soul is deluded by maya 
and ruined by the demands of greed; the man spent his whole life but never get 
satisfaction. He forgets the Prabrahman and does many wrong deeds and 
result is that he is trapped in the cycle of rebirth. Then he has born the form of 
1 7Q 
snakes, trees, birds and other insects. Nanak said thaty/va is like the fish 
which is captured in the net and they/va captured by the maya. 
f^5 3Tt5^ f^ JIFRTT Ht 3 T f ^ STRJ 130 
'"•* pjfr fit^ rf^  mw: |f3T JTcfsttUir 5n||swft ?k1^ sfts p f ^ 1M ^ a n t i , 
fTRcf; gsfrft ^ ^ cT ?33^  cpf, cf djilf I A.G., Japji, Paudi 2, vol.1, p.35. 
^-^A.G., Rag Ramkali, Gheru, M.5, Vol 3, p. 133. 
'-" A.G., Rag Vadhans ki Var, M3, Vol 3, p. 668. 
™ A.G., Rag Sorthi, M 5, Vol. 2. p. 740. 
^-U.G., Ragjetsari, M. 5, Vol. 2. p. 960. 
'-"/I.e., RagGaudiCheti, M I. Vol. l ,p.45l. 
'•'"/I.G., RagSiri, M l,Vol. l,p. 186. 
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It seems that Raidas was much influenced by the Advaita system 
Shankaracharya because his philosophy is based on the Advaitavad. He says 
that there is no different between both soul and Supreme soul. He says: 
om ^uj m^ vif^ 5^, w sftcT g1^ ^ i i ' ^ ' 
Dadu also emphasizes on the unity of the human soul with the Supreme 
soul. He says that the soul is in the bondage; when set free it is even as 
Brahman. Only the cause of maya it seems two but in reality there is no second. 
The soul recognizes itself when it finds a true Guru}^^ Dadu profound sense of 
God as the one alone real would seem to put an infinite distance between the 
creature and His creator: 
3IT3T13T 3R13T ^ t ^ %, # ! T ^Rlt^xT ^^\ ,133 
(That which is born and dies is the soul: it is not the 
omnipresent Ram. He who is immune from birth and death, 
the same is my master.) 
W.G Orr says, 'Tt is equally clear, however, that a real distinction is 
implied, not only in isolated expressions which might be freely cited from bani, 
but in Dadu's whole conception of the reladon to the human soul to God. 
Obviously there can be no union in the sphere of absolute identity. Moral and 
spiritual oneness involves some kind of distinction, relative or absolute, 
between the two made one. ' 
'^' R.B., Pd. 25. 
'•'" D.G., Giirudeva Ko Ang 125, p. 13. 
''•' D.B., Pichhavan ko Ang. 15; Orr, A Sixteenlh Century Indian Mystics, op. cit., p. 158. 
Orr, A Sixteentli Century Indian Mystics, op.cit., p. 157. 
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According to Dadu "soul" of a man as a weak mortal, easily hold by 
maya, not the divine spirit within him, which is imperishable. But behind all 
this idea of God as the eternal and abiding, in contrast to the feeble, perishable 
souls He has created. ^  
Rajab used the word 'atam' to denote the human self yearning after 
divines self: 
T^m w^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3T^  s^nfTTii'-^ ^ 
Rajab says maya is like fire. Brahman is like an ocean and they/va soul is like a 
drop of water. If the drop of water fell into fire it lost its form while it fall into 
ocean it mixed into it and get a long life. Wheny/va is attracted by maya, it gets 
births on rebirths and opposite it \fjiva attains Supreme by devotion it became 
Brahman itself and be free from the cycle of birth and death. Rajab refers to the 
whole personality of man with the terms spirit and body, as mjiva and kaya, " 
jiva and sharir , Rajab says that who never remember the name of God, no 
interest in satsang or kirtan is always stay out from the Brahman. Name of 
Ram is very important for the liberation of jiva. Rajab believes that ignorance 
is the cause of the distance between y'/va and Brahman, Jiva is the servant of the 
body not only in the human body but the 84 lakh yonis, so it forget the way 
which goes to the Brahman. 
';'Mbid., p. 158. 
Sarbangi, Brahma Agni ko Aiiga, Pel. 4. 
Ibid, Gurudev ko Anga, .Pd. 32. 
'•'* Ibid, Pn'ti akhandit ko Anga, Pd. 10. 
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II. Theory ofSasuna Saints 
In the Saguna aspect, God appears in a human form making it easier for us to 
come closer. There have been divine incarnations in every age to show people 
the path of Nirgima God. Lord Krishna speaks about Saguna God in the 
Bhagavad Gita: ^ 
{"Whenever righteousness is on the decline and foul is 
increasing 1 appear in the material world. Time to time I 
come into being to protect good, destroy bad and 
consolidate righteousness. ") 
There is only one God who is formless. It is the human mind that has created 
different images and forms of God. God is known as: Holy Father, Allah, 
Jshvara, Divine Will, Cosmic Principle, Universal Consciousness, Love, 
Supreme Self, etc. There are probably as many images and names for God as 
there are people on the planet. Each person has an impression of God according 
to their own level of spiritual development, and form ones own mental image of 
God. Everyone expresses their worship for the Divine in their own way. 
Concept o{ Brahman (Supreme Soul) 
Vallabhacharya's philosophy centered round the conception of one God, 
Krishna. He looked upon Krishna as the Purushottama and Paramananda. 
Interpreting with the almost literalism the ancient formula "All this is 
Brahman^ Vallabha emphasizes on the relation of both soul and world with 
'"'j?/?. Gita.A. A. SI. 7. 
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the Supreme Spirit Krishna is the highest Brahman. His hand and feet are not 
made of ordinary matter (Aprakrika), but celestial. His body consists of sat 
(existence); chit (Intelligence); ananda (joy). He is called Purushottama. As 
the most excellent of all beings and has all attributes which are not ordinary but 
celestial. Krishna is therefore the highest joy. '^^ 
The idea of Akshara Brahman received full treatment for the first time 
from Vallabha. Akshara Brahman is lower than Prabrahman. He appears in 
various forms according to different aspects of the Brahram. When the Lords 
wants to give moksha through jnana. He manifests four forms viz. Akshara, 
Kala (time), Karma (action), and Suabhava (nature). Akshara then appears in 
the forms of Prakti (primal matter) and Purusha (soul); and this Prakti 
develops through different stages into the universe, and is therefore called the 
causes. 
Chaitanya's Krishna is Supreme Being. He believed in one personal 
God and called him as Bhagwan, Hari, Vasudeva and Krishna etc. He is eternal 
without a beginning and without an end. He is infinite in nature, power and 
attributes. All His supernatural powers and attributes are eternally developed in 
Him in the highest degree, as implied by the word 'Brahman' which means 
absolute greatness.'" We can see Chaitanya's doctrine by this sloka: 
'"" Saints of Northern India, p. 
"" Nath, Radha Govind, 'A Survey Of The Chaitanya Movement', The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. 
IV, op. cit, p. 190. 
'"•- Mital, Prabhu Dayal, Chaitanya Mat Aw Brij Sahitya, Sahitya Sansthan, Mathura, 1962. p. 110. 
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{"Lord Krishna is only for adoration, Vrindavan is his abode, 
and devotion (upasana) is the ideal of His worship. Srimad 
Bhagavala is the authorized scripture and love is the only 
action (purusharth) ofjiva.") 
He is Sat (absolute existence), Chit (absolute intelligence and non- materiality) 
and Ananda (absolute bliss). From Sat, Chit and Ananda, the last seems to be 
the substance of Brahman or Krishna, and other two of His attributes. '' He is 
source, support and end of the world, the material and the efficient case of the 
universe. He is both Saguna and Nirguna and beyond the influence of time, 
shape and relativity.'"" His Philosophy is based on Bhagvata Purana. 
Surdas followed the philosophy of Suddhadvaita of Vallabhacharya. 
Surdas's Krishna is Parabrahman. 
He was incarnated in different forms. According to Surdas He is in three forms 
as Sat, Chit, Anand. That is why his lord is called Sachidananda, Sadananda 
and Krishna also. In Vedanta, He is called Bhagwan or Nirguna, and in 
Suddhadvaita He is called Purushottama, Krishna or Saguna: 
Surdas's Brahman is minute the atom and greatest among great. Gop 
and Copies, trees and vines, cows and oxes of the Brij are the parts of Krishna. 
'''•' Nath, Radha Govind, 'A Survey of the Cliaitanya Movement', Tlie Cultural Heritage of India, op. 
cit, p. 190. 
'•*' Bhagi, M.L., Medieval Indian Culture and Tlwughl, The Indian Pub., Ambala Cantt., 1965, p. 181. 
^ Sur Nirnaya, op.cit, p. 186. 
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Radha is Supreme among them. Krishna can't get his Paramananda Swarupa 
(highest joy) without Radha. 
According to Tulasidas Ram is the liglit of the universe; He is 
Parmananda. Ram, the son of King Dashrath is the incarnation of Lord Vishnu. 
Tulasi used the name Ram both for Saguna and Nirguna Brahman. God, he 
states, is not only of the Nirguna but also Saguna, by nature and attributes. 
"Both the Nirguna and the Saguna are vary forms of Brahma.'' So in the 
words we can call Ram as Saguna Ram and Nirguna Ram. 
Bhushundi describe Ram to Garuna as: 
^m^f%T^3Tf?r^TRftl"*^ 
Since the beginning of philosophical thought of how the Nirguna Brahman 
became Saguna baffled man's intellect. This impotent metaphysical problem is 
presented by in the form of a dialogue between God Shiva and Goddess Parvati 
in Balkanda in Ram-Char it-Manas: 
Mata Parvati asks: 
"0 Lord, sages say that Ram is Brahman without 
origin; is he the same Ram, who is the son of the Icing of 
Ayodhya, or is he same other unborn, unqualified, and 
invisible Being? If he is the icing's son, how can he be 
Brahman? The prince is distracted by the loss of his wife. 
Seeing ins conduct, and greatness, My intellect is 
confused. " 
' Tulsidas, Ram-Cluirit-Manasa, Balkand, Cho. 23/1.Gita Press Gorakhpur, 230* edition, 2009. 
(Iiereafter as R.C.M.). 
'^''R.C.M., Siindarkand, Doha. 38/1. 
'•"*/?.C.M Uttarkand, C/;o. 72/4. 
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,ord Shiva replies: 
"There is no difference betM'een the qualified and 
unqualified Brahman, say the sages, the Puranas, the learned 
and the Vedas. He, M'ho is formless and invisible, takes form 
through the love of his devotees. As water is identical with ice 
and hail-stone. " 
Ram is the cause of the existence and the corrosion of the Universe: 
Concept of Jiva (Soul) 
According to Vallabhacharya Jiva is the part of Brahman. The one 
primal soul was not joyful because he was alone and desiring to be many, He 
Himself became the inanimate world, the individual soul, and the inward 
controlling soul. These sprang from him like sparks from a burning fire and are 
his parts.'^' 
The soul is neither created, nor does it over die. It is only the body which is 
created and destroyed. As Lord Krishna says in The Gita: 
y^ f?r?2t:5iT^s^r ^nwt ?r f ; ? ^ ^F?m\^ ?iff^i i 153 
'""'^ Handoo,Chandra Kumari, 'Tulasidas And His Teachings', The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol.4, 
p.399; The Place of Tulsi Das in North Indian Devotional Tradition, F. R. Allchin, JRAS, Oct. 1966, no 
3/4., pl27. 
' ' ° lb id, Lankakand, 34/4,p.790. 
Vaishnavism Saivism., p. 77. 
''" Above distich has been cited by Dr. Roop Narayana, Brajbhasha lie Krishna Kavya main Madlmrya 
Bhakli, Youngman & Compnay, Delhi, 1962, p. 107. 
'•'•' Bk Gila., A. 2, SI. 20. 
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Soul is atomic - it is neitlier omnipresent nor does it vary in size according to 
the body it inhabits. The lord, in order to bring about variety, which is essential 
for the sake of pleasure, makes the souls can be grouped into three classes viz. 
(i) those that are busy with worldly matters, (ii) those that follows the Vedic 
path according to the letter of the Vedas, and (iii) those that worship the Lord 
engendered only through divine grace. These three types are generally 
described by Vallabha as pravah, maryada, and pusti respectively. Yet soul 
is atomic in size and infinite but the slave of maya. By the influence of maya it 
forgets Brahman and this is the cause of its suffering. But when he appeals to 
Krishna, His Bhakti destroys his impediments and love appears in him as the 
result of chanting of Krishna's name. 
Chaitanya says that soul is of two kinds: (i) first is free soul which is 
ever free called nitya-mukta and other (ii) which is ever in bondage called 
nitya-sansari. The soul which is free from eternity enjoys the grace of God. 
The soul which is under the influence of maya, turned away from God and so 
not enjoying His grace.'"^^ 
Surdas also seems to follow the thought of Vallabha and Chaitanya 
about the emergence of jiva from the Brahman. By the will of Ishwara jiva 
came in the contact of maya, it oblivions the God and become dependent, 
wicked, and forlorn. And when it realizes Him {Brahman), by His Bhakti and 
'"* Bhatt, Govindalal Hargovind, 'The School Of Vallabha', The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. IV, 
op.cit., p. 352. 
Premlata, The Mystics Saints of India Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, Ess Ess publications. New Delhi, 
1989, p. 164. (hereafter Chaitanya Mahaprabhu). 
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grace it (jiva) gets his real stage. Lil<e Vallabha Surdas is also says thaty'/va is 
the part of Brahman and emerged from the sparks from a flam: 
^ i ^ ?RfT iTcfT x^ sn^, ?TT?fr 3fr 3 t f ^ cf^ arr^i 
Surdas divided the kinds of soul into three categories, Nitya, Sansari and 
Mukkta. He says all they/va are the part of Krishna: 
For Tulasi y/va is immortal, blissful and pure in nature. But when jiva 
forgets Brahman, it comes under the control of maya it transforms like a parrot 
or a monkey: 
t ^ T 31^ 3JW arl^ ^TRft-, ^?Fr 3w?r ; R ^ ^gis^nlti 
^ ?TRrr R^T 3M;? J^ferf, ^ ^ #re: jR^f^ # ^ i ,157 
jiva is under the control of maya, which is under the control of God. Tulasi's 
view on the relationship between God, jiva and maya becomes clear from the 
followings verses: 
TrRTT STF r^ 5ffcr 3Tf3^7TT?fri ^ sTRT ?[RTT ^ 1S\^\\^^^ 
Maya is the cause of the detachment of jiva from Almighty. All the 
description about jiva seems that Tulasidas's conception is near to the 
philosophy of Shankaracharya. Having faith in the philosophy of Shankara, 
Tulasi says that as pure water becomes impure when it fell down on the ecirth, 
'^ '' Surdas, Siir-Sagar.Pd. 411. ed. Nandduiare, Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Varanasi, V.S. 2021 .(hereafter 
as Sur sagar). 
' " R.C.M., Uttarkand, doha 116/1.2, p. 1010. 
''** ibid, 77/3, p. 964. 
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jiva too becomes impure when it comes in the contact of maya. It is hke the 
waves of the ocean which emerge from the ocean and merge into it. 
Concept of Maya (Illusion) 
Maya is the power of Ishwar, it is under the control of Ahnighty. 
According to Vallabha, it is the power of Supreme, who brings about the 
evolution and dissolution of the world. This maya is different from avidhya, 
which is responsible for the obscuration of the unity of things and the 
production of the consciousness of difference. 
Surdas accept its existence. He says maya is the jugglery of three 
qualities (Sat, Raj and Tamas). It is unreal and the whole universe is also 
unreal. It is the cause of suffering wheny/va destroys its bond, he became free 
from the recycle of birth. Sur called maya as Mohini (delusion) and Bhujangni 
(female snake): "'' 
Mira represented maya as the generalized and classical sins of lust, 
anger, and greed using animal images. Maya as a licentious, greedy, unfaithful 
woman is an exception rather than the rule 
Tulasi did not look upon world as pure illusion as his predecessors did. 
Tulasi also believes that maya is the power of Brahman, hence Ram is 
Mayapati: 
'^ '^  R.C.M., Kishkindhakand, C/70.14/3, p. 680 
""^  Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 11, op. cit., p. 759. 
Sur sagar, Pel. 275. 
"'•^  Economic and Political Weekly, 'Mirabai and the Spiritual Economy of Bhakti', Vol. 25, 1990, p. 
1541. (hereafter as £. P. HO 
"^ ' R.C.M., Uttarkand, Clio. 82/3, p. 969 
10^ 
He says everytliing of this world is affected by maya like gods, sages, 
demons, snakes, and human beings."''' He identifies maya with Sita, the 
inseparable energy of Ram which takes incarnation along with Him. He defines 
maya in two forms: 1. Avidhya Maya (ignorance) is the cause of illusion and 
bondage of they/va. and 2. Vidhya Maya (knowledge) is the cause of creation 
and liberation of jiva. It creates the world under the impulse of gunas. It is 
inspired by the Lord and has no power of itself. 
tJ^" ^ if^^WJ d^^^UW 3TT 5RT 3fr^ 7 qrr 3TcTc^l I 
Tulasi says that Ram Nam is the only way to get freedom from the trap 
of Maya. Maya follows Ram because he is the Lord of maya which has no 
capacity of disobedience to Him: 
3W ^  w^ ^ ^ Tgrrai 
ftl^ ^ ^ 2;^Tg, 2W-f^ Jfrf ?T ^ 3TFITI 166 
Concept of Moksha (Salvation) 
Moksha or salvation can be getting by devotion of Krishna. According 
to Hindu thought liberation is the goal of jiva or human soul. They/Vfl trapped 
by maya cannot attain salvation except through the grace of God. Vallabha says 
that devotion of Krishna is the chief means of salvation, though Jnana is also 
useful. By the destruction of ahanta, mamta jiva became liberal and attain 
tsi, z^, 3jt?t, ?nDT, Jnjoi, fl^r,3TRIT-Rr^m f^ TEii^ i, Tulsidas, Vinaya Pairika, Eds. Viyogi Hari, Sasta 
cih Sahitya Mandal, Delhi, 5 edition, 1994,, Pd. 101. p. 174, (here after as Vinaya Patrika). 
'"^  R.CM. Aranyakand, Cho. 15/3, p. 623, 
^''^VmayaPulhka.\>.2Q0. 
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salvation. Vallabha deprecated all kinds of self mortification. The body is the 
temple of god, and there is no meaning in attempting to destroy it. 
According to Vaishnava liberation can be attained by man when he turns 
away from outward things, and realizes God {Krishna). The goal of a 
Vaishnava of the Chaitanya School is to serve Krishna at Vrindavana on 
attaining salvation. Chaitanya was very close to the greatest importance of the 
chanting the Lord's name which may take the highest goal. 
Concept of Jagat (World) 
Vallabhacharya says that jagat or world is the effect of Brahman it is 
real and non different from Him. It is also created by Him from His own self 
for the sake of sport {lila) like the spark from fire and at last it will merged into 
Him."^^ The world is therefore as eternal and real as Brahman Himself, and its 
creation and destruction are due to the power of Brahman. The world cannot be 
regarded as an illusory appearance: or it is essentially different from Brahman. 
The relation of cause and effect is one of absolute identity.'^'^ In Subodhini he 
says as the Brahman is the cause of this world, it depends on it, without Him 
the existence of it as false as the heavenly flower. 
According to the theory of Shankaracharya, the world is an illusion, it 
has the only existence of God, but the theory of Gaudiya Sampradaya the 
'^ ^ Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 11, op.cit. p.760. 
"*" Nath, Radha Govind, 'A Survey Of The Chaitanya Movement', The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. 
lV,op. citp.195. 
'^ '' r^ontcT ?TJpJ3]fW pfR Htsr H?3raiwi, Subodhini on 10th canto of Vedastuti, cited by Roop Narayana, 
op.cit., p. 108. 
'™ Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol. 11, op.cit, p. 758. 
"' J3^ Ki7Tfew?sji1lr fJlzzfTJjH si^ TOH--, Subodhini on 10th canto of Vedastuti, cited by Roop Narayana, 
op.cit., p.108. 
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world is not illusion. Chaitanya's view is that,despite the world's transistorizes, 
it is not false; if it was illusion, what would be the purpose of human endeavour 
which beings to rise themselves. When emancipation is achieved, the world is 
not destroyed. Only the illusory notion is no more.'^ 
Mira says this world is an illusion: everything is impermanent '\ 
perishable and meaningless. This world is a turbulent ocean of sorrows and 
human beings fnul th.;mselves entrapped from all sides.'^'' Like Tulasidas, she 
says that the happiness of the world offers us is like a mirage, so she abandoned 
this worldly business and turned to Hari. Without Him nothing delighted 
her:'^ -^  
In several verses oi'Ram-Charit-Mivuis, Tulasi says that animate and inanimate 
world is a manifestation of Rama, and the universe is the cosmic form of 
Rama. In these '^erscs Tulasi seems to jbllow the Vishithadvaita philosophy of 
Ramanuja. However, at some places, he compares the world with a night or 
dream. He says that it is mithya (false or unreal). Probably, Tulasi called this 
universe is a mirage (mrigajala or mrigatrishan), Here, he seems to follow the 
philosophy of Sankarachai'ya. For Tulasi the entire world is the Lila of Ram: 
"' Premlata, The Mystic Suints Of India (Chailanyu Mahaprabhu), Ess Ess Publication, Delhi, 1989, p. 
157. 
''''5R ?r -<M^ ?jfeT \, •iTJi J'TJI "*V iT.?RI, Sliarma. Krishna Dev, Meerabai-Padawali, Pd. 196, Reegal 
Book, Deihi, 1984, p. 262. (hcivalteras Meera Padavah) 
"* Ibid, ."6/, 195,197. 
"•' Ibid. Pd. 3-4. 
'"' Vi/iaya Palnka. Pd. 111. p. 18,^5 
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And this world is as transient as srnolve palace in sky: 
?jqf %?r 'i^k^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ t l ,177 
Several Stages of Bhakti 
In Indian Bhakti tradition, there have been various forms in which God 
is visualized, worshipped and approached by his devotees. These bhavas and 
rasas oi Bhakti are: Shanta (quietism), Dasya (servitude), sakhya (essence of 
friendship), vatsalya (devotee realizes God as his child), Madhurya (highest 
degree of affection). These are five principal Rasa. 
According to Chaitanya, all methods of worship have worthless result 
without Krishna Bhakti, they can never give strength. God who is all love and 
joy can be adored only by love. All the rituals of fast and ceremony are useless 
unless they lead to His love. The fruit of love is the enjoyment of the beatitude 
of loving. He was the follower of Krishna cult with Radha and Krishna: he 
became a singer in passionate love of God. He believed that Bhakti is the only 
way to get salvafion. Chaitanya's love is based on high spiritual plane. 
Although he has no faith in rituals, he did not denounce the worship of 
Ullages. Etymologicall}'. rasa means anything that may be tasted or enjoyed. 
In Gaudiya Vaishnavism, it means a thing which is attained with delicious 
astonishment on account of its heightened sweetness. 
Shanta Rasa implies discipline and self control and the cessation of 
desires; in Dasva Rasa devotee believes himself to be a servant of Krishna. He 
' " Ibid, W. 66, p. 134. 
Alihar the Great, p. 
12 
constantly gratifies Krishna by serving Him with a sense of divinity, honor and 
glorification. He serves Krishna with his restless soul as one serves his master. 
Sakhaya Rasa has the merit of Shanta Rasa with Dasya Rasa so, it has three 
merits. It means loving Krishna as one would his friend. In the relation of 
friend there is no distance but in the relationship of master and servant that 
distance still exists. The fourth rasa is Vatsalya Rasa in which a devotee 
realizes God as his child. It has merit of above three qualities. In this a devotee 
regards himself the patron and as a portage; his service take the form of 
paternal care. In Madhurya Rasa, all the four qualities are present. It is 
resemble to the love of a man for a woman. Just as in the case of five elements 
(sky, air, light, water and earth) the qualities of the first fourth are united in the 
fifth one. Here, the devotee is ever ready to serve, give companionship and 
complete love to him or her beloved or lover, it is a divine rapture which binds 
together the worship and the worshipped. Natesan further says, "it is the 
Madhurya love - as embodied in the passionate love of Radha and Krishna that 
deserves mention. This according to the Vaishnava mystics it is the highest 
mood of Bhakti, implying, as it does, all the great elements of true God-love-
I on 
faith, absolute trust, service and the abandonment of all notions of self" As 
Mira is not a votary of Madhuryabhava only. Her devotion to Krishna 
encompasses all bhavas except Vatsalya. 
Shant Bhava is the stage when the devotee, detached from worldly 
relationship and a calm fixing of mind upon the lord. Mira saw one in all and 
'™ Lives of the Saints of Bengal {Chaitanya To Vivekunand), 2'"' edn., Madras, G.A. Natesan & Co., 
1949. p.27, (hereafter Saints of Bangaf): Chaitanya Mahaprabhii, p. 201. 
™ Saints of Bangal,'p.21. 
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all in one. For her the entire world is Krishna and Krishna is the entire 
world. Dasya Bhava. the love for a humble servant for the master and the 
undertones of slavery that pervades her couplets however should not be 
misunderstood as female submission. Mira most humbly addresses herself as 
dasi (servant) oiKrishna: " 
Shakhya Bhava is cultivation of friendship with the lord. In this bhava, the 
relationship between the devotee and the lord is trustful and comradeship; the 
example is seen as the cowherd boys of Vrindavan and Krishna. In her poems, 
Mira expresses Krishna on terms of equality born of a feeling of intimacy as a 
1 0 - 3 ( o / 
friend: Madhurya Bhava ' is the stage of emotional devotion in which the 
devotee considers him/herself as one of the gopis of Vrindavan taking part in 
the love sport with Lord Krishna. Mira attained the true stage of devotion. She 
loved her Lord with feminine passion: 
Further: 
185 
fJiTJT fjrppjT f^R ;Fraraf g^ofr ^ Rio.icjT M 
She visualizes Krishna in varied forms- as a lord creator, saviour of the people 
of Briaj, beloved of the women of Briaj, a cowherd, a flute player, a companion 
'^^ Meera-Padmvali.Pcl. 140. 
'^ - Ibid,jP^. 153. 
"*^ ' Ibid, p Pd. 7-8. 
"''* Kabir and Dadu the follower of Nirguna Bhakti also advocates virah, an aspect of Madhurya Bhava 
or Bhakti, as the supreme path of devotion. He not only uses the voice of the virahini himself but 
generalizes femaleness to God. God is the only male, all humans are female. Economic and Political 
WeelilyK 'Mirabai and the Spiritual Economy of Bhakti', Vol. 25, 1990, p. 1538. 
"*^  Meera-Padawali, Pd. 150. 
'^'' Meera-Padawali.Pd. 15. 
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and a lover. She lost herself in the ecstasy of Krishna's devotion. Her 
acquaintance with music and dancing gave her songs a divine fervour . But in 
her pomes we find the touch of separation, she identifies herself as viraha 
diwani, the woman who has became mad by the suffering because of separation 
from her lover. 
Tulasi emphasized the nine types of Bhakti in Aranyakanda, when Lord 
Rama meets Sabri, a woman ascetic of forest tribes, who greatly devoted to 
Him. To Sabri he describes nine kinds of Bhakti. 
"The first kind oj Bhakti is association with Saints and a love 
for the stories of my life is the second the third kind of Bhakti is 
service in all humility to the guru, and the fourth is to sing my 
glories with a pure heart. Firm faith in Me with the with the 
repel il ion of Mantra is a path well known to the Vedas and is the 
fifth category; control the saints conduct, aversion to too much 
activity, and the sixth is treading in the path of holy once make 
up. to see the world as pervaded by me, While looking upon 
Sadhus as greater than Me, is the seventh to the satisfied with 
what one gets and never to see faults of others make up the eight. 
And simplicity of heart guileless behavior toM>ards all, trust in 
Me and to be neither elated nor depressed, whatever, constitute 
the ninth. "'*''' 
187 
188 
f/'/f, p.1547. 
Meera-Padawali, Pd. 130, 95. 
'^' R.C.h4., Aranyaiianda. Do. 35/1-3, p. 652, wsm WJrf^  ?tH?? ^ t^ys^ ^ 3W jpzn tRFlT^ ];^  q^ 
q^ p;? TTCJT ?frj?ft ws^ sfJiRi^M 3T^1?r TW sp 'W 5?f? ^^ riRi<)i)Hi|JR 5IW JOT ?^ f^ Tpirari w^m sran ?# 
^ O^ FTOTI ISS STT ^fte W\^ "^ Ig ER'WTTI &{?r f?lt=l7 <Ho-o1H y^3TTI IWHm OTT 3ft% ?RT 5PT ^ | 3Tt^ t ^ arf^ JcfT 
^ ^^11 arra^  P^TT NTJT t^^mi Hcr?r| ^  tM% crrgftmi Rem w^ wt w\ O.CH^ HI STH JRt^il^ ?w ^ ?^TTI I 
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Chapter- 5 
A Brief Biography of Bhakti and Sufi Saints of Northern India 
during 15 '^' an 16^^ Centuries 
Kabir 
The personality of Kabir is very interesting and mysterious. Tliere has 
been a great deal of controversy around the question of his date, but most 
probably he was born in 1398 A.D. It is a well known tradition of legendry 
account' that he was born to a Brahmin's daughter who was a virgin widow. 
But she left her child on a lotus flower near a pond Icnown as Lahar Talao, near 
Banaras, from where he was found by Niru and Nrnia a Muslin weaver couple, 
who adopted him"' gave him the name of Kabir, "great" an epithet of Allah. 
He was married and had two children, a son named Kamal and a 
daughter Kamali. He lived life of a simple householder and earned livelihood 
through following father's profession of weaving. Like his date of birth, there 
is also controversy about his death. A Legend says that he died in Maghar in 
1518 A.D. He was a disciple of Ramananda.^ It is said that after his death, there 
was a dispute among Hindus and Muslims over disposal of his body. Hindus 
wanted to burn it and Muslims wished to bury it. But when the sheet covering 
the dead body was removed, nothing was found but the heap of flowers; the 
For more legendry accounts about his birth see Hedaytullah Khan, Kbir: Apostle of Hindu Muslim 
Unity, op. cit., pp. 157-162. 
" As regards the Lahar Talao: or Talab, Macauliffe told this place is about a mile and a quarter long, 
and an eight of a mile broad. At the time of his visit in December, it was, except for some rushes here 
and there, covered with a russet weed on which aquatic birds alighted and sported. On the margin of 
the lake is a small temple sacred to Kabir. It is maintained by some monks, who according to 
Macauliffe, are proud of their knowledge of Sanskrit Literature. Hard by is the tomb of Niru, Kabir's 
foster father, see The Sikh Religion, Vol. Vi, p, 123. 
' Keay, F.E., Kabir and his Followers, p. 9; The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, pp. 122-23. 
'' From the same root as Akbar, cited by Carpenter, J.E., Theism in Medieval India, Williams & 
Nargate, London, 1921, p. 457: also see The Sikh Religion, Vol. Vi, pp. 123-124 
"Yani, Musin, Dabistan-i-Mazahib or School of Manners, tr. Sheba and Troyer, Paris, 1943. p. 187. 
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Hindus took half were burnt in Banaras and remaining half was taken by 
Muslims to bury at Maghar. 
The mission of Kabir was to preach a religion of love which would unite 
all castes and creeds. He rejected those features of Hinduism and Islam which 
were against this spirit, and were of no importance for the real spiritual welfare 
of the individuals.^ His sayings are collected in the Bijak and most of them are 
also found in Adi Granth of the Sikhs. 
Dhanna 
Dhanna, one of the most prominent saints of medieval India was a Jat 
by birth. He himself says: 
Both Nabhadas and Anantdas accepted that he was the disciple of 
Ramananda. From his couplet found in A.G it seems that he was highly 
influenced by the bhakta like Namdev, Kabir, Raidas and Sena. He also chose 
the path of bhakti and to attain the God. It showed that he came in contact ol 
Ramananda. 
He was born in 1415 A.D. in Dhaun in Tonk territory, about 20 miles 
from the Deoli cantonments in Rajputana. Dhanna was the great devotee of 
God at the very early age. He worshiped with fully devotion a black stone 
(Saligram), which he got from a Brahmin. It is said that God Himself appeared 
'' Influence of Islam, p. 121. 
^ A.G., Rag Asa, Bani Dhanna Bhagat ji ki, Vol. II, p. 413. 
'*//.5.5.A Vol. IV, p. 147. 
" The Sikh Religion., Vol. VI, p. 106. 
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to him and urged him to satisfy his appetite."' According to Anantdas's 
Parchai it seems that Lord Krishna appeared before him for taking food on his 
obstinacy." Thus we see that in the beginning, he was the follower of Saguna 
bhakti but later on became the follower of Nirguna Brahman. 
He was a hard working farmer but spent most of his time in devotion 
and serving the saints by hook or crook. Once he bestowed his wheat-seeds 
which he had for the ploughed field for the satisfaction of the some holy men. 
In return God flourished his field without seeds, so much better than the fields 
of his neighbors. His neighbors came to congratulate him but he thought that it 
is only jeers and jest, but when he visited the field he found that people had 
rightly said. Since then, his field is still called Dhanna Bhagat ka Khet 
Sena 
According to Nabhadas, he was a barber at the court of the king of 
Bandhavgarh'"^ and lived towards the end of the 14'^  and the beginning of the 
15"' century. He was a great devotee of his time. One day when he was going to 
do his duty for the king, he met some holy men on the way, he thought that his 
first duty is to serve them, and he gave them consecrated and secular food to 
relieve their body and soul. In such activities he forgot his royal duty, but the 
Lord save him from the anger of the king. When he came to the king and began 
to apologize for his delay, the king was surprised and said, "Thou hast only just 
'" For more detail see The Sikh Religion, Vol.VI, p. 107. 
Hagiographies ofAnantclas p. 109. 
'- The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, p. 108. 
'•'//.5.fi./, Vol. IV, p. 126. 
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gone after the usual service to me; why apologize?" Sena replied, 'I have not 
been here. Perhaps thy Majesty sayest so to excuse my absence.' When the 
king came to know all that, he at once fell into the feet of the saint and called 
him as his Guru. 
According to Nabhadas he was the disciple of Ramananda. Parshuram 
Chaturvedi said that he was the contemporary of Ramananda and the previous 
part of his life was spent with the Barkari Sampraday of South and when he 
later on came to North he came in the close contact of Ramananda.'^ In Adi 
Grantha he himself said that Ramananda was his Guru. 
Pipa 
Pipa was king of Gagaruangarh, he possessed all spiritual excellence 
and became the disciple of Ramananda. Parshuram Chaturvedi accepts that he 
was born between V.S. 1465 - 1475, but it does not seem right because he 
himself said that Ramananda died in V.S. 1467, thus it is clear that Pipa was 
the contemporary of Kabir. It is said that he was devotee of Goddess Durga 
(Bhawani) whom he worshiped in every prescribed way. He worshipped her 
twelve years, till one day the Goddess advised him to go to Banaras and meet 
Ramananda and considers him as his spiritual guide,'^ When Swami came to 
'" Ibid., U.B.S.P.. p. 233; The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI., p. 121. 
^^U.B.S.P..p.233. 
"'Tm w^ mn^ sn^i ^^ ^Xim^ ^m^\,A.G., Vol. II, Rag Dhanasri, p. 931. 
"U.B.S.P.,p.234. 
'^Hagiographies ofAnanldus, pp. 8-9. 
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know about Pipa's arrival he sent him a message, "my house is a place of faqirs 
what business have kinas here': .9-19 
On hearing this, Pipa denoted his palace and wealth and became a faqir 
with his youngest queen Seeta. After some time Ramananda wished to travel to 
Dwaraka on the western coast of Kathiawar, Pipa joined him with his queen. 
During journey they faced many adventures. On their return from Dwaraka, 
some Afghan troops wanted to snatch his wife, she trembled with fear and 
fixed her mind on Govinda, and suddenly there appeared man who struck the 
7 J 
Afgans and saved her. ^ The author of Bhakta-Mala States that there is no 
difference between God and his saints, since the glory of Pipa might be attained 
to God. 
Raidas 
Raidas was the most important saint of the Bhakti Movement. But 
unfortunately we have no exact information about his date of birth and death. 
Sant Bani Sangrah says that he was born between end of the 15"' and middle of 
the 16"' century."^ Like his birth there is much controversy about his name too. 
He was called as Raidas, Ravidas, Rohidas etc. but most popularly he is named 
Raidas or Ravidas. He belonged to the low caste (chamar) of the society. He 
was a worker in leather, as he himself says, "my caste is low, my action are 
'" The Sikh Religion,, Vol.VI, p. 1 12. 
21 
"Hagiographies ofAnantdas, pp. 8-9; R.S.H.S.P, p. 180. 
S.B.S., Vol. 11,op. cit., p. 28; Hagiographies ofAnonUkis, p. 13. 
• S.B.S, Vol. 1; Hagiographies of Ananldas, p. 64. 
very low, and even my profession is low, says Ravidas yet the Lord has raised 
me high." '^  His father's name was Raghu and mother was Ghurbiniya.^'' 
When he grew matured he loved to serve the saints and their company. 
His father did not like this attitude and he gave him a separate residence where 
he lived with his wife, and for their living he was making shoes. It is said by 
the Bhakt-Mala that seeing his hard life and poverty Lord had mercy on him, 
He appeared in the form of a sadhu and showed him a philosopher's stone, 
explained its qualities and urged him to take it but Raidas replied that he did 
not require it. But he insisted him so Raidas told him to put it into the roof of 
his hut {chhappar). After thirteen month the same saint came again and asked 
about the stone Raidas answered, "It must be where thou didst put it. I have 
been afraid to touch it." 
Another legend tells that Jhali, the queen of Chittor, became his disciple. 
The Brahmins could not bear this and blamed the queen that she had lost her 
sense. The queen arranged an assembly between Brahmins and Raidas in which 
Raidas defeated the Brahmins. ^ He was a great saint of that time. His several 
hymns are compiled in A.G of Sikhs, and other collection of them had lastly 
been printed by Belveder Press, Allahabad under the title of Raidas ki Bani aw 
Jivan Charit. 
•"' 5n1?r 3ft 3 M JRTT 3ft 3ftt5T, SfttST '^h'm ^sm I 
^^u3j3^Ef?rat^.5^:(i?t?lW5rnnr./?,&, p. 43, alsosee,/4.G., Rag Asa, Vol. II, p. 410. 
Influence of Islam, p. 179. 
"•' For detail story see The Sikh Religion, Vol. VI, pp. 318-19. 
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Nanak 
Nanak was born at Rai Bhoe ki Talwandi^'' in Sheikhupura district of 
West Punjab on 15^ '^  of April 1469 A.D. but the most accepted date of Nanak's 
birth is full moon day of Kartik month Of Hindi calendar in 1469 A.D. His 
father Kalu Mehta belonged to the Bedi branch of Khatri. He was the Patwari 
77 
of the village under land-lord Rai Bular." Nanak was the only son of his 
parents and their other child was a daughter Nanaki bom a few years earlier. 
Nanak was a prodigious child. Soon he gained knowledge in every 
subject. He gained good knowledge of The Quran and Brahmanical Sastras." 
He also gained knowledge of Persian and Arabic. In madarsa Nanak surprised 
his new teacher Ruknu'd-din like his earlier teacher with the manner he picked 
up Persian and Arabic so quickly.^ 
Nanak was married to Sulakshni, daughter of Mulchand Chona Khatri of 
7Q 
Pakhoke Randhawa near Batala in 1487 A.D." He had two sons Sri Chand 
born in 1491 and Lakshmi Chand born in 1496 A.D.^'' 
Mardana, a Muslim and Bhai Bala, a Hindu joined him and they 
commenced their wandering over many lands, Bala Bandhu had given 
picturesque description of the whole journey of Guru Nanak to Guru Angad 
Dev. It is said that Nanak had long intercourse with Shaikh Saraf of Panipat, 
""^  Talwandi - Modern Nankana Sahib, the holy city of Nanai< it is located about 15 km to the North 
West of Lahore, the capital of West Punjab in Pakistan., Khushwant Singh, A Histoiy of The Sikhs, 
Vol. 2, Oxford University Press, London, 1963, p. 29; The Sikh Religion, Vol. 1; Grevval, J.S., Guru 
Nanak hi History, op.cit. p. I: H.SK.B.I., Vol. IV, p. 152 . 
"' Rai Bular was originally a high caste Hindu of Bhatti Rajput clan, recently converted into islam. 
-** Duggal, K.S., The Sikhs Gurus, Vikas Publishing House,' Delhi, 1980. p. 8. 
"'^  Gupta, H.R., Hisloiy of Sikh Gurus., U.C Kapur & sons. New Delhi, 1973, p. 37. 
'" 777e Sikh Religion, Vol. I; p. 29; Influence of Islam, op. cit., 167. 
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the pir of Multan, Sheikh Ibrahim, the successor of Baba Farid at Pakpattan, 
and several others/' 
During his wandering wherever he went, he tried to remove the sorrows 
of people and gave the message the name of Ram, Govind and Wahguru. He 
regards himself as the prophet of God, who had come from the divine court and 
"received from His door-step the signs {a 'itan), the chapters {surahs), and the 
traditions (hadith) of the prophet." He taught that "There is one God in the 
world and no other, and that Nanak the Caliph (or son) of God speak the 
truth."•'•' At last, the day anived when the earthly journey was to end. Nanak 
drew a sheet over him. uttered Wahguru, made obeisance to God, and blended 
his light with Guru Angad's and declared him as his successor. Guru remained 
the same. There was only a change of body produced by a Supreme miracle."'"' 
There was a controversy against Hindu and Muslim disciples over the 
disposal of body, like Kabir, when the sheet was lifted, the body has 
disappeared and there were only flowers. Both took the half, the Hindus erected 
a shrine and the Muslims a tomb over them, but both were washed away by the 
flood of the Ravi river.' 
Dadu Dayal 
Dadu Dayal a Nirguni Bhakti saint was Akbar's contemporary. He was 
one of the prominent saints of the Indian society. According to Chandrika 
Prasad he was born in 1544 A.D., at Ahmadabad and Pt. Sudhakar Diwedi said 
' Influence of Islam, op. cit., p. 167. 
•'" Influence of Islam p. cit., p. 168. 
•"' The Sikh Religion, Vol. I, p. 190. 
' Influence of Islam , p. 168. 
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that Jaunpur is the place where this great saint was born. " But he spent most of 
his time at Naraina and Bharaina in Rajasthan/'' Dadu's father Lodhi Ram was 
a merchant of Ahmadabad/ According to some account Dadu was a mochi by 
caste. In the Sarbangi of Rajab, he has been mentioned as a son of dhuniya 
(cotton cleaner). 
In the search of knowledge he left home town and visited many places 
of pilgrijnage and Northern Lidia. He enjoyed the company of learned, pious 
and devoted person. At the age of 25, he took up abode at Sambhar, in Ajmer 
province.''^ ' Dadu had two son Garibdas and Miskin and two daughters Hawwa 
and Shabbo. At Sambhar he had many followers; two of them were Banwaridas 
and Haridas." Here at Sambhar, Dadu established his sect named Brahma 
Sampradaya later known as Dadu panth, and the followers of this panth were 
known as Dadupanthi. He tried to unite people of different faiths into bond of 
love. 
At the age of 35, Dadu went to Amber where he got a warm welcomed 
by the Raja Bhgwandas.^ This was the time when Akbar also wanted to meet 
him. Akbar requested him to come daily so that he could be benefited by his 
" H.S.B.I., Vol IV, p. 184. 
'^' Influence of Islam . p. 183. 
'^  Orr, A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystics, op. cit., p. 27. 
''^ Sudhakar Diwedi, Dadu Dayal ki 5fl;i;,Introduction, cited from Influence of Islam , p. 182. 
3?rawl^ 'tTFPW ?rwiH F^cT ;^ "Tri?l^ 'R"twi I, Sarbangi, Sadh Mahima Ka Ang. 
•*" Orr, A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystics, op. cit. p. 28. 
•" Banwaridas founded the Northern section of Dadupanth and Haridas came from Punjab and also a 
prominent leader in after years. Ibid., p. 30. 
*~ Raja Bhagwandas was the brother of Akbar's Rajput queen, Jodha Bai and he was the commander in 
the imperial force, ibid, p. 30. 
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discourse. Rajabdas in his Sarbangi mentions about Dadu-Aicbar's meeting."^ ^ 
Dadu passed his last time in a cave which was at Naraina and he died in 1603 
A.D.^'' 
Rajab Das 
Rajab was the dearest disciple of Dadu Dayal and a prominent mystic 
poet of the Dadupanth. He occupies a very important place in the socio-
religious history of the North India. But like other saints of that time the history 
of his life too has been clouded with mystery. His full name was Rajab Ali 
Khan. He was the son of a 'Pathan.' His father was a subordinate officer in the 
army of Raja Bhagv^andas and later in the army of Raja Man Singh.^ "'' 
However, traditional account speaks that he was born in 1567 A.D. and died in 
1689 A.D. at Sanganer. He is said to have lived for 122 years. It is significant 
to note that Rajab started his career as a military army man and later he came 
under the influence of Dadu Dayal. He was a religious by nature and had 
interest in meditation and satsang. He enjoyed the company of saints and faqirs 
and discussed with them his quarries about knowledge thus became stronger in 
faith day by day. '' 
On the eve of his marriage, it is said that, while, he was going to Amber, 
he came to know that Dadu was staying in Mahavat Sarovar at Amber, he 
wished to meet him and left the idea of his marriage. On seeing him Dadu said: 
•*•' Sarbangi, Sant Sahai Rakshaya Ko A/iga, Rag Gaudi, Pd. 5, 
*'//.5.5./., Vol. IV, p. 187. 
'*' H.S.K.B.I., Vol. IV, p. 195; Shanna, Vraja Lai, SanI kavi Rajab, Kanpur, Rajasthan Prachyavidhy 
Pratisthaii, 1965, pp. 7-8; Orr, A Sixteenth Century Indian Mystics, op. cit., p. 186. 
''^  Sharma, Vasumati and Kamal, Rajasthan ka SanI Sahitya, Rajasthan Prachayavidhya Pratisthan, 
Jodhpur, 2002. p. 297. 
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After this he became the disciple of Dadu with permission of his spiritual 
teacher he never put off his bridegroom's costume as the symbol of his first 
meeting. '^^ He was a devoted disciple of Dadu. He could not live without him. 
He spends much of his tinie with his Guru, and he was with Dadu at Naraina 
when he took his last breath in 1603 A.D. 
Jambhoji 
.lambhoji was born in 1451 A.D., in village Pipasar at Nagaur, 
Rajasthan. He was belonged to famous Panwar (Parinar) clan of Kshatriya 
caste. His father Lohat Ji was the eldest son of Rolaji who is believed to be the 
40"' descendent in the family of Maharaja Vikramaditya.'*'' And his mother 
Hansaji (popularly known as Kasarbai) belonged to a respectable jagirdar 
family of Chapar village. We do not have any reliable information about the 
education of Jambhoji. From his childhood he preferred to live a life of an 
ascetic and did not marry in his whole life. 
After the death of his parents in 1483 A.D., Jambhoji left Pipasar and went to 
live at Samarthal Dhorer'" where a great famine occurred in 1485 A.D. He 
provided as much relief as much he could to the famine strikes people, and in 
the same year he found his sect named 'Bisnoi Panth' with a simple 
•''' Sharma, Vasumati and Kamal, Rajasthan ka Sanl Sahilya, op. cit., p. 297. 
^'*aS,5.P., pp. 503-504. 
''V.fi.,,pp. 30-32; Bishoni, Kishaiilal. Gum Jambhoji avoin Bishoni Panth ka Itihas, Harayana, 2000, p. 
48. 
'°J.B., p. 50. 
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ceremony.^ He took his bath, put a pitcher {kalash) of fresh water on a small 
wooden platform, held a rosary in his hand, uttered a few mantras and 
delivered his first sermon. Pulho Ji, his uncle was the first to listen to his 
sermon and was initiated in the Bishnoi Panth. Tantu his aunt was the first lady 
who became his follower. ^"The number of his followers increased very soon 
and the sect spread far and wide. It became popular mainly in the region of 
Rajasthan. Besides this, it also gathered a large number following in 
Saurasthara, Maharashtra, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. 
Jambhoji believes in incarnation of God but deprecates idolatry. He is more 
inclined towards the Gita among the sacred texts. Jambhoji was the propagator 
of Sagunonmukh-Nirgiina Bhakti. He was a great thinker who expressed his 
ideas over birth, death, heaven, hell, soul, God etc. Jambhoji was known for 
his charitable works. He helped people at the time of famine and made ponds 
and wells at many places for the easy availability of water. In 1488 A.D. he 
constructed a pond at Jambhsar near Falodi in Jodhpur^'' Rajasthan which is 
known as 'Jambhsar' or 'Jambhsarover'. Another pond had constructed by him 
at Sauhjani in Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh which is called 'Vishnu Talab'^'^ 
Besides this, he was an advocate of environmental balance and promoted 
plantation and conservation of animals and trees. He constructed special 
protected areas and had prohibited the killing of animals in such areas." 
Plantation and conservation of animals and trees had made obligatory by him 
for every follower of Bishnoi Panth. 
' ' Bishoni, Kishanlal, Guru Jambhoji avom Bishoni Panth ka Itihas, op. cit., p. 63. 
'" Gupta, Beni, 'Vishoiii Sect', Journal of Rajasthan Institute of Historical Research, Vol. IX, No. 4. 
Jaipur, 1972, p. 35. 
" j . 5.,p. 80. 
'"* Bishoni,, Guru Jambhoji avom Bishoni Panth ka Itihas, op. cit., p. 64. 
-'" Ibid, p. 65. 
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Saints oiSasuna Bhakti 
Vallabhacharya 
Vallabhacharya. the founder of Pustimarga, was the great devotee of 
Krishna cult of Vaishnavism. He was born in Banaras 1479 A.D.^ *^  He was 
renowned for his saintly character and intense love of God and for Divine 
incarnation of Sri Krishna. He took birth when his father Lakshman Bhatt, was 
on a pilgrimage along with his wife Elamangara to the holy Kashi. He was the 
second son of his father."^ ^ According to Bhandarkar, he was born in 1478 A.D. 
He belonged to the South Indian femily known for its learning, scholarship and 
deep devotion. He was a extra ordinary child and it is said that his birth was 
C O 
followed by some miraculous happening. 
At the age of 6 or 7, he was placed under the guidance of Narayana 
Bhatta. The legend, written in Brija Bhasha, goes on to describe the rapidity of 
his apprehension, which enable him in the course of four months, to the four 
Vedas, six Sastras (schools of philosophy), and the eighteen Puranas.^ He lost 
his father when he was hardly eleven years old. Having finished his education, 
he started his travels from Gokul to South India. Damodar, a rich merchant of 
South India followed Vallabha in his travels and they reached at the court of 
Krishan Dev Raya, of Vijayanagar Empire. 
^''ERE., Vol. 12, p. 580; Anonymous. Sainis of Northern India (from Ramananda to Ramtirth), one of 
the Series of the World Teachers, Madras, G.A. Natesan & co.,(n.d.), p. 73. (hereafter as Saints of 
Northern India) 
''^  Srivastava, M.P., Society and Culture in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 57. 
'** According to Nijvaria belonging to the Vallabha Sect states that, when Vallabha was born in 
Champaranya, a place of gold sprang up on the spot, and the gods from the heaven showered flowers, 
the Kiivmras and Gandharvas sung and Gods themselves descended in their Vimanas to see the blessed 
child. 
' "£ /? .£ , Vol. 12, p. 580, 
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At Vijayanagar, he defeated the Saivas in public discussion and 
established the supremacy of Vaishnavism. His success in dispute led him to be 
elected by the Vaisnavasas, their chief with the title of acharya.'^^ After a long 
journey of South India, he came back to North by the way of Maharashtra and 
Rajasthan. He started again his second pilgrimage to the Himalayan Valleys, 
Haridwar and Badrinath. The atmosphere of mountains gave him sufficient 
spiritual strength. He returned after a period of 9 years and settled in 
Vrindavan, where he started preaching Krishna cult. He worshiped Lord 
Krishna under the title of Srinath Ji.^^ Like Kabir and Nanak, he did not 
consider married life a hindrance to spiritual progress and he himself married a 
Brahmin girl named Mahalakshmi, at Banaras. He had two sons Gopinath and 
Vitthalnathto whom he made learned scholars. 
Vallabhacharya was the author of many books in Sanskrit and Braja-
bhasha. The well known books among them are Subodhini and Siddhant 
Rahasya. " He spent last years of his life in Banaras. At the age of fifty two he 
took his last breath in 1531 A.D. During his life time he made 84 devotees 
proselytes to his doctrines. 
Chaitanya 
Srikrishna Chaitanya was the saint of Krishna Cult of Saguna Bhakti. He 
was born in A.D. 1485, on a full moon day in Spring (the month of Falgun) 
^'' E.R.E., Vol. 12, p. 581, also see Prasad, /I Short History of Muslim Rule in India, op. cit., p. 583; 
Saints of Northern India, p. 76. 
''\Sainls of Northern India, p. 77. 
'''- Ibid, p. 79. 
''' Subodhini also called as Bhagavata Tika Subodhini., a commentary on the first four Addhyayas of the 
10* Skandha of The Bhagavata Purana, and Siddhanta Rahasya emboding the principles and doctrines 
of the seels. Ibid, pp. 80-81. 
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when there was a lunar eclipse, Hari name was chanted all over the village and 
this was taken a pious omen that he would prove a teacher of Vishnu faith and 
Bhakti!''^ His father Jagannath Mishra migrated from Sylhet to Navadwip, a 
town in the district of Nadia in Bengal.''^ He was the lO"' child of his parents/''' 
His childhood name was Vishambhar but he was also known as Gaurang and 
Nimai''^  
He received his early education in Sanskrit school of Sudarshana Pandit. 
He was a brilliant student, soon he got mastering in all branches of Sanskrit 
especially in Grammar and Logic. After his education he opened a tol (school) 
at Navadwip in A.D.I501.''^ In the same year he was married to Lakshmi, but 
she died soon. '''^  He married again with Vishnupriya, daughter of Rajpandit 
Shastri. 
In 1505 A.D., he went, to Gaya for performing Saraddh (post funeral 
rites) of his father, where he met Ishwar Puri, Disciple of Madhevendra Puri a 
monk of Madhavacharya's order. He initiated him in the cuh of Bhakti. This 
initiation had a marvelous effect on him. "A complete change was come over 
his spirit. His intellectual pride was gone, he became a bhakta; whatever 
subject he lectured on, the theme of his discourse was love of Krishna. Indeed 
Dasgupta, S.N., History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. IV, op.cit., p. 385; Saints of Bangal p. I. 
(hereafter as i.S.fi. J 
^^L.S.B., p. 1.; Mital, Prabliu Dayal , Chaitanya Mat Aiir Brij Sahitya, Sahitya Sansthan, Mathura, 
1962, p. 3. 
^^ Among the first nine children eight of them were daughters, they had died in infancy and the ninth 
one a boy named Vishvarupa, abandon the world at the age of sixteenth and became an ascetic, ,LS.B., 
p. 1; Carpenter, J.E., Theism in Medieval lndia,op. cit, p. 438. 
' The neighbors called him Nimai-short lived-in pitying anticipation, doubtless, of the fate which had 
overtaken his baby sisters, see Kennedy, M.T., Chaitanya Movement, Oxford University Press, 
London, 1925, p. 14 
Mital, Chaitanya Mat Aiir Brij Sahitya, op. cit., p. 4. 
Chaitanya made a scholastic tour at East Bengal. When he returns to Navadwip, he found in his 
absence his wife had died of snake bite, see Saints of Bangal, p. 4; Bansal, Naresh Chandra, Chaitanya 
Sampradaya: Siddhant Aur Sahitya, Viiiod Pustak Mandir, Agra, 1980, p. 26. 
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he developed religious ecstasy and for some time behaved like a mad man: he 
laughed, wept, incessantly shouted Krishna's name; climbed up trees or ran in 
abstraction imagining he to be Krishna.'"'^ He realized himself and relation to 
God. He realized that it was a misfortune to be deprived of the ecstatic joy of 
communication with God, and that it was a sheer waste of life to be engrossed 
7 1 
in the pursuit of worldly enjoyment. 
At the age of 24, he became Sanyasi and assumed the name of Krishna 
Chaitanya. After that he went to Jagannath Puri with Nityananda Goswami, 
Jagatananda Pandit, Damodar Pandit and Mukundatt. "' He wandered many 
places as Pandharpur, Somnath and Dwarika etc. and finally he returned to 
Puri. He again traveled to Mathura and Vrindavan and again he came back to 
Puri and settled down where he died in 1533 A.D.^ ^ 
His approach to religion was not merely theoretical but practical. He 
tried to unity society by introducing Nam Samkirtan, Nagar Samkirtan, 
Mahotasva, Rathyatras.thus bring about social equality of a rare type.'' 
Surdas 
Surdas was the most important saint of Krishna Bhakti cult, but little is 
known about his life, not even the dates of his birth and death. So there is 
controversy among scholars about the place of birth and the details of his early 
™L.S.B., p.4. 
'^ Nath, Radha Govind, 'A Survey of The Chaitanya Movement', The Cultural Heritage of India, 
Vol.IV, op. cit., p. 186. 
'-/fA/w/AeCm//, Vol. lll,p. 88. 
^^  ;IVlital, Chaitanya Mat Aiir Brij Sahit}'a, op. cit., p. 6. 
Vaishnavism Saivism , p. 84. 
" Ibid. 
"^  Lalitavati, 'Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu : A Great Social Thinkar in India (1486-1533 A.D.)', 
Proceedings of Indian History Congress (51" Session), Calcutta, 1990, p. 364. 
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life. It is however certain that he was not the same Surdas who is mentioned in 
the Ain-i-Akhari as a blind bard of Agra and a poet and musician of Akbar's 
court. 
He was born in a Saraswat Brahmin family in the year 1478 A.D., at a 
village named Sihi, a small village about 10 miles from Delhi on the Delhi 
Mathura Road. Surdas was blind by birth. As he says: 
cRTf^ , 3FW Jf# 3t?tft 3ft?r ^ ? r ^ l l ^ ^ 
He spent his childhood and early youth at Gau Gahat, a place between 
Mathura and Agra, on the banks of Yamuna where he met Vallabhacharya in 
1509 A.D., and became his disciple. He initiated Surdas in Pushti Marga and 
. t 7Q 
advised him to sing Bhagavat Lib. It was the turning point of his life. Seeing 
his mastership in poetry and true devotion, Vallabhacharya gave him the duty 
OA 
of conducting Kirtan at the temple of Srinathji at Govardhan mount. He did 
his job with full devotion. He sung Kirtan along with other devotees. While he 
was at Govardhan, he frequently visited Mathura and Gokul. He died at the age 
of over one hundred years in Parsoli village near Govardhan. 
Surdas was not only a saint but a poet also. His most prominent works 
are Sursagar, Sursarawali, and Sahitya Lahri. In his works he presented 
Akbar The Great, op. cit.. p. 
Parikh, Dwarika Prasad & Mital, Prabhu Dayal. Sw Nirnaya, Sahitya Sansthan, Mathura, Third 
edition. 1962, p. 7. 
' ' Shukla, Surdas, eds., Mishra. Vishvanath, Nagari Pracharni Sabha, Varanasi, 9* edn.,1987, p. 81; 
Rallian, O.P., Surdas The Blind Saint, Anmol Publication, New Delhi, 2004, pp. 1-2. 
It is clear from Chaurasi Vaishnavi Ki Varta: 3lk| w, JTTTT, H^ T -^ ff^ maj 3fr 3m^ J R ?r ICTEIT^- sft >^(wm 
5ft ^ ^ afk Ht ?w ^ cpt ?ii^ ?T 3ii(t t, qr J|^?f ^ ji?R ?n^ ft^ ,^ HTFT atsr ;!j;rej^  ^ ^ ^Vi^i cited 
by Shukla. Surdas, op. cit., p. 81. 
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himself as a sincere devotee of the Ahnighty. His works opened the door of 
Bhakti to many bhakatas. 
Mirabai 
Mirabai was the saint of 16"' century, who was the follower of Krishna 
cult of Saguna Bhakti. She holds a very high position among the Vaishnava 
Saints. Though she was a princess of the royal dynasty of Chittor, she 
renounced the world for the sake of Bhakti to Lord Krishna. She was 
O 1 
considerably influenced by the reformer saints of Bhakti cult. 
Mira was the granddaughter of Rao Jodhaji, the founder of Jodhpur. She 
was born at the village of Kudki in the Merta district in 1498 A.D.^ ^ she was 
the only daughter of Rao Ratan Sen of Merta and a cousin sister of Raja Jaimal, 
the famous hero and defender of Chittor against Akbar's invasion in 1567-
1568.*^ ^ 
It is said that Mira had devotional attitude from her tender age. At the 
age of five years, she got an idol of Krishna, and since then she kept it always 
with her till the end of her life. On the occasion of a marriage, she asked her 
mother about her own bridegroom. Her mother replied, ''Girdhar Gopal 
[Krishna) is her husband,'" since then Mira recognized Girdhar as he husband 
and devoted herself for Krishna throughout her life. 
^ cfft ^ ^ tm Mi\ 
Luniya, Education and Culture, p. 398. 
*" Srivastava, M.P. Society and Culture in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 56. 
^ • ' M / . C , p. 51. 
Roop Narayana, Brajbtmsha ke Krishna Kavya main Madhurya Bhakti, Navayuga Prakashan, Delhi, 
1962, p, 438. 
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Although she was bom in a royal family, she had suffered a lot in her 
childhood. Her mother died very soon and father was busy in the wars so her 
grandfather Rao Duaji took her Merta. After Duaji's death, his elder son Rao 
Viramdev nurtured her.*^ ^ She was married with Bhojraj the eldest son of Rana 
Sanga of Marwar in 1516 A.D. She took the image of Krishna with her. Rana 
buih a temple for her in which she danced in ecstasy. She soon became widow. 
She was highly religious since her childhood, like her father and 
grandfather who were the follower of Krishna cuh of Vaishnavism. After her 
husband's death she devoted herself entirely to religious pursuits. ^^  After some 
time, Mira's father and Father-in-laws died. Such hardships made her heart 
away from worldly life and she spent most of her time in singing hymns and in 
the company of sadhus. Rana Vikramaditya younger son of Rana Sanga did not 
like Mira's devotion and attachment with sadhus and other peoples. Then he 
tried to get rid of her at any cost, fie sent poison and snake for her; this was 
described by Mira in her song: 
? ^ qtzT 3TSr r^!5W HFfr, 7TT%fRRT ^ tfR I 
51 fT c^n^T TFTT ate^rr. 3T3p ^ HRR11 
? P ^ y t^ 5R ifRM pIFlt ?it^ 3TOT 5T^rR M ^ ' 
It is believed that when Rana Vikramaditya began to torment her unceasingly, 
she consulted Tulasidas as her spiritual guide, by addressing a letter to him. 
And Tulasi replied, '^ He or she whom the deity - Almighty Power - in the form 
85 Ibid, p. 439. 
^'M.I.C. p. 51. 
"Ibid. 
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of Ram - is not dear, must be abandoned, however closest in the relation he or 
she may be."^^ To all this Mira's heart was entirely agreed; hence she went to 
reside with her uncle Bairam Deva who was the chief of Merta, and there she 
on 
continued her daily routine. But soon the city Merta was captured by Mai Dev 
of Jodhpur, so she went to pilgrimage of Dwarika, where she spent whole life 
in the devotion of Lord Ranchhordas (Lord Krishna). She died in 1546 A.D.^ 
There is a controversy regarding the date of her death and still the exact date is 
not known. 
Mira is said to have written numerous poems all of them being 
devotional songs. Some of them are Narsiji - Ro Maharo, Git Govind Ka Tika, 
Rag Govind, Mirabai Ki Malar, Sortha Ke Pad etc., no principal work of Mira 
has come down to us. The songs are composed in Brajbhasha and partly in 
Rajasthani and some of her verses in Gujarati. ' These lyrics are full of love 
and devotion and so much melodious. 
Tulasidas 
Tulsidas was Sagiina Bhakti saint, who believed in the worship of Rama 
an incarnation of God. He propagated Rama Bhakti over North India. He was 
the contemporary of Akbar and born during the reign of Humayun. The 
contemporary author of Bhakta-Mala, who himself met him, was content to 
?ft tnlM cf^ ^ 3^T ST'trft m'JT ^ ^ , see, Vinaya Palrika, p. 275. 
' ' " M / . C , p. 51 
'° Ibid, p. 50; Roop Narayana. Brajbhasha ke Krishna Kavya main Madhurya Bhakti, op, cit., p. 440 
"'Ibid p. 440 
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record that "for the redemption of mankind in this perverse Kali Age Valmiki 
has been born as Tulasi. " 
He was born at Raipur (Banda district), about 1532 A.D. He was 
abandoned by his parents immediately after birth and was picked up by a 
Sadhu named Narharidas.'''' His father's name was Atma Ram Sukla Dube 
while his mother's was Hulasi they named Rambola. Narharidas was his Guru 
or spiritual guide, with whom he wandered all over Northern India. From his 
Guru he learnt the story of Rama. But owing to his ignorance in Sanskrit he 
could not grasp its importance at that time. 
When he grew up he was married to Ratnavali and got a son named 
Tarak, who died at an early age.'''' After the death of her son, she left Tulsidas 
and returned her father's home, and gave herself to the worship of Lord Rama. 
When Tulasi went to her, she reproached him for following her, this changed 
words of detachment spoken by his wife opened his eyes, he decided to do as 
she suggested. He became a Vairagi, started his pilgrimage from Ayodhya to 
distant parts of India and preaching the faith of Rama. At the first he met with 
considerable opposition, but his holy life and his attractive personality 
overcame all obstacles, and even in Banaras, at the head quarters of Shiva 
Worship, he won universal respect. His fame as a poet spread far and wide and 
gathered many friends and followers. The most famous of among them v/ere. 
Raja Man Singh of Amber, Abdu'r-Rahim Khankhana (1556-1627)and Toder 
' Carpenter, J.E., Theism in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 507. 
'"Narharidas was the disciple of great Vaishnava saint and teacher, Ramananda who gave a new 
impetus to the Bliakli iVluveinenl of the middle age and left behind a band of eminent disciples like 
Raidas and Kabii'.," Handoo, Chandra Kumari. 'Tulsidasa And His Teachings', The Cuhvral Heritage 
of India, Vol. IV, op, cit., p. 395. 
'^ ^£-./?.£., Vol. Xll,p.470. 
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Mai, a wealthy land owner of Banaras. '^ After his pilgrhnage he finally settled 
down at Asi Ghat, Banaras. 
He is known to be the author of more than a dozen books. Gitavali, 
Kavitavali, Vinayapatrika, and Ram-Charita-Manasa are his most famous 
works. Ram-Charita-Manasa is the best known among his works. In his works 
and during his preaching he used common language. 
Famous Sufi Saints 
Shaikh Abdu'l Quddus Gangoh (d.l543 A. D.) 
Shaikh Abdu'l Quddus son of Shaikh Ismail, was a native of Rudali 
(Dist. BaraBanki, U.P.). Abul Fazl says, ''He asserted himself to be descendant 
of Abu Hanifah. He was the disciple of Muhammad-b-Shaykh Arif-b-Shaykh 
Ahmad Abd'ul Haqq. He acquired secular and spiritual learning and became 
eminent in theology. Many of his mystical sayings are recorded.^ '' Emperor 
Humayun visited him for the discussion on religious matters. '^' 
When he attained youth he was married and lead married life happily, 
no 
and had several sons and daughters. A few years later political disturbances 
broke out in Rudali and Shaikh decided to migrated to Shahabad on the 
invitation of Umar khan, where his son Ruknu'd-din was born to him who was 
the author of Lataif-i-Quddusi and prepared commentary on Rushadnama. In 
Shahabad his influence grew rapidly and he gained a large following among the 
Afghans. After the defeat of Ibrahim Lodi he went to Gangoh (Dist. 
"'£/?.£, Vol. XII, p. 470. 
'"'Ain-i-Akhari, Vo].m, p. 411. 
•'^  Ibid; Md. Haq, Enamul, 'The Sufi Movement in India', Indian Culture, Vol. I, No. 3, 1935. P. 341. 
'^ ^ Mujeeb, M., The Indian Muslims, George Allen & Unwin Ltd, London, 1967, p. 297. 
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Saharanpur). After settling in Shahabad Shaikh visited Ajodhan and IVlultan.^ ^ 
He was written two most important works, the Anwar al-'Uyun and 
Rushadnama. Among his disciples Shaikh Abd-ul-Kabir, Shaikh Nizam-ud-Din 
of Thenesar and Shaikh Abd-ul-Ahad were become famous."^° 
Shaikh Salim Chishti (d. 1571-72 A.D.) 
Shaikh Salim Chishti was a descendent of Shaikh Farid-i-Shakarganj, 
and his native place was Delhi (he lived in Fatehpur Sikri highly honoured by 
Akbar. Jahanair was called after him Salim). "'' He was one of the greatest 
saints of the age. His distinguished for religious exercises and enthusiasms and 
had sublime habits of working miracles and having revelations. In 1524-25 
A.D., Shaikh began a pilgrimage to Mecca there to perform the duties of the 
pilgrimage. •" He set forth on his travels journey to Asia Minor, Baghdad, Syria 
and the other countries of the western region, returning to the glorious city at 
Mecca at the time of the pilgrimage and then again setting out on his travels.'°'' 
In 1554-55 A.D., he made another hajj and again was abroad for some 
years. On this trip h was accompanied by his friends and a number of 
.• • , 104 
disciples. 
In 1563-64 he returned to Sikri. In 1569 A.D., Akbar visited to Shaikh, 
and by the blessing of Shaikh Jahangir was born to Akbar in 1570 A.D.'^^ 
'^ '^  Rizvi, A History ofSufhni in India, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 344. 
'*' Hasan, Narul, "Lataif-i-Quddusi-A Contemporary Afghan Source for the Study of Afghan Mughal 
Conflict', Medieval India Qmirterly. 1950, Vot 1, No. 1, p. 49. 
"" Jahangir, Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri, tr. Rogers, Alexander, ed. Beveridge, Henery, 2 Vols. Vol. I, Low 
Price Publication, Delhi, 1909-1914, rpt. 2006, p. 2; Mimtakhab,No\. II, '().\\2;Ain-i-Akbari,yo\. 
\, p. 609. 
^°' MiinlakliabVol. Ill, pp. 18-19. 
'°' Ibid. 
'"•^  Rizvi, A History ofSitJiim in India. Vol. II, op. cit., p. 280. 
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Akbar believed the place was particularly fortunate one for him and led to the 
founding of the new capital town at Fatehpur Sikri.'*"' Out of respect to Shaikh, 
Akbar used to call his son Shaikhu Baba.'"^ 
Shaikh died in 1571-72 A.D. at Sikri where he was buried.'"'^  In the 
country Shaikh Salim Chishti was known as Shaikh-i-Hind or holy man of 
India. He reached the age of ninety-five and travelled always in the path of 
holy law delivered by the Prophet. '"^  
Shaikh Muhammad Ghaiis (1500-1563 A.D.) 
Shaikh Phul's younger brother Shaikh Abu'i-Muyyad Muhammad, who 
bore the title of Ghaus, and was popularly known as Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus, 
was tenth in succession from Abdul-Qadir, the famous saint of Sattari order, 
who introduced this order in India. In the garb of a Saikh he had a great rank 
and splendor. His majesty the Khalifa-i-illahi had a very high opinion of him 
and he once gave him a sum of one karor.' 
Shaikh Muhammad spent thirteen years in meditating on the lower 
slopes of the hills of Chunar, under severely austere condition on emerged to 
spend the remainder of his life teaching to most ascetic variety of Sufism. 
Shaikh Ghaus at the age of 22 wrote Jawahir-i-Khamsa, a book which 
he has given a sketch of his early life. He presented it to his teacher Haji Hamid 
'"•^  Encyclopedia of Islam, 12 Vols. Vol. 11, eds. Lewis, B, Pellai, Ch, and Schacht, J., Luzac & co., 
London, 1964, pp. 379. 
'"''ibid., p. 840. 
'"^ Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri, Vol. I, p. 2. 
"^ '* Rizvi, A Hisloiy ofSiifism in India, Vol. II, op. c it., p. 281. 
'°''M/;7/flA-/7a/;, Vol. lll.p. 20. 
™Tabaql-i-Akbari,Wo\. 111. p. 701. 
' " Nizami, 'Sattari Saints and their Attitude towards the State,' Medieval India Quarterly, Vol. I, No. 
2, 1950, p. 58. 
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Husur. Shaikh has an attractive personality and his method of teachings were 
very attractive by this soon he acquired great influence. He studied Sanskrit 
and wrote another book, Khalid-i-Makhazin, combining Sufi doctrine with 
astrological theories and another Bharat Hayat on the method of self discipline 
and breathes control as practiced by yogis. Emperor Humayun had great 
reverence for Shaikh. ^ Sliaikh Muhammad Ghaus established a famous Sattari 
centre in Gujarat at Ahmadabad and Broach. Shaikh had many disciples and 
followers. The most important among his followers in Gujarat was Shah Wajid-
al-Din Alawi of Ahmadabad is remembered for having some three hundred 
tracts and the founder of a great modarsa at Ahmadabad. 
In early period of Akbar's reign Shaikh visit to Agra where he his 
became a spiritual guide of Tansen. He also renewed his association with 
Mughal court. ' He early left Agra and went to Gwalior, and remained there 
till his death. 
Khwaja Baqi Billah (I563-160.3A.D.) 
Khwaja baqi Billah was the eminent Sufi saint of Naqshbandia order. He 
introduced this order in India, and under his leadership silsila gained more 
popularity. Khwaja was born in 1563-64 A.D. at Kabul. "^ His father was a 
Alim and a prominent Sufi. ''Khwaja was educated and brought up in Kabul 
and Samarqand where he came in the contact of Naqshibandi school of thought 
and admitted himself to that school. Being imbued with the teaching of that 
"Mbid 
Ibid. p. 68. 
I i . 
''Md., Haq, Enamul, 'The Sufi Movement in India,' Indian Culture, Vol. I, No. 3, 1935, p. 341. 
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school of Sufi, thought, he returned to India and preached his new idea in this 
contrary. Though he was not very successful in his mission. He settled in 
Delhi."' 
From his childhood Khwaja lived a very pious life, he spent most of his 
time in meditation. He always used to visit Sufis and Deavesh and did practice 
devotional exercises. He visited to Kashmir where he met Shaikh Baba Wall, 
who influenced him. He spread the teachings of Naqshbandi order in Kashmir. 
When he came back to India he stayed in Lahore for some time and then 
proceeded to Delhi where he took up his residence in Firuzi fort and settled 
their till death. "^ 
Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi (1563-1624 A.D.) 
Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi was another famous saint of Naqshbandi Silsila. 
His full name was Imam Rabbani Mahbub-i-Subhani Shaikh Ahmad Faruqi. He 
was popularly known as Mujaddid-i-Alf-i-Sani because he believed that he was 
117 
the man of the second Millennium. He was born in Sirhind and educated in 
his early days. He was a descendent of Umar-al-Khattab, second Khaifa of 
Islam. Shaikh Ahmad was proud of his descent. His father was Abdul Haq. 
He received his mystic training from Shaikh Abdul Quddus Gangohi. He 
got his early education at home and got the highest inspiration from his father. 
Shaikh was initiated in both the Chishti and Qadiri orders and got Khilafat of 
"'Ibid, p. 342. 
'"^  Rizvi, Muslim revivalist Movements in Northern India in the 16"' and 17''' centuries, Agra 
University Press, Agra, 1965, p. 
' " Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Vol. 11, op. cit., p. 91; Md., Haq, Enamul, 'The Sufi Movement in India,' Indian 
Culture, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1935, p. 18.; Iraqi, Bhakti Movement in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 80. 
'"^  Md., Haq, Enamul, 'The Sutl Movement in India,' Indian Culture, Vol. 11, No. 1, op. cit., p. 18. 
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both. After his father's death Shaikh visited Delhi where he joined the 
Naqshbandi order. Later on Shaikh received khilafat of this order from 
Khawaja Baqi Biliah who had introduced this order in India. Enamul Haq says 
that Shaikh was most learned man of India in 16^ ^ century."^ 
Shikh Ahmad's writing is called Majmu'atu-t-Tasawwuf. There is very 
long account of him and of his interviews with .Tahangir in the Khazinatu-l-
Auliya. ~ Since Shaikh Ahmad was a man of conviction and preached whatever 
he thought correct, without any fear, resulted into Emperor Jahangir 
displeasure. Emperor .lahangir imprisoned him for two years. And then 
released, and that he died on the last day of Safar 1625 A.D.'^' 
Shaikh Nizamu'-Din of Ambethi 
Shaikh Nizam was the saint of Chishti order who avoided courts and 
countries, omitted all praise of all king in the khiitha read on Friday at the 
mosque near his khanqh. 
"'Shaikh Nizamu '-Din M'OS possessed of personal and 
spiritual perfection and high rank in reUgious exercises 
and devotion." " 
Ambethi is the chief village of the pargana in the district of Lakhnavi. Shaikh 
Nizam was the disciple and pupil of Shaikh Ma 'ruf-iChishti, the line of whose 
spiritual descent goes back to Shaikh Nur Qutub-i- 'Alam. He followed the 
"^ibid. 
'^ " Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri, Vol. II, op. cil.. p. 92. 
(22 
Ibid. p. 92. 
Tat>al<at-i-Alibari. Vol. II. p. 701. 
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ordinary of life but was at the same time drawn towards God in a mysterious 
manner. 
Aitiiough he was at first one of the student of remunerative branches of 
knowledge'^'' he exaUed disposition yet led him to turn much towards the 
things of the next world, ffis eyes ever fixed on the page and his heart fixed on 
God, nor was he neglected the service of zikar 
In short time he obtain from his spiritual guide permission to impart 
religious instruction going nowhere except to the principal of masjid of the 
Living God in that place and sometimes to Khairabad to walk round the 
illustrious tomb of the venerable Shaikh. ' The Shaikh Nizam was having high 
opinion and a great respect about God. He would often say,: 
"there was a servant of God whom I used sometimes to 
teach llie word of God and he used to understand it. Now 
1 97 
that he is gone to whom shall I speak of it? " 
He generally observed the continued first and spent his time in reading the 
glorious Quran in reciting God's praise, the exorcism and in works of 
supererogation, so that not one hour of his precious life was wasted or was 
passed in idealness as mine has been. 
'-•' Mimtakhab, Vol. Ill, p. 27. 
'"'' The branch of knowledge by means of which one gains a livelihood. 
'""' "Remembrance" and "recital" ; aform of religious e.xercise adopted by darvisties .it may be physical 
as well as mental exercise, being the recital of God's praise, attributes, etc. either with the tongue of 
flesh or with the tongue of heart. Mimtakhab, Vol. Ill, p. 27. 
'-'ibid., p. 28. 
'"ibid., p. 31. 
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Interaction between Bhakti and Sufi Saints 
Sufism 
According to Dabistan, ''Sufism belongs to all religions; its adherents are 
known under different names among the Hindus, Persian and Arabians, it 
appears to be nothing else but rationalism of any sort of doctrine. It could never 
be the religion of the whole nation; it remained confined to the precincts of 
schools and societies."'' 
During the 12"' century a large number of Sufi saints came to India with 
the Muslim conquest and took shelter especially in Multan, Punjab and Sind. 
Sufism in India underwent a considerable change till the end of the 17* century. 
It is the branch of Islamic Mystics as Yusuf Husain rightly said ''Sufism was 
born in the bosom of Islam." Sufism. and Bhakti tradition are a particular type 
of mysticism which has many traits in common, including the centrality of 
Divine Love in their approach of the ultimate Reality, God.^  In India it was 
completely influenced by the Hindu thought, belief and practiced the best 
conception of a loving God the relation between God and soul as the relation 
between beloved and lover is very unique in Hinduism and it was too adopted 
by the Sufi, saints in India. 
Generally scholars trace its origin by the Arabic root 'Safa' (purity) says 
those who keeps their heart pure with God are Sufis. The Sufi Mystics who had 
the doctrine of universal brotherhood and a definite way of community life 
Fani, Musin, Dabistan-i-Mazahib or School of Manners, tr. Sheba and Troyer, Paris, 1943 p. CLVIII, 
" Husain, Yusuf Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, op. cit., p. 33. 
' Giiaffurova, Nine!, 'Divine Love in Sufism and Bhakli-Marga (Kabir Das and Sri Ramkrishna)' Sufi 
and Sufism, (ed.) Neeru Mislira, Manoliar, Delhi, 2004, p. 83. 
'' Nicholson, R.A., Literaiy History of Arabs, Curzon, Richmond, rpt.1993, p. 228. 
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were generally wearing a particular kind of woollen garment, known as Sufi.^ 
Abu Nasaral Sarraj the author of Arabic treatise on Sufism declared that in his 
opinion the word Sufi is derived from Suf (wool)*" after the Muhammad Sahib 
those saints who used to wear woolen garb, became famous by the name of 
Sufi?,. 
Advent oiSufism in India 
With pious mission of love to all many Sufi's, and Dervishes from Arabia, 
Iraq, Syria, Samarqand and Bukhara came to India during (1000 A.D. to 1150 
A.D.)- For example Shaikh Ismail of Bukhara came to Lahore in about 1005 
A.D., Shah Sultan Rumi with his spiritual guide Syed Shah Surkh Khul Auliya 
arrieved at Madanpur (Bangladesh) Hazarat Shaikh Abdullah came from 
Yemen. Shaikh Hussain Zanjani of Azarbaijal settled at Lahore. Ali Hujwiri 
came to Lahore (d.l072 A.D.). Another saint was Nuru'd-din Ismail. Nur 
Q 
Satagar came to Gujarat during the reign of Siddharaya (1094-1193 A.D.). 
Khawaja Muinud-Din Chishti of Ajmer came to India and settled at Ajmer long 
before the Muhammad Ghuri. There was also a warrior saint during the reign of 
Ballala Sena (d.llI9 A.D'.), Baba Adam Sahib in east Bengal (Bengladesh). 
From 1150 to 1400A.D. the advent of Sufiisin was continue in India. 
^ Encyclopedia of Islam, Vol. .4, part 2, London, 1964, p. 681. 
'' E.R.E, Vol Xn,p. 10 
^ it is said that Koch King of the region tried to poison him in 1053 A.D., but the effort failed then the 
king was influenced by the miraculous power of the saint gave out a whole village to the revered 
memory of the saint for the advent of Islam. 
*  Ishwari Prasad describes in A Short Hisloiy of Muslim Rule in India that Nuru'd-din known as Nur 
Satagar came to Gujarat during the reign of Siddharaja (1094-1143 A.D.) and converted to Islam such 
castes as the Koris, Kunbis, Karwas, p. 14; Influence of Islam, op. cit., p. 46. 
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Thus it is clear that Sufism came in India many years before the 
extension of Turkish poHtical power. The Muslim trades, merchants, saints and 
mystics peacefully entered into India and settled down; these Muslim 
immigrants lived outside the foilified town amongst the lower section of the 
Indian people because of caste taboos. The Muslim settled down in India 
before the Ghurid conquest and they have settled their permanent stay in India. 
Ibn Asir writesin Kamilu-i-Twarikh, "there were Musalmans in that country 
since the days of Mohammad Bin Subuktigin." 
Thus the advent of Sufism continued in India from 1150 to 1400 A.D. 
and organized their silsila. Abul Fazl in his Ain-i-Akbari gives a list of 
fourteen silsilas in Hindustan." Among them four gained to more fame i.e. The 
Chishti Silsila, The Suharwardi Silsila, The Naqshbandi Silsila, The Qadiri 
Silsila. 
The Chishti Order 
The Chishti Silsila or Order played an important role in India; the chief 
centres of Chishti silsila were in Ajmer, Narnaul, Suwal, Nagaur, Hansi, 
Ajodhan in Punjab and other towns of U.P., the whole Bengal including 
Bengladesh and Assam. In India it was introduced by Khawaja Mu'inu'd-Din 
Chishti. Shaikh was born in 1141 A.D. and died in 1236 A.D. He came in India 
in the beginning of the year 1193 A.D. and settled at Ajmer. The Khawaja 
' Habib, Mohd. & Nizami, K.A., eds, Comprehensive History of India, 5 Vols. Vol. V, People's 
Publication, New Delhi, 1996, p. 138. 
'°//./.£.£)., Vol. ll,p. 251. 
^^Ain-i-Akbari, Vol. Ill, p. 393. 
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adopted the catholic attitude in his dealings with the Hindus. His doctrine of 
devotion was that to consist of doing service of mankind. 
Khawaja had number of disciples to propagated his philosophy two of 
them Shaikh Hamidu'd-Din Nagori and Shaikh Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki in 
Delhi. He was the distinguish Khalifa of Shaikh Moinu'd-Din, was native of 
Ayush. Both saint settled in different parts of India, Nagori Settled in Nagor 
and Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki settled at Delhi. He was succeeded by 
Faridu'd-Din-Ganj-i-Shakar, popularly known as Baba Farid. Baba Farid was 
settled at Ajodhan. He gave to Chishti Silsila an organized form for the 
spiritual movement. He was much popular among the Sikh Community so that 
many of his hymns are collected in Adi Granth. Sheikh Farid's most 
outstanding Khalifa was Shaikh Nizamu'd-Din Auliya (1236-1325 A.D.). 
Under his the Chishti order reached its highest watermark' for nearly half a 
century he worked in Delhi, gained a great fame at his time and also known as 
Mehbub-i-illahi (the beloved of God). His religious activities had a great deal 
to do with the popularity of Chishti Order in India. 
The last great Sufi of the silsila was Shaikh Nasiru'd-Din Mahmud 
popularly known as Chirag-i-Delhi, ^ settled down at Lahore. At the age of 45 
he became the disciple of Nizamu'd-Din Auliya and died in 1336 A.D. 
'" Ayush is a town in Farglianah, south east of Andijen , Nizami, Some Aspect of Religion and Politics 
in India during Thirteenth Century, Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i-Delli, Delhi, 2'"* edn.1974, p. I88.(hereafter as 
A.R.P.I.) 
' ' Nizami in his work Life and Times of Shaikh Farid-u'd-din Ganj-i-Shakar, (Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i-
Delli, Delhi, 1973. pp. 121-22.) derives it and said that Farid was other person whose hymn are in Adi 
Granth not Baba Farid of Chishti Silsila. 
'Uin-i-Akbari, Vol. U, p. 20^. 
' '£/?.£., Vol. XI. p. 63. 
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The Suharwardi Order 
After Chishti order the next popular orderof India was Suharwardi, the 
founder of this silsila was Shaikh Shihabu'd-Din Suhrawardi; who directed his 
disciples to work in India, within very short time it gained marvelous 
popularity."" No doubt there were many saints in Suhrawardi order but for the 
organized form of this silsilsh in India the credit goes to Bahau'd-Din Zakariya 
of Multani, he settled in Multan till his death in 1262 A.D.'^ he was the most 
influential mystic of the 13"' century. His Sufi ideology differed from Chishti 
Order. He did not believe in poverty and torturing of the body. He was against 
the Hindu practice of bowing against the sheikh and too much fasting like 
Chill-i-Ma'kus, he also took part in the political affairs of rulers and 
administration of that time.'^ He was succeeded by his son Sadrau'd-Din Arif 
in Multan and his disciple Jalalu'd-Din Surkh Bukhari established a strong 
Suhrawardi centre at Uch, he came from Bukhra, and settled at Uchch and 
Sindh, and within very short time he gained popularity and converted many 
Hindus of Uchch in Islam.'^ 
The Suhrawardi Sufis took greater care of their families and devoted 
more time to the upbringing and training of their sons than the Chishti saints. 
There is a long list of Sufi?, of the Suhrawardi silsila after these saints among 
"M;/7-/-/)A6r/n, Vol. II, p. 362-63. 
" For detail see A.R.P.I, pp. 220-229. 
"* Srivastava, M.P., Society and Culture in hdedieval India, op. cit., p. 29. 
'^  Prasad, A Short History ofh4uslim Rule in India, op. cit., p. 14. 
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them Jalalu'd-Din Makhdum-i- Jahanian (1308-1383)^° Shaikh Husain Amir 
Husain Suhrawardi, Shaikh Sharfuddin Yahya Maniazi. 
Qadiri Silsila 
Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani (1077-1166 A.D.) a great Sufi saint of Islam 
found a new order in Baghdad after whom the order was named. It was 
introduced in India by Shah Ni'amatullah and Makhdum Muhammad Jilani 
who lived towards the middle of the fifteenth century. Makhdum Jilani settled 
in Uch in Sindh. He was succeeded by his son Abdul Qadir. Abdul Qadir used 
to say his prayers in the Audience Hall of Fatehpur Sikri and when asked by 
Akbar to perform them at home, he answered, "My King, this is not your 
kingdom that you should pass orders." Akbar cancelled his grant of land, and 
he went back to Uch."" Other famous mystics of this order were Shaikh Daud 
Kirmanl, Shaikh Abdul Ma'ali Qadiri of Lahore, Shaikh Mir Muhammad also 
known as Mian Mir. •" 
Naqshbandiyya Order 
Naqshbandiyya order was one of the oldest Sufi orders, and flourished in 
Transoxiana also known as silsia-i-Khawajgan, under the leadership of 
Khawaja Baha-ud-Din Naqshband (d.l389 A.D.).^ '' In India it was introduced 
'° He was the grandson of Shaikh Jalalu'd-Din and was appointed Shaikh-ul-lslam by sultan 
Muhammad-bin-Tughlaq, M.P. Srivastava, Society and Culture in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 29. 
" Yahya was the prominent leaders of the Firdausiya which is the another branch of Suhrawardi 
Silsilsh he was a learned man and left behind a good number of letters known as ''Maktubai" in which 
he tried to recognized the doctrine of Wahadat-ul-Wajud QJmiy of Being). 
"" Husain Yusuf Glimpses ofh4edieval Idian Culture, op. cit., p, 54. 
"•' Prince Dara Shikoh, son of Shahjahan became the disciple of Qadiri order and visited Mian Mir 
(1550-1635 A.D.) at Lahore. 
-" Basham, A.L., A Cultural History of India, Oxford Univ. Press, Delhi, 1983, rpt. 1984, p. 289. 
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by Khawaja Baqi Billah of Kabul (1563-1603 A.D.), seventh in the lines of 
succession to the founder of the silsila. Khawaja did most to make this order 
outstanding in India. In A.D. 1599 he moved to Delhi and settled there.^ ^ From 
the beginning the Sufi of this order paid great attention on the observance of 
law of Shariat and had emphatically denounced all innovation which had sold 
the purity of the Islamic doctrine. Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi, most talented 
disciple of Khawaja Baqi Billah, was another great mystic saint of this silsila. 
He was popularly known as majaddid-Alif-Saani. Other important Sufis of 
this order were Shah Abdur Rahim, Shah Walliullah of Delhi, and Khawaja 
Mir Dard. 
Interaction between Bhakti and Sufi Saints 
The Sufiis of the several orders were impressed by the Indian thought and 
practices that some adopted these ideas. When similar features are found in two 
places it becomes difficult to say that are they borrowed from each other or 
they both are original. It is quite possible for Hinduism and Islam to develop 
similar features theories independently of each other. There is a great 
possibility of give and take between the two when they come into the close 
contact with each other. The Sufii saints who settled in India influenced Indian 
"^  Rizvi, The Wonder that was India, Vol. II, op. cit., p. 268. 
"''Husain, Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, op. cit., p. 57. 
"^  He expounded the philosophy of apparentism {Wahadatu'l Shuhud) also known as the doctrine of 
"Unity of Witness," instead of the doctrine of'Wahadatu'l Wujud." He says that the relation between 
man and God is that of slave and master, or that of worshipper and worshipped and not that of lover 
and beloved as the Sufis generally think. Due to his object was to harmonize the doctrine of mysticism 
with the teachings of orthodox Islam; he was called "Mujaddid,'' the renovator and reformer of Islam. 
See Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, op. cit., p. 57.; Chitnis, K.N., Socio-Econoivic Aspects of 
Medieval India, Atlantic Publishers and Distributers, Delhi 1990, p. 289. 
"^  Chitnis, K.N., Socio-Economic Aspects of Medieval India, op. cit., p. 192. 
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masses with their teaching and the way of life in the same manner they are 
affected by the philosophy and teachings ofBhakti saints of India. 
As the missionaries of Islam and as liberal leaders of its spirituality, the 
Sufi?, were the first among the Muslims to come in the contact with the Hindu 
masses, and thus also with Hindu mystics saints. 
Their Contacts with each others 
Bhakti and Sufi saints developed close contact with other. The abodes of 
the Sufii saints were visited by peoples of that time without any discrimination 
of caste and creeds. We find such evidence that Bhakti saints also used to go to 
the abodes of Sufi saints. Dabistan-i-Mazahib mentions that when Kabir was in 
the search of a spiritual guide he visited the best of the Musalmans and Hindus. 
'^^  It is possible that among the best Musalmans, he might have visited some 
Sufi saints too. The method of Kabir's teachings was shaped by that Sufi saints. 
As he says in a Ramaini: 
"Manikpur was the dwelling place of Kabir, where for long 
he listened to Shaikh Taqi. The same teaching he heard at 
Jaimpur, and Jhusi (near Allahabad)he learnt the names of 
pirs. In that place they have a record of twenty-one pirs 
who read the prayers (khutba) in the name of the 
Prophet. •'•'° 
The same teaching he heard at Jaunpur and Jhusi (near Allahabad) he learnt the 
names of pirs (Muslim preceptors).'' He must also hear the poems of Jalal-ud-
Din Rumi and Sa'di besides other Sufis. He speaks about cup of love of the 
"' Dahistan-i-Mazahib, p. 186. 
'^^ Influence of Islam, p. 148. 
"ibid., p. 119. 
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lover (ashiq, habib) and the beloved (ma 'shuq, mahbuba), of the path of its 
station (muqam) which were proved that he was greatly indebted with Sufis,. 
Sufis considered Kabir to be a ''Muwahhid' (follower of the Wahadatu'l 
Wujud). The author of Ain-i-Akbari writes that Kabir ''Muwahhid" lived during 
the reign of Sikandar Lodi. At other place he writes that due to his catholicity 
of philosophy and charismatic personality he was the friend of both Hindus and 
Musalmans/"' 
Like Kabir, Guru Nanak also said to enjoy the company of Sufii saints; 
among them were Shah Bu 'Ali Qalandar of Panipat, Shaikh Ibrahim and Mian 
Mitha/'' It is said he had a long discussion with Shaikh Sharaf of Panipat, the 
pirs of Multan and Shaikh Ibrahim. At Ajodhan and Multan Guru Nanak was 
reported to have had discussion with Baba Farid and Shaikh Baha-ud-Din 
Zakariya/" He also travelled to Baghdad to visit the famous Qadiri order of 
Pir-I Dastgir Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani/'' Dadu another Bhakti saints manifest 
great knowledge of Sufiism than his predecessors, probably he was the disciple 
of Shaikh Kamal. 
Like Bhakti saints' Sufii saints also seems to have an urgent desire to 
meet the bhaktas. Shaikh Bahau'd-Din Saharanpuri claims to have visited 
Jadrup Gosain. Shaikh relates that it was Jadrup Gosain who told him that the 
f Ibid., p. 123. 
"'" Rizvi, A History of Siifism in India, 2 Vols. Vol. I, Munshiram Manoharlal, Delhi, 1978, reprint. 
2003, p. 313. 
'"' Husain, Glimpses of Medieval Indian Culture, op. cit., p. 28. 
'^  Rizvi, A History ofSufism in India, Vol. I, op. cit., p. 389. 
;''ibid, 
'^  Rizivi, A History ofSufism in India, Vol. . 11. op. cit., p. 410. 
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Mujaddid was superior to all other spiritual guides. Yet we do not find much 
evidence about personal contacts between Bhakti and Sufi saints but interaction 
between their thoughts shows that both movements affected each other very 
much. Chishti order was the most popular order in India; its popularity was due 
to its saints who understood the condition and the religious attitude of India. 
They gave respect to the Indian practices and customs and many of them were 
adopted by the Sufis. The practice of bowing before the Shaikh, presenting 
water to the visitors, shaving the head of a new disciple'*' was common 
practices of the saints of India. 
Concept of God 
As we know that both movements flourished in India at the same time 
so it was natural that they reflected each other. And the output of this reflection 
was the adoption of different practices. Indian Sufis like Shaikh Mohd. Ghaus, 
Shaikh Abdul Quddus Ganghoi, Shaikh Salim Chishti etc. were believed that 
God is Real {al Haqq) and he is the Creator, Bestower, and Provider of the 
masses of sufficiency. The early mystics Sufi have followed the sayings of 
Holy Quran and orthodox belief about the conception of Godhead.'*^ God is self 
existent from eternity, Infinite, heaving no relation to space or time, His 
attributes is unchangeable, He is all powerful, merciful, and omniscient. He 
alone had the power of predestination, both of good and evil, and He is the only 
•'' [bid. 
^''Nizami, A.R.P.I.,p. 178. 
'"ibid, p. 178. 
""ibid, p, 178. 
''"Smith, Margaret, Studies in Early Mysticism in the Near and Middle East, The Sheldon Press, 
London, 1931, p. 198. 
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One who is worthy to inspire either hope or fear.'*'' Sufis believed that, the 
conceive of any other Real existence beside Him would be polytheism. Such a 
doctrine of God as the Only Reality led to the conception of pantheism which is 
the characteristic of the later Sufis.'^'^ Duality, according to the Shaikh Abdul 
Quddus is a false concept and the idea of anything beside God is misguided. 
People should believe only in the Unity of Being (wahadat-al-wujud): 
3fc=n5^ RT 3mt ^ 5fttl ^ ^ 3Trr £ | ^ 3TTt ^ l 
Further 
In the same way the philosophy of Bhakti saints led emphasis on One Personal 
God and loving God. The idea of god hidden in everything of the universe is 
found in the theory of Abdul Quddus is very similar to the Nanak's conception 
of God. For nanak He is the One "EK", Nirguna, devoid of all attributes and 
Nirankar: 
^erf^ ^ w ^ !;i iTcHt f; 3TTt ^ ^ i ' * ' ' 
He is absolute, unconditional. Kabir says that, "He is one and there is no match 
for Him"''** he again said, and "1 know Him to be one who exist everywhere."'*' 
Dadu says that the Supreme is Omnipresent. He is the only Real in the world of 
'^Ibid, p. 198. 
''ibid, p. 200. 
'^Rizvi, A History ofSnfism in India, op. cit., p. 340. 
'' Ibid. 
"''A.G.. Rag Asa, A//. l,Vol. 11, p, 40. 
^^K.G. (Trigunayat), RagGaudi, Pel. 55. 
/I.e., Vol. l,Raga Gaudi, Pd. 3, Tr. from the Original Gitnimiikhi by Dr. Earnest Trumpp, Munsbiram 
Manoharial, Delhi, 2'"* Edition, 1970, p. 963, 
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unreality. He is the treasure house of all Excellencies from which all beings 
comes forth. ^ Chaitanya says He is eternal, without a beginning and an end. 
Supreme Being by him is called Sri Krishana or Hari. He is infinite and Sat 
(absolute Existence) Chit (absolute Intelligence) and Ananda (absolute Bliss).^' 
Concept of Hukum or Riza 
Guru Nanak's conception of Hukum (Divine Will) had also very close 
resemblance with the Sufi interpretation of Riza. In Adi Granth some hymns 
use Hukum and Riza as interchangeable terms. The teachings of Guru Nanak 
on Hukum and Riza are comprehensive and broadly based. Mcleod observes, 
"In Islam the Divine Will, if not actually capricious is at least "unpledged," 
where as the Hukum of Guru Nanak's usage is definitely pledge and 
dependable.""' 
Concept of Guru or Pir 
Importance of a guru or pir is also a common practice among Bhakti and 
Sufi saints. According to Hinduism if a person has a desire to lead a life of 
religious man must seek a guru for him. As Svetasvatra Upanishad says: 
cTf% ^#5rIT 5T2fr: O^QFc^ tH l^rcHH: y^QFrT 3TFIr3T^ 
'" Influence of Islam, op. cit., p. 186. 
' Nath, Radha Govinda, ' A Survey of Chaitanya Movement', Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. IV, op. 
cit., 190, 
"^ Rizvi, A Hislory ofSiiJism in India, op. cit., p. 393. 
"^' McLeod, Guru Nanak and Sikh Religion, op. cit., p. 201. 
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^'The Supreme mystery ofVedanta ...should be given to one 
who has the highest devotion for God, and for his guru as 
for God. ""' 
Mundaka Upanishad says: 
"Let him, in order to understand this, take fuel in his hand 
and approach a guru M'ho is learned and dwells entirely in 
Brahman." '' 
In Sufism a guide is always recommended between God and disciple, because 
they believed that no one can become a Sufi without the help of a pir. But 
according to orthodox, no one could be intercessor except the Prophet.^ *' They 
also believe that those who had no human pir were the disciple of a devil, in a 
Hindi verse Shaikh Abdul Quddus saysthat if a blind man led another blind man 
both bound to fall into a well: 
M arm McWT 5te ^  ^rrarii '^' 
In India many Muslim pirs had Hindu disciples; and similarly, some Hindu 
saints have had Muslims disciples [chelas). 
Use of vernacular 
The popularity of the Sufi saints was also due to the adoption of 
Hindawi as their language of preaching and communication with the masses of 
society. The term Hindawi was used by the Persian speaking people for the all 
'^ Svelasvaira Upanishad, A. VI. SI. 23, above translation has been taken from MuUer, F. Max, Tlie 
Upanishads, 2 Vols. Vol. II, Dover Publications, New York, 1884, p. 267. 
" h4a)uMa Upanisliad A.\,Klt 2, SI. 12, Ibid, p. 33. 
^^ Tasadduq, Husain, 'Sii/ism and its Path .-Reflection of S/iaikli Nizamuddin of Delhi, 14* Century,' 
Indian History Congress, 62"" Session, 2001, p. 216. 
''' Rizvi, A History of &//;sm in India, op. cit., p. 341 
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Indian regional dialects. In the Chishti khanqahs, from the time of Shaikh Farid 
Hindwai came to be used. Shaikh Farid's verses are also known as Hindwai 
poetry. A large number of Hindwai verses of Baba Farid are included in the 
CO 
Guru Granth of Sikhs. The Hindwai couplets are very common in musical 
assemblies of Sufis during thirteenth and fourteenth century. For some Sufis the 
Persian poetry no longer created the same level of ecstasy as in Hindwai.^^ 
Shaikh Abdul Quddus Ganghoi composed his verses under the pen-name 
Alakhdasa (Invisible servant) in his Rushadnama he used Hindi doha.^^ For 
example in a particular couplet, he used Persian for the first line and Hindi for 
the second line: 
1 ^ ^ T^:^ ?raT rfrQU c ^ ? t 1 ^ fcfpT J^^ 
Wf ^Wfr y ^ 7RT sfl^T JTPt fMcTT 
(Sincerity is the guide; patience the provision for the 
journey; the friend our destination; the heart our 
companion; Truth is the city; righteousness its king; yoga 
the pure road.) 
Besides, a number of love stories {Premakhyan) were written by the Sufi poets 
in Awadhi dialects. As Qutub AH Alias Qutuban wrote his Mrigawati in 
Awadhi dialect and he compare his hero with the Hindu mythology not with 
Rustam, Naushirawan or Hatim. Mir Manjhan, the author of Madhumahi and 
Mugdhawati also wrote stories in pure Awadhi language.''^ Padmavat of Malik 
Muhammad Jaisi, The greatest Sufi poet of Hindi, will ever remain a jewel in 
'' Iraqi, Bhaliti Movement in Medieval India: Social and Political Perspectives, op .c\i.,p. I'M. 
''' Aquil, Raziuddin, Stifism, Culture and Politics: Afghans and Islam in Medieval North India, Oxford 
Univ. Press, Delhi, 2007, p. 225. 
''" Halim, A., 'Growth and Development of Hindi Literature', Journal of Asiatic Society of Pakistan, 
Vol. II, Dacca, 1957, p. 88. 
''' Aquil, Raziuddin, Siifism, Culture and Politics: Afghans and Islam in Medieval North India, op. cit., 
pp. 225-26. 
''' Halim, A., 'Growth and Development of Hindi Literature', Journal of Asiatic Society of Pakistan, 
Vol. II, Dacca, 1957, p. 86. 
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Hindi literature. Like Sufi saints bhakti saints also gave emphasis on the local 
dialects of the time. Ramananda was the great scholar of Sanskrit wrote in 
Hindi as well. His Ram-Raksha-Strota is partially in Sanskrit and partially in 
Hindi, and one of his padas quoted in Adi Granth is in Hindi. Kabir the chief 
priest of Nirguna Bhakti wrote in Purbi dialect of Hindi, yet Braja, Punjabi, 
Rajasthani, Arabic and Persian are all manifest in his speech. ^ Nanak on the 
whole wrote in the Hindi idioms with Punjabi dialects. Vallabhacharya was 
also a great scholar of Sanskrit but his Vanayatra and Vishnupada were written 
in chaste Braja Bhasha. Persian dialects were also adopted by the Hindus. It is 
said during the time of Sikandar Lodi, a Brahmin is reported to have been so 
well-versed in Islamic learning that he taught Islamic precepts to Muslims.^'' 
Sama and Kirtan 
The mystic music becomes a tool for ecstasy. The audition party samas 
aimed to attain hal (ecstasyj it is similar to the kirtan or devotional songs of 
Chaitanya. Chaitanya was the exponent of kirtan, he believed that through 
sankirtan and dances a state of and ecstasy could be produced in which one can 
realize the personal presence of Lord Krishna.^ ^ In the same manner Chishti 
mystics believed in spiritual value of music and they patronized the talent of 
professional singers. Shaikh Nizam-ud-Din was found of music and talks of 
ecstasy and rapture (surur). Khawaja Qutb-ud-Din Bakhtiyar Kaki was very 
" Ibid,/?/7. 72-73 
^"^ Iraqi, Bhakli Movement in Medieval India, op, cit., p. 241. 
"Latif, Abdul, The Muslim Mystic Movement in Bengal (1301-1500), K.P. Bagchi & Company, 
Calcutta, 1993, p. 99. 
'''"Tasadduq, Husain, 'Sufism and its Path:Reflection of Shaikh Nizamuddin of Delhi, 14"' Century,' 
Indian History Congress, 62"" Session, 2001, p. 212, 
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fond of music. It is said in musical parties he was over taken by ecstasy.' 
Hindi mystical songs were recited in these samas and many of them musicians 
were newly converted Muslims. For this purpose padas were equally popular 
among Bhakti and Sufi saints. However, the popularity of Vaishnava themes in 
Sufi samas of Hindi-speaking regions was the most significant development of 
the time. 
Adoption of Yogic practice: Chillalt-i-ma'kus 
The ascetic practices which involved starving and torturing the body, 
such as chillah-i-ma'kus has close resemblance to Hindu and Buddhist 
practices and consequently the appeal of Chishti silsila in the non-Muslim 
environment. One who wants to practice of chillah-i-ma 'kus ties a rope to his 
feet and gets his body lowered into a well and offers prayers in this posture for 
forty nights. Some of the Chishti saints are reported to have practiced this 
inverted chillah. Shah Wall Uliah, however remarks,"We could not find any 
authority for it in the tradition of the Prophet or in the sayings of the Jurists.... 
Its legality or otherwise is known to God alone." '^ This practice was probably 
borrowed from the sadhus who are known as urdhamukhi, about them it is said 
that they hang their heads downwards suspended from the branch of a tree, for 
perhaps half an hour at a time.^' Shaikh Farid Chishti and later Shaikh Abdur 
Rahman Qadiri practiced the ardous chilla-i-makus.' 
" Rizvi, y4 History ofSiifism in India, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 326. 
''\4./?.F./„p. 179. ' 
''''Oman, John, Campbell, The Mystics, Ascetics and Saints of India, Oriental Publishers, Delhi, 1973, p. 
46. 
™ Iraqi, Bl^akti Movement in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 86. 
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In the contrast of Chishti order Sufi?> of Suhrawardiyya order didn't 
believe in such hard practices. They believed in a life which both their body 
and soul received equal pleasure. Neither they fasted perpetually nor did they 
recommend a life of starvation. The Chishtis believed in the control of 
7 1 
emotional life as a prerequisite to the control of external behavior. Both 
Bhakti and Sufi saints had common approach towards the way of life. Almost 
all these saints believed in living a balanced life. For example, Nanak and Dadu 
opposed to torture of body to get salvation. Like Suhrawardiyya saints many 
Bhakti saints did not believe in fasting. 
Wandering of the Holy Places 
Both Bhakti and Sufi saints laid emphasis on the wandering of the holy 
places. In fifteenth and sixteenth century a number of Sufis are known to have 
77 
visited Ceylon to pay homage to the legendry foot-prints of Adam. Guru 
Nanak also visited to Ceylon, Macca and Baghdad. Bhakti saints largely 
performed pilgrimage to holy cities like Kashi, Prayag, Vrindaban, Mathura, 
Dwarika, etc. likewise the Sufii saints used to pilgrimage to Macca. 
Both Bhakti and Sufii saints of India influenced the mass of India by their 
thoughts and teachings. No doubt that the principle of universal brotherhood 
and human equality are the basis of Islamic society. Social equality and love 
for the one Nirguna Brahman is the characteristic feature of Sufiism. This was 
^^A.R.P.I.,p. 179. 
'"According to Ibn Battuta,Adam was known in Ceylon as Baba (father) and Eve as Mama (motlier), 
cited by Rizvi, A History ofSii/lsm in India, Vol. 1, op. cit., p. 387. 
' Shah, Sirdar Iqbal Ali, Islamic Siifism, Idarah-i-Adabiyat-i-Delli, Delhi, 1973, p. 63. 
Husain, Glimpses of Medieval Indian Cvlliirc, op. cit., p. 1. 
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adopted by the Bhakti saints. Both Bhakti and Sufi saints opposed the caste 
system. According to them ail men were equal in the eyes of God. They toolc 
their disciples from all strata of society without any distinction of castes and 
creeds. By their act they tried to bring reconciliation and unity among Hindu 
and Muslims. Many untouchables became the follower of Bhakti cult. Famous 
saint Raidas was a Chamar by caste and Kabir was a weaver. It is due to their 
preaching the condition of Sudras improved. Sufis also abolished all invidious 
class distinctions. Sufis lay down the concept of brotherhood in which everyone 
are equal and treat each other as the member of the same family. Ramananda, 
Kabir, Nanak, and Dadu did not believe in caste system. Chaitanya was against 
the class distinctions. Most of the saints preached the gospel of unity and 
friendliness, Nanak and Chaitanya for instance emphasized the fact that 
Hinduism and Islam were two different paths leading to the same destination 
and Ram and Rahim, Krishana and Karim, Allah and Ishwar were different 
names of the same Almighty. However, the main object of the saints to bring 
compromise between Hinduism and Islam. 
l^ he concept of ahinsa (non-violence) which has been one of the 
essential features of Indian philosophy was adopted by the Sufis. They lived as 
If 
vegetarians. Kabir gave more emphasis on the non-violence. 
'^ Shah, Sirdar Iqbal Ali, Islamic Siijism, op. cit., p. 65. 
'"' Iraqi, Bhakti Movement in medieval India, op. cit., p. 252. 
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Condu^ien 
Conclusion 
Since the establishment of MusHm rule in India (1206 A.D.) a feeling of 
communal bitterness emerged. Hindus who were the majority felt deceived. 
Those who invited Muslim concurs thought that the invader would go back 
after invasion. After Ghurin victory over Prithivi Raj (1193 A.D.). the Turks 
decided to established kingdom and moved into India to lived permanently. 
This further aggregated Hindu-Muslim relation to bitterest. During sultanate 
period none of the rulers took Hindus into confidence. Jaziya was imposed. No 
Hindu was overtaken in state service. The ruler and non-Muslims relation 
continued tense till we reach the period of Akbar who through abolishing 
Jaziya, pilgrimage tax, marring Rajput princesses and appointing Rajputs and 
other Hindus in state service tried to disfuse the tension. 
Along with the establishment of Delhi Sultanate, it is said a large 
number of sufi saints entered into India and built their centers in the interior of 
the country. The Sufi, saints gradually tried to contact the local people with 
message of love and co-existence. In course of time won over the Hindus and 
succeed to ease tension. Bhakti saints who had similar philosophical, spiritual 
and cultural feelings came in contact with Sufis and communal tension gave 
way to love, affection and peaceful co-existence. The condition of 15"^  and 16"^  
century created a suitable atmosphere for the Bhakti Movement North India. It 
is obvious that Bhakti movement was an indigenous movement and had 
nothing to do with Islam. This movement have two aspects one to love to a 
personal God and total surrender to Him, it was not due to the impact of Islam 
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because the philosophy of total surrender and love to God was in India before 
the advent of Islam. The second aspect which believe in the worship of a 
formless God, has the aim not only harmony but religious reform of society 
also. 
Bhakti movement was first appeared in South around the sixth century 
onwards by the Alvar and Nayannars saints. The idea of preaching Bhakti 
through hymns and stories was traditionally done by these saints of Tamil 
devotional cult. There was a chain of Acharyas in South like 
Shankaracharyaya, Ramanujacharya, Madhavacharya and Nimbarkacharya, 
they were great scholars of Sanskrit and defined Bhakti in different way. 
Bhakti came to North from South by the effort of Ramananda. He 
founded his own sect and preached his principles in Hindi at Banaras and Agra. 
Simplification of worship and emancipation of people from the traditional caste 
rules were his two important contributions to the Bhakti Movement. From the 
fifteenth century onwards there appeared a large number of Bhakti saints in 
Northern India, belonging both Nirguna and Saguna Marga. Nirguna school of 
Bhakti was representd by Kabir, Nanak, Dadu Dayal, Raidas etc. and 
Vallabhacharya, Chaitanya, Surads, Tulasidas, Mirabai etcbelonged to Saguna 
Bhakti. 
These saints believed in the Unity of God. He is One, and there is no 
second. Nirguna Bhakti saints give the theory of Nirakar, Niranjan, Brahmn. 
They denounced idol worship and the doctrine of incarnation. They pointed out 
that in Bhakti it is the Almighty the main object of a devotee's worship. While 
16 o 
the follower of Saguna Bhakti believe in personal God who has a human form. 
They believe in the doctrine of incarnation. And the incarnation of Lord Vishnu 
as Ram and Krishna was very popular among them. The basic feature of this 
movement was surrender to God, who is all pervasive and capable of solving 
the problems of devotees. He saves His devotee from the web of maya 
(illusion). They (saints) believe that the chanting the name of God purified the 
soul and prepared one for His grace by this the trap of rebirth is removed. 
These Bhakti saints showed a new way of life to the people which could 
be followed by them without any difficulty. In medieval period Hindu society 
was divided into two classes- the upper and the lower. Brahmins were the priest 
of the society they occupied the superior position. The untouchables were not 
allowed to attain religious ceremonies. They could not enter into the temples 
and not listen the religious words of Vedas or Scriptures. Only the people of 
upper classes could do so. Most of the saints belonged to the lower class of 
society. These spiritual leaders of lower strata challenged the religious system 
of Hinduism but also took over the leadership in their own hands and broke the 
religious monopoly of the Brahmins. They saved the masses from the 
exploitation by the priest class. The religious idea of the saints was neither to 
Hinduism nor to Islam but simply gave expression of universal religion with 
unity of Divinity. 
The main aim of this movement was unity of Hindus and Muslims. 
There was a wide gap between both communities in India. The Bhakti saints 
tried to fill this gap by their philosophy and preaching. These saints led to the 
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growth of mutual harmony. The saints Uke Kabir proclaimed that ''Allah and 
Ram were names of one and the same God that He was to be found neither in 
temple nor in Mosque, neither in Banaras nor in Mecca, but only in the heart of 
His devotee."' 
Dadu says: "No Hindu am I, nor yet a Musalman. I follow none of the six 
systems (of Hindu philosophy). I am a devotee of a Merciful." 
^z z:^^ jf pr ^ pr ^ •(R.CHMII 
Nanak and Chaitanya for instance emphasize the fact that Hinduism and Islam 
are two different paths leading to the same destination, and Ram and Rahim, 
Krishana and Karim, Allah and Ishwar are the different names of Supreme 
Being. These teachings were able to remove hatred and suspicion from the 
minds of Hindu and Muslims. So the result of the Bhakti Movement was that 
two great cultures came into close contact with each other and the process of 
give and take took place. 
In the same time Sufis movement was also flourished in the country. 
The various trends and thoughts of both movements drew much from each 
other either consciously or unconsciously. The Sufis theory of Wahdat-ul 
Wajud (unity of Being) was remarkably similar to Upanishadic Advaita of 
K.G. (Trigunayat), Rag Asawari, Pd. 259. 
D.B, Madhi ko ang, Pd, 46. 
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Hinduism. Many Sufis saints preferred Hindi dialect rather than Persian. Indian 
Musical forms like Khyal and Thumri, and the recitation of Hindi verses have 
been very much in use in the Sama of the Khanqahs. Hindu religion was 
influenced by the Sufis. Sufis believed in the doctrine of monotheism 
(Ekeshwarwad), they always condemned idol-worship. Like Nirguna Bhakti 
Sufis also believe in self-surrender unto Him. Bhakti saints tried to reform 
Hinduism to that extent that it may combat the spread of Islam. In these 
processes the Bhakti saints was influenced by the Sufis. Both Sufis and Bhakti 
saints created a new atmosphere which continued to affect the social, religious, 
cultural and political life of India even the later centuries. 
To sum up, it is apparent that the saints had different perceptions 
regarding the type of society they considered ideal : Kabir believed above all in 
an egalitarian social order where there would be no differences on the basis of 
rank, birth, caste or creed, wealth or race or religion; for Tulasi the greatest of 
the time was social stability which could only be established on the basis of a 
reformed Varnashram Dharma, and the cooperative efforts of a just ruler and a 
true saint, both imbued with a sense of discrimination between right and wrong. 
For Surdas, Brij was an idyllic land of love and beauty which overcame all 
social distinctions. This present work offers an analysis of different trends of 
Bhakti thought and movement and their impact on the society. Through the 
interaction between Bhakti and Sufis saints it analysed their mutual 
understanding and co-existence reached in the country not only during 
medieval times but since then till today. 
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Qiad6CVi^ 
Glossary 
Acharyas 
Ac hit 
Adi Granth 
Adi 
Advaita 
Agyan 
Akal 
Allah 
Alvars 
Amur 
Amrita 
Ananta 
Ansha 
Atma 
Avadhut 
Avatara 
Bairagi 
Bani 
Bhagat, (bhakta) 
Bhakti 
Bhjana 
Bhotik sansar 
Scholars 
Matter, world 
'The original volume' the sacred book of the Sikhs called 
Adi Grantha to distinguished it from a letter volume 
known as the Granth of tenth Guru. 
Original; first; primary. 
Absolute monism. 
Ignorance; spiritual blindness. 
Timeless; eternal; immortal. 
The Muhammadan name for God. 
Vaishnava Bhakti Saints of Tamilnadu. 
Immortal. 
Un-dying; nectar. 
Infinite. 
The portion, a part, used for the human individual soul as a 
portion of the universal soul. 
The self; the soul. 
Mendicant; Follower of Ramananda (the detached). 
Descent of deity; an "incarnation" theory of Hinduism. 
One who is free from all passions. 
Utterance of Gurus and bhagats recorded in Adi Granth. 
A provincial form of bhakta; devotee; saint. 
Worship; loving faith; devotion. 
A hymn sung as an act of worship. 
Material world. 
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Bhotik 
Brahama 
Brahmin 
Buddhi 
Chamar 
worker. 
Chandal 
Chaupai 
Chit 
Chitta 
Dan 
Dargah 
Dar-ul-Harb 
Dar-ul-Islam 
Darvesh 
Dharma 
Dharshana 
Dhram Raj 
Materialistic. 
The name of the Supreme God of Hindu theology, 
generally regarded as impersonal and all pervading. 
Member of upper class of Hindu society. 
Mind. 
A member of the low caste of Hindu society; leather 
A sweeper. 
A verse of four lines in hindi of a special metre. 
Soul. 
Mind; heart. 
Charity. 
A sacred place; the presence of God. 
'The Abode of War'. A term used by Muslims with 
reference to a country belonging to infidels which has not 
been brought under the rule of Islam. 
'The Abode of Islam'. A country where the law (Shariat) 
of Islam is in full force. 
Muslim faqir. 
Law. custom, duty. 
A vision, also used of the six schools of Hindu 
Philosophy. 
Yama, the God of the death who determines man's fate 
according his acts \n life. 
Dhyan 
Doha 
Doha 
Dwija 
Meditation. 
A couplet; distich. 
A Hindi couplet of a special metre 
Twice born; a man of one of th 
Hindus. 
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Ek (Ik) 
Ekadashi 
Faqir 
Gaddi 
Ghazi 
Girumukhi 
Gopis 
Gops 
Gunas 
Guru 
Gurudwara 
Hadith 
Hajj 
Hari 
Hatha Yoga 
Hukum 
Ishwara 
Janam Sakhi 
janana 
janani 
Jap 
Jigyasu 
One. 
The eleventh day of half month observed as a fast by 
Hindus. 
Poor; a mendicant; muslim ascetic. 
Literally a pillow; the place where a religious leader has 
his seat of honour. 
A warrior. One who fights in the cause of Islam. 
The sacred ''Guru tongue" of the Sikhs. 
Milk-maids. 
Milkmen. 
Qualities; attributes; three gunas according to Hinduism 
i.e. sattva (purity, tranquility), rajas (passion, 
aggressiveness), tamas (inertia). 
A religious teacher and guide. 
Sikh place of devotion and charity. 
Traditions; sayings of Mohammed. 
The pilgrimage to Mecca, which occurs annually in the 
month of Dhi;l-Hijjah, the twelfth month of the Muslin 
calendar. 
A name of the Lord Vishnu. 
A variety of yoga practiced by Gorakhpanthi. 
Judgment; a judicial decision; will of God. 
God. 
Birth record; life story. 
Religious knowledge. 
One who expounds religious lore. 
Praise; telling one's beads; saying prayers. 
Seeker behind God. 
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Jihad 
Jiva 
Jizyh 
Jnana 
Kal 
Kalash 
Karma 
Kashi 
Kayastha 
Khand 
Holy war. 
An individual soul. 
Poll-tax. 
Knowledge, conscious, a way of salvation. 
Mystic being, personifying time and death, which figures 
very prominently in the Kabir-panthi mythology. 
An earthen pot. 
Path of action; destiny determined by deeds in different 
exercises. 
An old name for Banaras. 
Writer. 
Portion. 
Khanqah A hospice or monastery of the Sufis. 
Khatri (Kshatriya) Warrior. 
Khuda Muhammadan name for God. 
Khut ha 
Khwajah 
Krishna 
Lahar Talao 
Lakh 
Lakshmi 
Lobh 
Loka 
Madarsha 
Man 
An address or a Sermon on Friday in the mosque. 
A respectable man. A title of honour to the name ot'apir. 
Out of the ten incarnation of Vishnu. 
The pond (talab) near Banaras where the infant Kabir was 
said to have been found by Niru and Neema. 
A hundred thousand. 
The consort of Vishnu and goddess of good fortune. 
Greed. 
One of the division of the universe. 
A place where teaching is done.' Particularly a school 
where the Islamis 'snce' are taught. 
Mind: soul. 
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Mantra 
Marga 
Math 
Maya 
Moksha (Mukti) 
Moksha 
Muni 
Nam 
Narda 
Nath 
Nirankar 
Nirguna 
Om 
Panth 
Paramatama 
Paramatama 
Path 
Patwari 
Pir 
Prapatti 
Prasada 
Quran 
A secret phrase or password. 
Road; way (e.g., bhakti marga). 
A monastery. 
Cosmic illusion in (Vedanta); the idea of maya plays a 
great part in Hindu Philosophy and theology; the veil 
covering the Reality and drawing man's mind to the 
impermanent world. 
Liberation; salvation; nirvana. 
Salvation. 
A sage. 
Divine name; the spirit of God. 
A divine sage of Hindu Mythology. 
Master in the hierarchy of Gorakhpanthi yogis. 
God as according to Nanak. 
Without attributes or qualities. 
Onkar; name of God . 
Literally 'apanth\ a sect. 
Supreme soul. 
The Supreme soul or reality. 
Road; way of life; a community following or common 
panth. 
Village revenue officer. 
A tearm used for a murshid (spiritual director). 
Self-surrender. 
God's race. 
The name of the sacred book of the Muslims. 
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Sabad 
Sadhan 
Sadhana 
Saguna 
Sampradaya 
Sannyasi 
Sansar 
Sant 
Sat (Sack) 
Satguru 
Sati (suttee) 
Satsang 
Satsangat 
sattvikjivan 
Shaikh 
Sharadh 
Shiva 
Shraddha 
Shruti 
Siddhi 
Silsilah 
Skandha 
Sloka 
Smriti 
Word; the divine self communication; a liymn of the Adi 
Granth, writings of Kabir. 
Method. 
Spiritual effort for realization of God. 
With attributes or qualities. 
Sect. 
One who has abandoned all worldiness; a yogi. 
World. 
Saint; ascetic; bhagat (such as Kabir and Raidas). 
Truth. 
True Guru. 
Widow-burning. 
Association with holy men; followship of true believers. 
Sayings of saints. 
Disciplined life. 
A man of authority, a religious teacher. 
Ceremonies performed after death by ffindus. 
The third member cf the Hindu triad whose function is 
destruction. 
Faithful. 
Revelation, the Vedas. 
Occult power. 
Order of Sufi teachers. 
Canto. 
Stanza. 
Rememberance. Hindu Law. 
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Sradha 
Sufi 
Sufism 
Sunya 
Taahid 
Tantra 
Tarikh 
Tasawwuf 
Ulama 
Vaishnava 
Vishnu 
Faith. 
A person who professes the mystic doctrines known as 
tasawwuf, Islamic mN/sticism. 
The mystic doctrines, principles and practices of Islamic 
mystics. 
Void; the state when creation ceases and nothing but 
exists. 
A term used to express the unity of God. 
Hindu sacred text concerning of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva. 
Date, History. 
The term used to signify Islamic Mysticism. 
Plural of Alim, the learned doctors of Muslim society. 
Worshipper of Vishnu. 
The second member of the Hindu triad whose function is 
preservation . 
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